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ABSTRACT
This study investigates how the outdoor environment at the Athens Geriatric Home is experienced by its
residents and staff. Results are used to gain knowledge with implication for landscape design. The aim is
to raise awareness of the role that the outdoor environment plays and how this affects experience and
use of elderly people living in care facilities in Greece.
Access to green outdoors is widely documented in an increasing number of studies to have multiple
physical and psychological benefits on humans in a number of international case studies. However, the
evaluation of outdoor space usage as an important component to improve health and quality of life at
Greek senior care settings is still given no attention and there is no record of research on environmental
preferences of outdoor environments at nursing homes. In Greece, long-term geriatric care services not
only are dramatically few in number but also are reported to having Issues of lack of outdoor space,
underuse, and poor maintenance. Very few of Greek elderly people are privileged to access and enjoy an
outdoor environment, even if it is not successfully designed.
In this context, the authors conducted a pilot research on the Athens Geriatric Home situated in the urban
core of Athens, the oldest one in Greece (1873), in order to collect information on size, placement and
quality of green spaces, using the Seniors' Outdoor Survey. The study is based on literature review and
data assessment, collected from responses of both residents and staff.
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INTRODUCTION
The value of outdoor space in seniors housing
For thousands of years, spending time in natural surroundings has been assumed to have a positive
effect on human health (Stigsdotter & Grahn, 2002). Plants and landscapes can enhance human wellbeing by causing positive physiological and psychological responses, which affect human behavior (Relf
& Lohr, 2003, Cox et al., 2004, Detweiler et al., 2008, Murphy et al., 2010).
Researches show that nature plays an important role in the mental, emotional and physical health of the
elderly and helps them recover better from illnesses such as blood pressure, heart problems, stress,
soreness, dementia, absorption of vitamins, mental fatigue, as well as reduce any possible fall incidents.
Outdoor areas in retirement communities and homes for the elderly have been found to be an important
component of elderly’s well-being, satisfaction, improvement of mood and quality of sleep, and increase
of life expectancy, especially to those with disabilities or mobility problems (Talbot and Kaplan, 1991,
Browne, 1992, Stoneham & Jones, 1997, Takano et al., 2002). A garden can cause a sense of distance
and excitement, thus distracting the elderly from pain (Melzack, 1996), simply by looking at a sunset,
snow patterns, or listening the sound of the leaves when they are moved by the air whereas exposure to
sunlight has been shown to have an effect on the diurnal rhythm, bone growth, vitamin status, etc. (Kuller
& Kuller, 1994, Kuller & Lindsten, 1992, Kuller & Wetterberg, 1996) and in most cases, the outdoors air is
of better quality than air indoors, even in heavily trafficked urban areas (Bramryd & Fransman, 1993,
Grahn, 1991). Moreover, contact with nature causes excitement to recall memory and develop sociality.
The visual appeal of nature is important for encouraging the elderly to walk outdoors. Plants trigger social
interaction and networking through joint activities and provide themes for conversation (Erja Rappe,
2005). They could also contribute with a significant improvement in the elderly's satisfaction and an
increase in communication amongst them (Oguz et al., 2010), as well as a decrease in the perception of
loneliness and provide an increase and a change in their daily activities (Mimi Mum Yee Tee, 2008).
Finally, people exposed in open air areas had lower scores in terms of anger, aggression, and fear, than
those exposed in an urban environment (Ulrich, 1999).

Design issues of outdoor space in seniors housing
The main reason why many elderly people rarely or never visit outdoors spaces in care facilities as they
would like seems to be linked to design issues related to location, accessibility and/or attractiveness of
landscape design (Iwarsson & Ståhl, 2003). In addition, a number of studies has revealed that other
obstacles include physical constraints, lack of help by the staff and unpleasant weather conditions
(Cohen-Mansfield & Werner, 1999; Cutler et al., 2006).
The most concise report on the linkage between various design features of the physical environment and
their influence on the elderly’s use of outdoor areas is that of Susan Rodiek in 2003. These features
include the abundance of walkways to access outdoor landscaped areas, the substantial shade and
seating along the walkways, abundant vegetation, the appearance of “a small park” and access to views
looking beyond the facility boundaries, the presence of windows adjacent to out-door entries and
developed areas near entries for pre-viewing outdoor spaces. Participants reported that external use was
discouraged by the poor transition between indoor and outdoor spaces (for example large corridors,
heavy doors), poor hiking areas and inadequate wheelchair space. Instead, they were attracted by
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comfortable seating areas, sun protection, pedestrian walkways, crossings, plant material, water features
and pets (Rodiek, 2003).
Other studies also found that problems at the doors and entrances prevent the transition to green spaces.
The most common was the range opening of the doors or doors that closed very quickly. In addition, the
thresholds that were difficult to access and the automatic doors made it difficult or impossible for older
residents to re-enter the interior after their visits to outdoor spaces (Rodiek et al., 2014). However, little
empirical investigation has been conducted to confirm residents’ preference for these features and to
systematically test outdoor preferences using visual assessment methods with assisted elderly people
(Kane et al., 2003).

Elderly people in Greek society: role and community programs
The amount of care for elderly people, constitutes one of the criteria of any society's culture. The
emersion of the "third age" as a state and as a symbolic category is a sign and proof that modern
societies capture and perceive their components, distinguish their members’ phases in life and distribute
certain obligations and rights. In fact, “elderly people” constitute an important part of societies. Although in
recent years, there has been an intense concern for this subject worldwide, in Greece statistics reflect a
negative attitude towards aging. Elderly’s social role is shrinking, a phenomenon that is mostly observed
in the urban environments. This numerically large social group seems to fall aside, and its role to
degrade, both in society and within their families. They often feel unwanted, strangers in a world intended
only for young people and rejected as non-productive individuals.
Elderly people encounter many difficulties, but at the same time deal with problems related to both
physical and mental health. Many become members of clubs, organizations and seek community
activities and volunteerism. Some of the community programs in Greece consist of Open Seniors
Protection Centers, Day Care Centers for the Elderly, Friendship Clubs, Nursing Homes Asylums and
Sanatoriums of Chronic Diseases.
th

Greece ranks among the lowest places in Western Europe (79 place) between 96 countries, with a
percentage of the population over 60. In Greece, the elderly care is largely an exclusive family matter.
Nevertheless, in our country 243 care units for the elderly operate. Most of them are in Attica (110),
followed by Central Macedonia (29) and Crete (20). According to data from the Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Social Insurance, there are now 113 nursing homes in Greece, including church and charity
associations. There have also been established 20 State Chronic Illness Therapeutic centers.
Their total capacity reaches 15,000 elderly people. The self-serving incidents constitute a small minority,
either because elderly people nowadays contribute to the family budget with their small pension or
because this small pension does not cover the cost of their stay even in an affordable unit. In Greece, the
percentage of people aged over 65 is 7.7% and only 61% of these people report that they can rely on
friends and relatives in any case of need.
54.6% of Greeks claim that they would not let their parents live in a nursing home, a percentage that is
the highest in Europe. Particularly, 35.9% of young people state that they will never leave their parents
and relatives, while 34.6% feel that new generations have responsibilities towards the elderly. On the
other hand, 21.3% express that state authorities have to take responsibility for the elderly and 5.8% of
young people believe they have no obligation towards them.
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Outdoor spaces in nursery homes in Athens
The urban street layout in most areas of Athens leaves no room for the construction of nursery homes
with extensive green spaces. Therefore, in areas such as the center of Athens, the appearance of nursery
homes for the elderly with gardens is limited or non-existent. Scattered through the Athens region, there
are approximately 100 nursing homes and facilities for the elderly, of which 20%, including the Athens
Geriatric Home, have outdoor green areas and the rest 80% just consist of buildings.
Most units with outdoor spaces are located in the suburbs of Athens or in the rest of Attica (see Table 1),
in areas such as Paiania, Glyfada, Koropi or Gerakas. This is due to the fact that these areas are still
sparsely populated and offer the possibility to develop units on large plots. As for the units in the city's
center, the outdoor spaces, with a few exceptions, are limited to areas around the central building with
some trees and one or two seating areas. In some cases, an axial green corridor leads to the entrance of
the buildings and a swimming pool is centrally located in the outdoor space for the potential exercise of
the elderly. More specifically, the second biggest facility is found in Koropi and consists of 16 acres,
compared to the Athens Geriatric Home, the largest geriatric unit, which consists of 64 acres. Table 1
includes data from nursing homes in Athens, with significant areas of greenery and outdoor facilities.
Table 1. Outdoor space areas in nursery homes for the elderly in Attica.

The Athens Geriatric Home
Despite the fact that Athens Geriatric Home is located in the neighborhood of Ampelokipoi, which is
considered a densely populated area in the center of Athens, it can provide rich outdoor spaces for its’
residents and remains the only nursing home with the largest outdoor space and gardens in Athens. It is
for this reason that this case study was chosen as a prototype to conduct this research.
Athens Geriatric Home was founded in 1864 by a group of philanthropists such as Andreas Syggros. The
2
2
site of the nursing home is approximately 54662.69 m , of which 17106.28 m are occupied by the
2
building infrastructure, while the remaining 37556.41 m include the outdoor areas. The garden area
consists of open lawn areas, an olive grove, an orchard, a playground, several seating areas, and a
number of trees and bushes scattered all over the place that provide shade, privacy and a buffer against
the traﬃc noise of the nearby streets, which at times is quite heavy. Moreover, each building has a
covered terrace near its entrance, a transitional zone between indoors and outdoors.
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The building complex of the Athens Geriatric Home has a great architectural value dating back to 1873. In
the course of the last 110 years, some of the original buildings have been demolished and others are not
fully operational. Apart from its’ main function and its charitable services, an aspect of the Athens
Geriatric Home that must be ensured, is the ecological one. The Athens Geriatric Home is a precious
green lung for the densely populated neighborhood of Ampelokipoi and could become a green gem in the
heart of Athens in support of the elderly community as well as of the nearby neighborhood, inviting
neighbors, parents and children for walks, recreation and social activities.

RESEARCH
The aim of this study is to examine the relationship between outdoor areas the elderly care facility of the
Athens Geriatric Home and their physical and mental health (Cutler et al., 2006). In particular, the model
which is used for this purpose, describes the “positive influence” of green spaces on the health of older
people.
The study combines evidence from residents and employees of the Athens Geriatric Home, who reported
their experiences from the gardens, the frequency of their visit and the influence they have on the health
of the elderly, as well as the objective characteristics, which appear as "barriers" and limit the access to
its facilities. The purpose of this study was to explore factors of importance for the use of the outdoor
environment at nursing homes for older persons by asking staff about the use and experience of the
outdoors. The study focused on factors with implications for the design and content of the outdoor
environment.

Methodology
The Athens Geriatric Home was selected for this research for many reasons, which include the extent of
its green spaces and its location. The data were collected as part of a case study that aims to describe
the connection of green spaces with the psychological and physical health of the elderly and how they
perceive the outdoors, as well as the presentation of a design proposal for the improvement of its
grounds.
Approximately 80 elderly people and staff are located in the Athenian Geriatric Home. Ιn our study, we
focused on the comparison between elderly’s people and staff’s responses. Few studies particularly deal
with the staff’s perspective of the outdoor environment at nursing homes. Previous studies on staff’s
perspective have focused on older persons with dementia and mainly used quantitative techniques. The
understanding of how different environments are experienced and used is basic for creating attractive and
usable environments. The staff’s view is of particular importance, as they obtain a comprehensive
knowledge of the users’ wishes, needs and capabilities in the environment. Many nursing homes
accommodate people with diverse diagnoses, not only dementia, and therefore, it is important to
elucidate staff’s perspective under these circumstances.
The data was collected during the period August-September 2018, a time period during which the elderly
visit the outdoors the most. A few days prior to the questionnaire, all residents were invited to participate,
and they were reminded again by staff on the morning of the research. It was not easy to find ‘windows of
opportunity’ in our participants’ daily schedules. This was due to, for example, often visits to the dining
area and coffeehouse, relatives coming for an unexpected visit, and the participants’ routines.

Data collection
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The research was conducted in a manner that the participants found that the time spent to answer the
questionnaire was a pleasant diversion in their regular everyday lives. Residents answered the given
questionnaires, either by observing the outdoors from the balcony or window in their room, or by visiting
the gardens, so that they better capture the outdoors experience. Those who failed to fill in the
questionnaire received help from staff the next day, while others failed to be interviewed mainly because
of serious health problems (mostly dementia). Many of the elderly experienced difficulties in mobility,
concentration and day-to-day activities, while many expressed pain and anxiety / sadness. Additionally,
several had weaknesses in sight and hearing.
Studies of this kind are highly dependent on the interest and willingness of the staff’s participation, who
are working with the elderly on a day-to-day basis. The selection criteria for the elderly included their
physical and cognitive status, so as to have a possibility to participate in the process of the questionnaire
or the ability to participate in a personal interview by a person responsible (psychologist or social worker).
Also, the choice of the elderly and the suggestion of the appropriate staff was based on the views of the
social workers. Generally, when presented with the questionnaire, most of the elderly people were eager
to be asked questions and fill in the questionnaire. On the contrary, part of the staff found it more difficult
to spare little of their time with the questionnaire.
The sample includes seniors aged 60 to 87, males and females, who have been living in the Athens
Geriatric Home from one month up to 16 years. 49 questionnaires were successfully completed, 24 were
questionnaires answered by elderly people and 25 by staff. This survey included 16 women and 9 men
from the sample of staff and 14 women and 10 men from the sample of the elderly. The sample of both
elderly and staff was representative of the four main buildings in operation: 1) “Andreas Siggros”, 2)
“Estia”, 3) “Konsolio” and 4) “Queen Olga”. The location of these four buildings is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Athens Geriatric Home. Aerial photo taken by google maps.

The SOS tool
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The SOS tool is used to evaluate 60 different features that are organized into 5 categories or “domains”.
The evaluation form is completed on site at each outdoor space, using a 1 to 7 rating scale for each
feature, where 7 is “outstanding” and 1 is “extremely poor.” This allows the tool to sensitively measure the
range of support that each feature provides to seniors in a given setting. Collectively, the SOS Tool items
are intended to address the most important features relevant to residents’ outdoor usage and satisfaction.
The domains are:
1. Access to nature: greenery, views, water, other aesthetic characteristics (14 items)
2. Outdoor comfort and safety: seating, climate control and comfort issues (15 items)
3. Walking and outdoor Activities: safe and accessible walkways, destinations (14 items)
4. Indoor-outdoor connection: doorways, physical and visual outdoor access (11 items)
5. Connection to the world: features providing contact with nearby surroundings (6 items)
The SOS system evaluates the quality of each category from the optical angle of the elderly. It evaluates
the functionality of each space and focuses on the advantages it confers on the elderly and does not only
examine the existing infrastructure features. Also, the layout of the questionnaire places the respondent in
the position of the elderly, who can visualize themselves as an older person.
Our participants were asked a set of questions that were included in the questionnaire or were
administered in the form of a structured interview (for those with difficulty issues), in which they
responded orally. They were also asked their age, sex and selected demographic characteristics. Finally,
they were asked to rate the degree of their overall preference of the open-air area and grounds.

Scoring The results
Expecting the increased use of the SOS system in many environments, a differentiated calibration system
has been developed for each of the 5 categories with average results reflecting the importance of
different items / questions. Although each item is of undisputable value, some items are of greater
importance to the use and satisfaction they offer to the elderly in nursing homes. These differences in
calibration are determined based on the preferences of the inhabitants, the usefulness of the open
spaces and the views of the skilled personnel.
After each session, data were manually retrieved from the questionnaires and were analyzed with both
Statgraphics and Microsoft Excel. Each item is multiplied by the corresponding weight depending on its
importance.

Testing the validity of the SOS tool results
The validity of the questionnaire is based mainly on past studies that have been carried out on the
importance of open-air spaces in nursing homes mainly abroad. In this survey, in order to test the
reliability of the questionnaire, we calculated the “Cronbach's Alpha” factor of internal consistency, which
assesses whether respondents' answers to questions, that concern the same concept, are relevant and
consistent. The values of the Cronbach's Alpha factor must be at least ≥0.7 so that the internal
consistency of the questionnaire would be “acceptable”, ≥0.8 would be “good” consistency and 0.9-0.94
would be “excellent”. The Chronbach’s Aplha factor is calculated by the following equation.
𝛼=kk−11−j=1kvar(Xj)varX0
where,
k the number of questions
Xj, j=1, 2, …, k random variable that expresses the scores of the respondents in question j
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X0=j=1kXj random variable expressing sums of total scores
var (Xj) the variance of the scores in question j
var (X0) the variance of the sums of the respondents' scores
To test the reliability of the questionnaire, the factor α was calculated for each of the five categories taking
into account all internal questions and then overall for the whole questionnaire. The following Table 2 and
Figure 1 present the internal consistency of the average weighted scores of the overall questionnaire.
According to Figure 1, Cronbach’s a factor is 0.901822, which shows that the tool that was used has an
"excellent" internal consistency and displays universality.
Table 2. Internal consistency of the average of weighted scores.

Figure 2. Missed variable chart for the average of weighted scores.

Results Statistical analysis
Figure 2 shows a chart created by the comparison of the 5 questionnaire domains. Each one of them
includes 3 individual columns corresponded to different groups of participants, which are elderly people,
staff and the total number of participants (both elderly and staff).
Table 3. Collective results of the 5 domains compared to the 3 samples of the population.
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Figure 3. Results Diagram of the 5 categories compared to the 3 samples of the population.
Moreover, a total preference chart for the outdoors spaces of the Athens Geriatric Home was created.
Specifically, the question included was: "How much do you think that the outdoor area of the Athens
Geriatric Home gives you a real sense of escape?” (meaning a feeling of fresh air, good view, clear sky,
sunshine, rich vegetation, etc.) This question presents the overall impression of all living and working
people about the outdoor spaces of the Athens Geriatric Home. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Statistical results of the overall preference of the open-air area.

Figure 4. Illustration mapping of the overall preference of the open-air area.
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Also, due to the large extent of the outdoors areas of the Athens Geriatric Home, it was important to
consider separately the views of people in all four buildings in operation, based on the assumption that
the elderly have different perspectives of the outdoor spaces and experience of the gardens, from their
balconies and windows of their buildings.
Table 5. Collective results for the point of view of the outdoor spaces from different buildings.

Figure 5. Results diagram of the average domain score from different buildings.

RESULTS
Observing the results of Table 1, that control the internal consistency and reliability of the questionnaire
by calculating Chronbach's α factor, it is concluded that the tool is reliable and can be used for this
research.
By looking at the diagrams, one concludes that the answers given by staff are more optimistic and
positive for the existing outdoor spaces and have generally higher scores than the answers given by the
elderly, despite the fact that the standard deviation is also higher. This result can be presented in each of
the 5 categories, but it does not apply when they were asked to score their overall experience of the
outdoor spaces (see Figure 3).
nd

Generally, the 2 category (Comfort and Safety) has the lowest scores, both by elderly people and by
staff, indicating that the outdoor seating areas do not have the appropriate specifications and are not
used to a large extent. Observing the unweighted scores given by the elderly, in many questions of this
category, which includes questions about the comfort of outdoor seating areas, outdoor toilets, tables, air
quality and climatic conditions, it is noted that the majority of them is the lowest possible (including many
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scores from 1 to 2). Mostly, it was assessed that there was a shortage in the seating areas (see Figure 3)
and that many of them were poorly preserved, being rusty, without cushions and the ones made of stone
were impossible to seat at.
Also, in category 5 which includes the “Connection to the outside world”, with features providing contact
with nearby surroundings, hills, streets and vehicles and in category 1 “Access to Nature” with features
such as healthy green plants, the olive grove, views, noises and animals, the scores show a concern in
the respondents' answers, without indicating such a big difference from category 3 which includes the
walkways and outdoor activities, such as the playground, the fountain and the paving (mostly stone and
concrete). On the other hand, category 4 presents the highest scores showing a satisfaction with the
current design and existence of features such as doors, doorways and outdoor spaces, including the 2
main entrances and every building entrance, showing that the transition between the areas is sufficient.
When evaluating the total experience that elderly people and staff receive from the outdoors areas of the
Athens Geriatric Home, it seems that, with few exceptions, most respondents ranked the surrounding
areas with score such as 4 or 5, which are the highest ones.
Also, Figure 4 shows no significant differences between the five remaining residential buildings of the
nursing home, with a small exception of the “Estia” building. This result can be attributed to the fact that
this building is located in the northwestern part of the Nursing home and is relatively detached from the
rest of the premises, thus giving a distance to the entrances and central outdoor spaces that the other
buildings enjoy. Is should be noted that, this building was constructed in recent years, not being in the
original design of the plot and remains autonomous to this day.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Every society is judged by its attitude towards the elderly, which live in a natural state of life that has to be
honored. On the contrary, this large numerically social group is jostled and its role is degraded both in
their family and in society. More specifically, in Greece this situation is reinforced by the fact that society
does not give the proper attention or resources to improve and facilitate the elderly, due to the fact that
they are going through difficulties in their economical state, compared to other countries in the European
Union. The installation and design of outdoor facilities should be evaluated and considered as an
important factor of outdoor spaces and identified as contributing to the social interaction of the elderly,
which is a basic need of all people and is even more critical for the life of the elderly (Cooper M., Barnes,
1999).
A usable and attractive environment increases the possibilities and the drive to go outdoors both from the
staffs point of view and from the elderly according to this research. It attempts to expand and reinforce
previous research into the interaction of outdoor green spaces in elderly facilities and the impact on their
health and everyday life. Further research will make a positive contribution to informing about the role well
designed outdoor green areas and the experience of the elderly when visiting these open spaces more
often. This research can also examine which objects in these areas are treated as "obstacles" for different
types of people (for example those with severe or mild cognitive or physical impairment) and in what ways
these barriers can be eliminated or minimized (Eva Dahlkvist et al., 2016).
The SOS tool fills a significant gap in the assessment of living standards and health care in geriatric
facilities, enabling for the first time the systematic evaluation of access to nature for the elderly, using
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reliable and valid means. Care service providers can use the tool autonomously to better understand the
strengths and weaknesses of the outdoor spaces in their own care units. Researchers can also use this
system as a standard tool for comparing facilities and the levels of external use to the satisfaction of the
elderly.
Also, the staff’s view is of particular importance, as it provides a comprehensive view of the wishes and
needs of the elderly as well as the potential of each environment and how the barriers to their visit can
enhance or reduce its benefits. Many geriatric homes accommodate people with different medical
diagnoses, not just dementia, and therefore it is important to clarify the view of staff under these
circumstances.

LIMITATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The main limitation of our research was that in Greece no similar research has been conducted in the
past years, which means that there was no measure to which we could compare our results and borrow
guidelines for a possible landscape design. Also the questionnaire took place around autumn, which
means that the answers given by the participants were mostly based on the outdoor environment they
encountered only during this period of time. A more completed research could include the completion of
the same questionnaire at different times of the year, in which the trees, busses and flowers offer a
different sense and create multiple environments, which elderly people would face with a different attitude
and point of view. Future studies using this method with a similar population could include more
assistants (researchers and staff), so that is could be conducted in the same day with similar
environmental conditions for every participant and ever more times throughout the year.
Moreover, sampling errors are inevitable because not all the population of the Athens Geriatric Home was
examined, but only a part of the sample. This is due to factors such as the absence of staff at the time of
the questionnaire, or the lack of ability by elderly with health problems, such as dementia. In addition, a
decisive factor was the refusal of some elderly people and staff to complete the questionnaire and
therefore, the variability in the population is inevitable.
As shown in Table 1, there are other nursing homes in the region of Attica, which can be used for future
researches, despite the fact that they don’t necessarily have such extensive outdoor areas as the Athens
Geriatric Home. Such researches will help to better understand elderly people’s perspective concerning
outdoor green spaces in Attica. Also the next step could be to conduct additional research in more areas
in Greece, so that we acquire a spherical view on the subject. Part of the completion of the research
st
could be to discuss the quality and facilities of outdoor spaces in nursing homes in Greece in the 21
century and maybe provide a booklet with guidelines of how to design and improve outdoor green spaces
in such facilities.
More specifically, according to the questionnaire, the Athens Geriatric Home is in need of more frequent
seating areas and benches, especially in areas surrounding the 4 operational buildings. There are at
many areas, which nowadays are not exploited at all, including the lawn near the main entrance, the front
paved path of Andreas Siggros, the abandoned playground and the olive grove. These areas could be
used to create additional seating areas, improve the playground for children and use the water feature as
an advantageous factor in combination with additional plant material. All of these features could be added
carefully, without intervening with the historicity of the Athens Geriatric Home and present a refreshed
and more functional image, that will attract the elderly and staff to go outdoors and have a positive impact
on their health.
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ABSTRACT
More frequent flooding has brought more flood refugees and water retention projects to safer
higher grounds (Andoh and Declerck 1997, Najarian, Goenjian et al. 2001, Hartmann and
Driessen 2017). This presents opportunities to help adapt flood refugees to relocation destinations
with waterscapes. Women are disproportionally affected by flooding (Few 2003, Fothergill and
Peek 2004). However, compared to men and residents, women and newcomers do not navigate
as effectively in an unfamiliar environment because they tend to rely on an egocentric (eye-level)
instead of allocentric (map-like) perspective for wayfinding (Devlin and Bernstein 1995,
Malinowski and Gillespie 2001). Waterscapes are often the most salient elements in people’s
cognitive images (Yabiku, Casagrande et al. 2008, Faggi, Breuste et al. 2013). Salient
environmental features can potentially mediate wayfinding differences due to gender and
familiarity (Vinson 1999, Chen, Syvitski et al. 2012).This study hypothesizes that mappable
waterscapes mediate the wayfinding differences due to gender and familiarity. Waterscapes were
classified using Lynch’s elements of imageability, landmarks, nodes, paths, edges, and districts
(Lynch 1960). Measures of spatial cognition coherence, waterscape mappabililty, waterscape
identifiability, and waterscape attachment were derived from sketch maps, cognitive mapping,
photovoice recall results from 21 female and 39 male participants sampled from 8 European water
towns. Mediation analysis results show that mappable canals enabled women and newcomers to
use the allocentric perspective or to better sequence the egocentric perspective. Identifiable canal
scenes helped mappable canals become loci of attachment to further contribute to environmental
adaptation in an unfamiliar setting.

1.1
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Decentralizing runoff management upstream

Detaining runoff in upstream areas, rather than downstream, tends to be more cost-effective in
mitigating downstream flooding (Andoh, Declerck et al. 1997, Hartmann and Driessen 2017). Many flood
control reservoirs and diversion channels were thus located upstream of population centers. These largescale open spaces and greenways only become wet during storms. They have become popular among
developers and home buyers because of the exposure to nature and recreational opportunities they often
provide. However, diversion channels have been found to frequently transfer, rather than mitigate flood
risks (Chen, Syvitski et al. 2012). Flood control reservoirs have become liabilities in many cases where
developments leapfrogged upstream of these reservoirs to increase the reservoirs’ inflows beyond their
original design capacities (Vano, Dettinger et al. 2018). Furthermore, an increasing frequency of storms
with a growing magnitude has led to more extreme floods. This new normal climate reality is promoting
migration towards safer upstream areas, further contributing runoffs to these reservoirs because most new
upstream developments are not able to fully absorb their own runoffs from unprecedented storms. During
Harvey, a 500-year storm, which has a 1 in 500 chance of occurring in any given year, the flood control
reservoirs in Houston contributed to downstream flooding when emergency water release became
necessary to prevent dam breaks. (Sebastian, Lendering et al. 2017). Harvey, as an inland flooding event,
also caused severe street flooding because the storm sewer systems had been undersized to handle
much less intense storms.

2.1

From upstream water detention to retention

Decentralized water detention may offer a promising solution to divide and concur runoff as close
to its origin as possible so the impact of emergency overflow is less life-threatening to the downstream
communities. However, infiltrative green streets or vegetated swales, the major form of decentralized
water detention, can become saturated quickly within the first few hours of a storm. Smaller-scale open
channels, such as a network of streams or canals, offer promise as an upscaled alternative to better
manage runoffs close to their source and to mitigate street flooding (Faisal, Kabir et al. 1999). The
Cheonggyecheon stream restoration project replaced elevated highways with a park-like canal through
downtown Seoul. According to the Landscape Architecture Foundation (2019), the project provided
protection up to 200-year flood events while increasing bus and subway ridership. In addition to facilitating
transit-oriented developments, such canal-oriented developments and stream daylighting projects have
been found to provide impetus for urban regeneration and to make their adjacent communities more floorresilient. Yet, many of these projects are limited in their geographic scope while flood control systems tend
to be part of an interconnected network (Buchholz and Younos 2007).

2.2

Adapting migrants to upstream relocation destinations

Relocation from flood-prone areas has been considered effective flood adaption measures (King,
Bird et al. 2014). However, relocation to circumvent the impacts of natural disasters can be a stressful and
traumatic experience (Najarian, Goenjian et al. 2001). The potential of environmental design in facilitating
positive relocation experience has not been explored. Similar places tend to be chosen as relocation
destinations by migrants (Scannell and Gifford 2010). Flood refugees are thus more inclined to relocate to
areas in proximity to water bodies on safer higher grounds because they tend to be from around water
bodies in low-lying areas. Integrating waterscapes into the public realm of relocation destinations helps
make involuntary migration less stressful and motivate proactive relocation from flood-prone areas.
Korpela (1989) noted that newcomers often sought out water bodies to facilitate a process of
environmental self-regulation and to reduce stress associated with being in an unfamiliar environment; this
process of environmental adaptation leads to place identity when components of the physical environment,
such as waterscapes, are used maintain psychological balance and coherence of one’s self. This may a
similar type of environmentally derived place attachment that often forms among newcomers before the
development of place identity, or identification with a place as an extension of the self (Hernández, Hidalgo
et al. 2007). The tripartite theory of place attachment suggests place identity and place dependence as
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contributors to place attachment (Scannell and Gifford 2010). This research used a wayfinding perspective
to translate environmentally derived place identity and place dependence into place identifiability and place
mappability to investigate the impacts of physical settings on environmentally derived place attachment
without the social dimensions of place attachment that require time to develop . This perspective is particular
relevant for investigating flood refugee’s environmental adaptation in an unfamiliar environment and their
perception of relocation destinations.
The increasing need to implement water retention in upstream relocation destinations suggests
opportunities to explore this potential through systematically integrating water with urban design. Women
are disproportionally affected by flooding (Few 2003, Fothergill and Peek 2004). However, compared to
men and residents, women and newcomers do not navigate as effectively in an unfamiliar environment;
women and newcomers tend to rely on an egocentric (eye-level) instead of allocentric (map-like)
perspective and do not use environmental cues as often to aid wayfinding (Devlin and Bernstein 1995,
Malinowski and Gillespie 2001). Salient environmental features can potentially mediate wayfinding
differences due to gender and familiarity (Vinson 1999, Chen, Chang et al. 2009). Waterscapes tend to be
the most salient elements in people’s cognitive images (De Jonge 1962, Yabiku, Casagrande et al. 2008,
Faggi, Breuste et al. 2013).

2.3

Influences of spatial-visual cues on spatial performance

The effects of environmental configuration on spatial cognition is still inconclusive. Thorndyke and
Hayes-Roth (1982) revealed that environmental features had no significant influence on human
performance in acquiring spatial knowledge. On the other hand, some found that landmarks or identifiable
scenes had significantly positive influences on spatial performance without accounting for the effects of
other visual-spatial cues, such as paths (Devlin and Bernstein, 1995; Helf, 1979). Others hypothesized
and validated that paths with distinct structures, such as regular, well-define street grids, facilitate spatial
cognition without considering the influences of landmarks (De Jonge, 1962; Lynch, 1960 and Appleyard,
1976). Little is known as to whether paths or landmarks better enhance spatial cognition when they are
both present as non-water-based or water-based features.

2.4

Two perspectives of water-based imageability

The environmental image often involves two frames of reference—a top-down map-like and eyelevel photograph-like perspective. These two facets of spatial schemas are widely discussed as
allocentric and egocentric frames of references by neuroscientists (Klatzky, 1998; Mou, McNamara,
Valiquette, & Rump, 2004). These perceptions seem to correspond to two components of imageability
proposed by Lynch (1960): structure and identity. Structure is similar to the mappability-based legibility,
and identity is akin to the identifiability of environmental features, as described in Kaplan’s (1984)
functional view of aesthetics. The author postulates that these two perspectives of water-based
imageability can be conceptualized in the context of wayfinding as water-based mappability and waterbased identifiability, or environmentally derived waterscape dependence and waterscape identity.

2.5

Investigating water-based mappability with cognitive mapping recall

Golledge (1992) stated that spatial anchors contribute to spatial familiarity, which he defines as an
ability to identify and locate features in addition to relating them to other features in spatial memory.
Spatial anchors are predisposed to be among the first features recalled from participants’ cognitive maps
(Osmond, 1963). Cognitive mapping was employed as a participatory method for studying water-based
mappability because it has been used by a number of studies to investigate the extent to which water
spatially anchors people’s cognitive maps (Rasmussen, 1931; Southworth, Cranz, Lindsay, & Morhayim,
2012). Certain socioeconomic and age groups were found to have difficulty drawing accurate sketch maps
of a large-scale environment, although they were capable of navigating the environment (Clayton &
Woodyard, 1981; Downs & Siegel, 1981; Hart, 1981; Lewis, 1976). Instead of acquiring sketch maps, a
survey-administered cognitive mapping protocol was used as a prompt to obtain the recall sequence of
water-based features. These recall sequences served to determine the extent to which these waterscapes
were spatial anchors that contributed to water-based mappability.
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2.6

Studying water-based identifiability with photovoice recall

Although Lynch (1960) used photograph recognition to supplement sketch maps and verbal
interviews with an egocentric perspective of spatial memory, the photographs were preselected by
investigators and may not have been as ecologically or cognitively valid as those obtained from
photovoice. Photovoice involves participants taking photographic images to express their impressions of
an environment and has been found to be an effective method for place research (Ruggeri, 2014; Wang &
Burris, 1997). Thus, photovoice was used to investigate water-based identifiability because the most
preferred scenes in unfamiliar urban places have been found to be the most identifiable (Herzog, Kaplan,
& Kaplan, 1982). However, photovoice has been used for studies investigating smaller-scale
environments than cities. In the absence of the investigator, participants may be inclined to take
photographs of salient features to which they have easy access as opposed to making an effort to travel
to specific locations to capture the most memorable pictures of an entire city. Because it was not possible
for the investigator to travel with each participant around the city to take five pictures, a photovoice recall
protocol was used instead of the actual photovoice protocol during each interview. Participants were
guided to recall five pictures, articulate the content of each recalled photograph, and locate the observer’s
position and viewing angle on a city map.

2.7

Accounting for individual factors with aquaphilia sensitivity baseline

Visual access to plants has been found to reduce stress because of biophilia, or human innate
affinity with nature (Grinde, Patil et al. 2009). Gardening can also help the displaced cope with the
emotional distress of being away from home by inducing biophilia-based place attachment (Brook 2003).
Aquaphilia, or human instinctual attachment to water, similar to biophilia, has an ostensibly universal
nature due to its partial genetic influence (Coss, 1990). However, a water-centric environment does not
necessarily reduce stress in all cases. People’s preferences for water have been found to change
depending on the quality of water, such as clarity and color, as well as its general environs (Davies-Colley
& Smith, 2001; Maslow & Lewis, 1987; Newman, 1972). People’s varying psycho-physiological baseline
states may also lead to individual differences in environmental stress responses related to water in
landscapes (LaRue, 1974; Newman, 1973). It is possible that these individual and contextual differences
may result in varying perceptions of water’s restorative aesthetics. Moreover, aquaphobia could potentially
be induced by past traumatic events related to drowning (Sommer, 1967) or flood-induced property
damage (El-Sharkawy, 1979). To account for all of the aforementioned factors, this study included
aquaphilia sensitivity baseline as a control variable to be measured by people’s preference to approach or
avoid a water-based environment both visually and physically.

2.8

Accounting for environmental factors with waterscape variables

Waterscapes were differentiated into water landmarks, which are salient features along or across
water, canals, lakes, rivers, and harbors, because they roughly correspond to Lynch’s (1960) five
elements of imageability, which are landmarks, paths, nodes, edges, and districts. For each of the five
waterscape types, mappability, identifiability, and attachment were proposed as indicators for Lynch’s
(1960) cognitive components of imageability, namely, structure, identity, and meaning.

2.9

Study objectives

This study investigates the potential of water-based elements of imageability in mediating
differences in wayfinding due to gender or familiarity based on previous environmental exposure. It
intends to test whether the mappability or identifiability of a particular element mediates the significant
influence of gender and familiarity on the coherence of cognitive image. In addition, waterscape
mappability and waterscape identifiability are tested as environmentally derived waterscape dependence
and waterscape identity by investigating whether they form a tripartite with waterscape attachment.

3

METHODS

3.1

Site selection

Among the alluring water cities that have been considered comparable to Venice (MacLean, 2011;
Raplee, 2010), the following six were chosen as study sites based on precipitation pattern similarity and
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geographical proximity for minimizing sampling cost: Amsterdam and Giethoorn in the Netherlands, Ghent
and Bruges in Belgium, and Berlin and Hamburg in Germany. Only Amsterdam and Hamburg are coastal
cities with easily accessible harbors, while the other four are inland water cities. Rotterdam, the second
largest Dutch city, and Almere, the fastest growing city in Europe, were added to the selection of study
sites because similar to Amsterdam and Hamburg, these two coastal polder cities are also appealing
water cities with easily accessible harbors (Kwadijk et al., 2010; Tao & Zhengnan, 2013). The final list of
study sites comprised four coastal water cities and four inland water cities. This selection of water cities
allowed for some level of variability in the amounts and types of water features. All eight water cities have
canals, and all four coastal water cities have a water density greater than 10% due to the presence of
larger water bodies, such as harbors and lakes. The water density for the inland cities is less than 10%.
The water density was calculated by dividing the total surface of water in each city by its total area of land.

3.2

Sampling

A simple and obvious field-interview sampling strategy for residents and visitors in these eight
cities does not exist. Each city’s nine sampling sites included major entry points, such as airports, intercity train stations, and bus stations, city halls, tourist bureaus, and various randomly selected hotels,
cafes, ethnic stores, and universities. These sites were chosen to conveniently sample a sufficient mix of
residents and visitors, high- and low-income populations, experts of environmental design, non-experts,
and immigrants and visitors from varying countries of origin. A randomized order was first used to
sequence the eight water cities. A random sequencing of sampling sites was then performed to create an
approximation of a random sample that could be as representative of a theoretical sampling frame as
possible. This theoretical sampling frame assumed that it is possible to capture all residents and visitors in
each water city. Each sampling site was assigned 5 hours of sampling time, which was a total of 45 hours
for each water city. A total of 60 semi-structure interview participants were recruited across all eight water
cities’ sampling sites to provide measures to account for waterscape attributes, individual factors, and
coherence indicators.

3.3

Waterscape measures

As shown in Table 1, to produce the measures of mappability, identifiability, attachment for each
waterscape type, the results of interview items 1, 2, 3 were recoded as 1 or 0, depending on whether their
answer involved one of the targeted waterscapes, which are canal, harbor, lake, river, and water
landmark, as opposed to water in general. The classifications of these waterscapes were based on the
literal use of these five waterscape terms or the names of actual water bodies in participants’ responses.
When a response’s waterscape type was unclear, the participant was asked to provide clarification before
ending the interview. Mappability and identifiability accounted for the extent to which each of these
waterscape types was salient in each participant’s (top-down) cognitive map and (eye-level) cognitive
image. A weighted average was then generated by multiplying each base score with a weight from 5 to 1.
This weighting accounted for the sequence of recall to reflect the level of salience of each waterscape in
spatial memory.
Table 1. Waterscape variables
Variables
Interview items for field participants
a
Waterscape mappability
1. Cognitive mapping protocol: imagine you are drawing a map of the city.
Please name or describe the five features or locations that come to mind
first. Please do not consult a city map.
a
Waterscape identifiability
2. Photovoice protocol: if you were to take five pictures of the city to
describe it to someone who has never been there, what would you take
pictures of?
a
Waterscape attachment
3. Non-visual protocol: what are the five things you would miss about the
physical environment if you had to leave the city tomorrow?
b
a. Code each answer 1 or 0 based on whether or not it contains a targeted waterscape ; assign a
weight from 5 to 1 to account for the sequence of recall; use weighted averages for measures.
b. A targeted waterscape can be a canal, river, lake, harbor, or a water landmark; a water landmark
refers to a landmark along and across water bodies.
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As shown in the following formula, an average was taken from the sum of all five weighted base scores to
derive measures for waterscape mappability, identity, and attachment:
Weighted average = (5 * first answer base score + 4 * second answer base score
+ 3 * third answer base score + 2 * fourth answer base
score + 1 * fifth answer base score)/5
A similar coding scheme was applied for interview items 1, 2, and 3 in Table 1 to assess the degree to
which each participant would likely seek proximity to each waterscape type as a spatial anchor for
navigating unknown territories. This arguably generated the measures of canal attachment, harbor
attachment, lake attachment, river attachment, and water landmark attachment.

3.4

Measures for individual factors

Table 2 exhibits four interview items for indicating the participants’ level of environmental
familiarity through their status as visitors or residents, gender, aquaphilia, and aquaphilia baseline. The
response to interview item 1 in Table 2 was coded as 1 or 2 for visitors or residents based a length of stay
less than or at least 90 days to match the duration for a Schengen visitor visa. A male or female
participant was given a score of 1 or 2, respectively, for gender as a categorical variable (item 2 in Table
2). A five-point Likert scale was used to ordinate the score for aquaphilia sensitivity baseline (item 4 in
Table 2) based on the assumption of equal spacing between response categories.
Table 2. Measures for individual factors
Variables
Interview items for field participants
a
Visitor/Resident
1. How many years/days have you been in this city (altogether)
b
Gender
2. Which sex or gender do you identify with?
□ Female (2) □ Male (1) □ Other (0)
Aquaphilia sensitivity
3. If you could live anywhere, would you choose to live □ right on the water
c
baseline
(5) □ with easy access to water (4) □ with visual access to water only (3)
□ far away from water (2) □ as far away from water as possible (1)?
a. Code the response with 2 and 1 for residents and visitors using 90 days as a cutoff.
b. Code female and male participants with 2 and 1 to generate a categorical variable.
c. Assume response categories as equally spaced points along a Likert scale to generate scores as
shown above in parentheses.

3.5

City image coherence measures

In between the cognitive mapping and photovoice protocol, participants were guided to sketch their
cognitive maps by the following instructions: “Please draw a map of your city on the next page. Include as
many features as you can recall. Number the features directly on the map to indicate the sequence in
which they emerge in your memory.” Fifty-five sketch maps were collected from 60 field participants
because five participants could not draw their cognitive maps from recall. The sketch maps were presented
in a randomized sequence in Qualtrics for evaluation by four independent raters without previous
exposure to the study or the eight cities.
Table 3. City image coherence measures
Variables
Interview items for field participants
Dual-perspective
1. Ratings by raters 1 and 2 using uncolored sketch maps and the
a
coherence
evaluation rubric and coding scheme (Author, 2016)
Colored allocentric
2. Which city is this map about? □ Almere □ Amsterdam □ Berlin □
a
coherence
Bruges □ Ghent □ Giethoorn □ Hamburg □ Rotterdam □ Not Sure
Contribution of
3. To what extent do the map’s blue features help you identify the city?
b
water
□ Very much (3) □ Somewhat (2) □ Not (1)
Water-based egocentric
4. To what extent do non-blue features cluster along blue features?
b
coherence
□ Very much (3) □ Somewhat (2) □ Not (1)
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a. Code 1 or 0 for indicating correct or incorrect city identification.
b. Assume response categories as equally spaced points along a Likert scale to generate scores as
shown above in parentheses.
Raters 1 and 2 evaluated the original sketch maps using a rubric distilled from the literature on the
developmental stages of spatial knowledge and the theory of imageability. The average scores from raters
1 and 2 for the original uncolored sketch maps were used to measure dual-perspective coherence (item 1
in Table 3). Raters 3 and 4 evaluated sketch maps with water features colored in blue by the investigator.
They compared the colored sketch maps with the colored cartographic maps of the eight cities for 10
seconds each. The investigator assigned a score of 1 or 0 when a colored sketch map was correctly or
incorrectly identified by the raters. The average scores from raters 3 and 4 were used to measure colored
allocentric coherence (item 2 in Table 3).
The measures for items 3-5 in Table 3 were also derived from the average ratings between raters 3
and 4. The raters had 10 seconds to answer each of the evaluation questions for items 3-5 in Table 3.
Contribution of water (item 3 in Table 3) was based on the degree to which water helped the raters identify
the city associated with each sketch map. Lastly, the raters were asked to assess the extent to which nonblue features clustered along the blue features on each sketch map to produce the indicator of waterbased egocentric coherence (item 5 in Table 3). This interview question measured the degree to which
water helps the sequencing of identifiable scenes into procedural knowledge. A three-point Likert scale
was used to ordinate the responses for contribution of water and water-based egocentric coherence. The
investigator then multiply the average score for allocentric coherence by the average score for the
contribution of water as a weight to generate the measure of water-based allocentric coherence (item 4 in
Table 3). The aforementieond sketch map evaluation procedures and scoring rubrics were calibrated and
tested to have sufficient interrater reliability in a previous study.

3.6

Mediation analysis

A macro by Preacher and Hayes (2008) was used to conduct mediation analyses in SPSS
Statistics 22 to understand how waterscape attributes mediated the effects of gender and familiarity on
individually perceived water-based imageability. Aquaphilia sensitivity baseline was controlled as a
covariate. Gender and the group variable of visitors or residents rotated as the independent variable.
Dual-perspective coherence, water-based allocentric coherence, water-based egocentric coherence, as
the dependent variable. A mediation analysis for each combination of independent and dependent
variable with each waterscape attribute indicator as a mediator was conducted. Multiple mediation
analyses were also conducted when more than one waterscape attribute indicator significantly mediated
the relationship between the same independent and dependent variables . Only those analyses with
significant outcomes are reported and summarized in the subsequent section. Additional mediation
analyses were conducted

4

RESULTS

4.1

Intervening influences for gender effect on coherence measures
Canal mappability, canal identifiability, or both variables were included as intervening variables for
three different mediation analysis models using aquaphilia sensitivity baseline as a covariate, gender as
the independent variable, and each coherence measure as the dependent variable. Figure 1 shows the
results of three significant models. Aquaphilia sensitivity baseline was a significant control variable in all
models (Model A: βd= -.96*; td=-2.53; Model B: βd= -.55***; Model C: td=-3.76; βd= -.28*; td= -2.20). The
2
best-fitting model (Model B: Adj-R = .47, F (3, 47) = 16.98***) indicates that a significant gender effect on
water-based allocentric coherence was fully mediated by canal mappability (βa= -1.74, pa<.05; βb= .21,
p1<.001; βc= -62*, pc<.05; βc’= -25, pc’>10. Although the other two models did not result in full mediation,
several significant relationships provided insights for intepreting Model B: in addition to water-based
allocentric coherence, canal mappability also significantly influenced the other two coherence measures,
dual-perspective coherence (Model A: βb1= .35, pb1<.01) and water-based egocentric coherence (Model C:
βb= .12, pb1<.01). Gender had a significant effect and a marginally significant effect on canal mappability
with either one of the two water-based coherence measures, water-based allocentric coherence or water-
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based egocentric coherence, as the dependent variable in Model B (βa= -1.74, pa<.05) and Model C (βa= 1.57, .05<pa<.10). No significant gender effect was observed when canal identifiabilty was introduced as a
second mediator and the non-water coherence measure, dual-perspective coherence, was the dependent
variable (Model A: βa= -1.57, pa>.10). Canal identifiability did not significantly influence dual-perspective
coherence in the presence of canal mappability as the other mediator (βb2= -.26, pb2>.05). While gender
had a significant effect on canal identifiability (βa2= -1.37, pa2<.05), it did not significanlty influence dualperspective coherence (βc= -.42, pc>.10; βc’=-.23, pc’ >.10).

-

Note: ***p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05; .05<p<.10; independent variable: gender (1: male; 2: female); control
variable (d): aquaphilia sensitivity baseline; dependent variable: coherence measure.
Figure 1. Intervening Influences for gender effects on coherence measures. Diagrams by the
author.
4.2

Intervening influences for group effect of visitors or residents on coherence measures
Similarly, using canal mappability, canal identifiability, or both as intervening variables, three
models were tested with the group variable of visitors or residents as the independent variable, aquaphilia
sensitivity baseline as a covariate, and each coherence measure as the dependent variable. Figure 2
shows the results of the significant models. Aquaphilia sensitivity baseline was a significant control
variable for all three models (Model D: βd=-.96*; td=-2.65; Model E: βd= -.35**; td=-2.88; Model F: βd= .60***; td= -4.27). While the insignificant direct path of Model A indicated no gender effects on dual2
perspective coherence, the direct path of Model D (Adj-R =.22, F (3, 47) = 4.50, p<.01) indicated that
dual-perspective coherence significantly differed between visitors and residents (βc= 1.13, pc<.05). While
canal identifiability had no significant mediating effect (βa2=-.39, pa2>.05; βb2= -.19, pb2>.05), canal
mappability fully mediated the significant group effect of visitor or resident on dual-perspective coherence
with a marginal significance (βa1=1.35, pa1<.10; βb1= .30, pb1<.05; βc’=.64, pc’ >.05; βd= -.96, pd<.05).
Consistent with Models A, B, and C, canal mappability had a significant effect on all three
coherence measures (Model D: βb= .30, pb<.05; Model E: βb= .24, pb<.001; Model F: βb= .14, pb<.001).
While model B shows significant gender effects on water-based allocentric coherence and canal
mappability, no group effect of visitors or residents was found for canal mappability (βa= 1.32, pa>.05) or
water-based allocentric coherence (βc= -.03, pc>.05; βc’=-.30, pc’ >.05) in Model E. With water-based
2
egocentric coherence as the dependent variable, Model F (R =.31, F (3, 52) =8.85, p <.001) shows no
significant group effect of visitors or residents on canal mappability (βa= 1.35, pa>.05) while canal
mappability had a significant positive relationship with water-based egocentric coherence (βb= .14,
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pb<.001). Model F indicates that the intervening effect of canal mappability made the group effect of
visitors or residents on water-based egocentric coherence significant (βc’= -.20, pc’ >.05; βc’= -.40, pc’ <.05).

-

Note. ***p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05; p<.10; independent variable: visitors or residents (1: visitor; 2:
resident); control variable (d): aquaphilia sensitivity baseline; dependent variable: coherence measure.
Figure 2. Intervening Influences for group effect on coherence measures. Diagrams by the author.
4.3

Mediation of the canal identifiability effect on coherence by canal mappability
To better understand the mediation analysis models using gender or the group variable of visitors
or residents as independent variable, additional mediation analyses were conducted using gender or the
group variable and aquaphilia sensitivity baseline as control variables. Canal identifiability was included as
the independent variable with canal mappabilty as the mediator and coherence measures as dependent
variables. Results from the models using gender or the group variable as a control variable were
differentiated by subcripts 1 or 2 in Figure 3.
Model G1 in Figure 3 shows that canal mappability fully mediated the effect of canal identifiability
on dual-perspective coherence with aquaphilia sensitivity baseline and gender as covariates (βa1= .72,
pa1<.001; βb1= .35, pb1<.01; βc1= -.00, pc1<.05; βc1’= -.26, pc1’ >.10; βd1 = -.96, pd1<.05; βe1 = -.23, pe2>.10;
2
Adj-R =.20, F (4, 46) = 4.11, p<.01).
In contrast, Model G2 had no mediation effect (βc2=.05, pc2>.10; βc2’= -.19, pc2’ >.10; βd2 = -.96,
2
pd2<.01; βe2 =.64, pe2>.10; Adj-R =.22, F (4, 46) = 4.50, p<.01) when the group variable and aquaphilia
sensitivity baseline were included as covariates; however, the positive correlations between canal
identifiability and canal mappability and between canal mappability and dual-perspective coherence
remained significant (βa2= .80, pa2<.001; βb2= .30, pb2<.05).
Canal mappability fully mediated the effect of canal identifiability on water-based allocentric
coherence for both Models H1 (βa1= .66, pa1<.001; βb1= .18, pb1<.001; βc1=.19, p1c<.01; βc1’= .08, pc1’ >.10;
2
βd1 = -.55, pd1<.001; βe1 = -.22, pe2>.10; Adj-R =.47, F (4, 46) = 13.20, p<.001) and H2 (βa2= .79, pa2<.001;
2
βb2= .21, pb2<.001; βc2=.23, pc2<.001; βc2’= .06, pc2’ >.10; βd2 = -.59, pd2<.05; βe2 = -.21, pe2>.10; Adj-R =.47,
F (4, 46) = 13.21, p<.001). Neither gender nor the group variable was a significant covariate in model H1
or H2 while aquaphilia sensitivity baseline was a significant covariate in both models.
In model I1 (Figure3), canal mappability fully mediated the marginally significant effect of canal
identifiability on water-based egocentric coherence when aquaphilia sensitivity baseline and gender were
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included as covariates (βa1= .72, pa1<.001; βb1= .12, pb1<.01; βc1= .09, .05<pc1<.10; βc1’= .01, pc1’ >.10; βd1
2
= -.29, pd1<.05; βe1 = -.17, pe2>.10; Adj-R =.25, F (4, 46) = 5.11, p<.01).
Model I2 (Figure 3) shows a full mediation of the canal identifiability’s effect on water-based
egocentric coherence by canal mappability when aquaphilia sensivitiy baseline and the group variable of
visitors or residents were included as covariates (βa2= .80, pa2<.001; βb2= .15, pb2<.001; βc2=.10, pc2<.05;
2
βc2’= -.02, pc2’ >.10; βd2 = -.35, pd2<.01; βe2 = -.45, pe2<.05; Adj-R =.31, F (4, 46) = 6.55, p<.001). Aquaphilia
sensivity baseline was a significant control variable in both Models I1 and I2. While gender was not a
significant control variable in Model I1, the group variable was significant in Model I2.

-

Note: ***p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05; p<.10; dependent variable: coherence measure; independent variable:
canal identifiability; mediator: canal mappability; covariate 1 (d): aquaphilia sensitivity baseline;
covariate 2 (e): gender (subscript 1) or group variable of visitors or residents (subscript 2).
Figure 3. Mediation of canal identifiability’s influence on coherence measures by canal
mappability.
Diagrams by author.
4.4

Canal identifiability as mediator for the effects of water-based allocentric coherece or canal
mappability on canal attachment
Using canal mappability, canal identifiability, or both variables as mediators, mediation analyses
were conducted to explore the relationship between water-based allocentric coherence or canal
mappability as the independent variable and canal attachment as the dependent variable. Gender, the
group variable of visitors or residents, and aquaphilia sensitivity baseline were included simultaneously as
covariates.
Figure 4 shows the results of three significant models with full mediation. Model J included both
canal mappability and canal identifiability as mediators and water-based allocentric coherence as the
independent variable (βa1=1.64, pa1<.001; βb1=.09, pb1>.10; βc=.62, pc<.05; βa2=.83, pa2<.01; βb2=.56,
2
pb2<.001; βc=.62, pc<.05; βc’=-.00, pc’ >.10; βd =-.19, pd>.10; βe =-.27, pe>.10; βf =-.18, pf>.10; Adj-R =.31, F
(6, 49) =5.11, p<.001).
Model K used canal identifiability as the mediator and water-based allocentric coherence as the
independent variable (βa= .83, pa<.01; βb= .61, pb<.001; βc=.62, pc<.05; βc’=.11, pc’ >.10; βd =-.11, pd>.10;
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2

βe =-.29, pe>.10; βf =-.04, pf>.10; Adj-R =.32, F (5, 50) =6.09, p<.001). With canal identifiability as the only
mediator, Model K had a slighly higher adjusted R square than Model J, which included both canal
identifiability and canal mappability as mediators. This result suggests that canal identifiability may
potentially mediate the effect of canal mappability on canal attachment. Model L confirmed that canal
identifiability fully mediated the significant path between canal mappability and canal attachment (βa= .42,
pa<.001; βb= .56, pb<.001; βc=.33, pc<.01; βc’=.09, pc’ >.10; βd =-.19, pd >.10; βe =-.27, pe>.10; βf =-.18,
2
pf>.10; Adj-R =.32, F (5, 50) =6.25, p<.001).

Note: ***p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05; dependent variable: canal attachment; control variable 1 (d): aquaphilia
sensitivity baseline; control variable 2 (e): gender; control variable 3 (f): visitors or residents.
Figure 4. Mediating influence of canal identifiability over effects of water-based allocentric
coherece or canal mappability on canal attachment. Diagrams by author.
4.5

Canal mappability mediated effect of water-based egocentric coherence on canal attachment
Figure 5 shows three mediation analyses conducted for the effect of water-based egocentric
coherence on canal attachment using canal mappability, canal identifiability, and both canal mappability
and identifiability as mediators. Model M indicates that canal mappability fully mediated 21% of the
relationship between water-based egocentric coherence and canal attachment (βa=1.89, pa<.001; βb= .28,
pb<.05; βc=1.04, pc<.05; βc’=.51, pc’ >.05; βd1 =-.06, pd1>.05; βd2 =-.86, pd2>.05; βd3 =-.38, pd3>.05; Adj2
R =.21, F (5, 50) =3.64, p<.01). In contrast, canal identifiability did not fully mediate the relationship
between water-based egocentric coherence and canal attachment, although model N had the highest
adjusted R square (βa=.65, pa>.05; βb= .54, pb<.001; βc=1.04, pc<.01; βc’=.69, pc’ <.10; βd1 =.04, pd1>.05;
2
βd2 =-.43, pd2>.05; βd3 =.21, pd3>.05; Adj-R =.36, F (5, 50) =6.58, p<.001).
4.6

Canal mappability and identifiability mediated effect of water-based egocentric coherence on
canal attachment
Model O shows that an additional 14% of the influence of water-based egocentric coherence on
canal attachment could be explained by canal identifiability on top of the 21% by canal mappability in
Model M (βa1= 1.89, pa1<.001; βb1= .04, pb1>.10; βa2= .66, pa2>.10; βb2= .51, pb2<.01; βc=1.04, pc<.05;
2
βc’=.63, pc’ >.05; βd=-.04, pd>.10; βe=-.43, pe>.05; βf=.21, pf>.05; Adj-R =.35, F (6, 49) =5.39, p<.001);
however, the relationships between water-based egocentric coherence and canal identifiability (βb1= .04,
pb1>.10) and between canal mappability and canal attachment became insignificant (βa2=.66, pa2>.10) due
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to a full mediation of the relationship between canal mappability and canal attachment by canal
identifiability, as previously illustrated by model M.

-

Note: ***p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05; p<.10; IV: water-based egocentric coherence; DV: canal attachment;
control variable 1 (d): aquaphilia sensitivity baseline; control variable 2 (e): gender; control variable 3
(f): visitors or residents.
Figure 5. Mediating fluences for effects of water-based egocentric coherece on canal attachment.
Diagrams by author.

5

DISCUSSIONS

5.1

Creating an adaptable environment for women with mappable canal structures
While gender difference has been found in dual-perspective spatial memory, dual-perspective
spatial memory increases with the degree to which canals are mappable (Model A from Figure 1). Women
may have fewer identifiable scenes along canals to contirbute to their dual-perspective coherence.
However, this probable cause can be mediated by the introduction of more salient canal configurations to
help make an environment more adaptable to women and to facilitate the formation of their dualperspective spatial memory (Model G1 from Figure 2). It is also possible that the gender-sensitive effect of
water cannot be properly accounted for by dual-perspective coherence because the measure does not
differentiate water from non-water elements on sketch maps. To test this hypothesis, future research
should examine the gender effect on both water-based and non-water-based measures of dualperspective coherence.
5.2

Creating an enabling environment for newcomers through mappable canal structures
Albeit gender-invariant, dual-perspective coherence is significantly higher among residents with a
greater level of environmental familiarity than visitors (Model D from Figure 2). This result provides content
validity for dual-perspective coherence as a strong measure of survey knowledge. Compared to visitors,
residents’ higher survey knowledge may be explained by more salient canal configurations in their twodimensional cognitive maps (Model D from Figure 2). Making canal configurations more memorable in
areas with attractions for visitors can potentially make it easier for newcomers to become familiar with
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unknown territories. Canals with salient regional structures, indicated by the measure of canal mappability,
help transform recognizable canal scenes into coherent canal edges, both of which are egocentric in
nature and more frequently used by newcomers than residents (Model F from Figure 2).
5.3

Creating an adaptable environment for newcomers with more waterscapes
Unlike dual-perspective coherence, water-based allocentric coherence, which measures waterbased survey knowledge or the salience of waterscapes in cognitive maps, does not significantly differ
between residents and newcomers with less environmental familiarity (Model E from Figure 2). This result
suggests that visitors and residents have a relatively similar level of command of water-based survey
knowledge and that cities with more waterscapes are more adaptable to less knowledgeable newcomers.
5.4

Mappability as the prerequisite for the identifiability of water-based spatial anchors
Recognizable canal scenes, such as waterfront landmarks and identifiable bridges, help
encourage proximity-seeking behaviors toward canals with a coherent two-dimensional structure (Model L
from Figure 4). In the absence of mappable canal configurations, distinguishable canal sights are not
sufficient for evoking aquaphilic behaviors (Models M, N, and O from Figure 5). Most cities have coherent
waterfront edges formed by the clustering of waterfront features and developments; however, if these
coherent waterfront edges do not form a noticeable regional configuration as a unified whole, prominent
canal scenes in cognitive images alone do not necessarily contribute to the use of canals as water-based
spatial anchors. Instead, people’s attachment to canals necessitates a memorable canal arrangement in
cognitive maps for making spatial sense of coherent waterfront edges and identifiable canal scenes. Once
mappable canal configurations are in place, canals with more distinguishable scenes are more likely to
serve as loci of attachment. These findings suggest that in addition to introducing more salient regional
structures for canals, water cities can be made more socially coherent by adding more pedestrian bridges
across canals or making canals more visible from the most frequently traversed rights-of-way.
5.5

Limitations and possible future improvements
As a theoretical sampling frame did not exist, a quasi-random sampling approach was used to
acquire the participant sample. This convenient sampling approach likely limited the extent to which the
results could be generalized beyond the sample. A more rigorous sampling approach should be used to
replicate this research design for a greater number of participants and cities to generalize beyond the
sample. The use of virtual cities with identical layouts with or without water features can help better
pinpoint the role of water as a spatial anchor for men and women. Participants can be randomly assigned
to virtual cities so the results will be representative. The effect of environmental familiary can also be
better parsed out from that of gender to better observe how different developmental stages of spatial
knowledge unfold as participants make subsequent visits to the assigned virtual cities.

6
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1

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to address the problem of ancient towns dying out in

developing countries, particularly China. Intensifying conflicts between human settlements and
the natural environment are described, and guidelines are proposed for the development of
waterside ancient towns in China’s southern Shaanxi Province in the interest of conserving
cultural and natural heritage. The towns of Qingmuchuan, Fenghuang and Houliu were
selected as representative examples due to their strong reputation among tourists.They have
the characteristics of traditional southern Shaanxi towns, but each has a completely different
layout, space and structure. The comparative findings of this research provide a point of
reference for establishing guidelines to preserve the integrity of ancient towns worldwide. In
this paper, we compare the geographical conditions with the layout and texture of the streets
by Google Earth Pro. And we analyze the details of spaces along the river zones, architectural
styles and building decorations in order to research the relationship between the natural
environment and the human settlement conditions. We note the unfortunate common trend of
commercial development steadily taking over the natural environment, particularly the rivers
and unique elements of the old towns. Finally, we summarize the similarities and differences of
the spatial forms among these towns and put forward proposals for the further development of
ancient towns. This research is important for all regions who stand to lose their national
treasures. Consequently, measures should be to taken to curtail hyper development before we
lose our historic scenery.

1.1

Keywords
Google Earth Pro；Waterside Ancient Towns； Comparative Study on Spatial Forms；

Qingmuchuan, Fenghuang； Houliu
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2

INTRODUCTION
After thousands of years of continuous integration between nature and human

life ,waterside ancient towns, spaces with traditional human habitation, have formed spatial
patterns that are completely different from that of modern cities. Obviously, ancient waterside
towns can better meet people’s psychological needs and behavioral lifestyle. Because of the
natural surrounding environments and the unique regional cultures, they have become
desirable destinations for people. How can we integrate the wisdom and spiritual culture of
traditional waterside towns into our modern cities? In this paper, we explore this question by
analyzing the spatial patterns of ancient towns. Using the functions of global satellite
positioning and satellite remote sensing of Google Earth Pro platform, we obtain high-definition
images of three ancient towns in real-time. The three waterside towns of Fenghuang, Houliu
and Qingmuchuan in southern Shaanxi are comparatively analyzed. The main focus of the
comparison is on historical and geographical conditions as well as spatial patterns.

3

GOOGLE EARTH PRO SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
The software, which was launched in 2005, deploys aerial and satellite photographs of

the earth on the same three-dimensional globe model in order to quickly acquire clear remote
sensing images with high resolution and a strong visual experience. At present, Google Earth
Pro provides high-definition images covering most areas of China. It can quickly obtain
geographies, architectures, environments, and traffic data on any spot of the globe by
searching for place names. The image can be scaled to obtain different areas. Any
three-dimensional data can be measured in real time. Additionally, many big cities also have a
3D street view mode, which allows one to intuitively observe the regional environments
through perspective switching, tilting, and rotation, as if one were immersed in the
environment. The traditional field survey method is time-consuming and labor-intensive. It is
difficult to see the overall scope of the survey area for lack of a holistic view, and the
measurement data is cumbersome. However, it can easily be completed by Google Earth Pro
on a computer with Internet access. It is more important to note that the Google data and
methods are more accurate and efficient than traditional methods.
First of all, Google Earth Pro supports map scaling well, while maintaining good
resolution. Also, the window screenshot can be saved in real time. In addition, Google Earth
Pro is faster and more reliable than other satellite map software. Many satellite images from
some traditional software are not real time and differ from the actual ground conditions. Finally,
Google Earth Pro also has some subsidiary functions that other software does not have. For
example, when you adjust the time progress bar, the satellite images from different periods
can be retrieved and used for comparing spatio-temporal differences and provide an ongoing
analysis of the changes over times in the location.
There are many rivers in southern Shaanxi. Most of the ancient towns are located
along the river. In this study, three typical ancient towns with high popularity and close
relationship with the river are selected for analysis: Qingmuchuan, Fenghuang and Houliu.
They also have the characteristics of traditional southern Shaanxi towns, but each has a
completely different layout, space and structure. The comparative findings of this research
provide valuable information that can be used to preserve the natural environment and
features of similar ancient towns.
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4
4.1

ANCIENT TOWNS OVERVIEWS
Historical evolution of ancient towns
The ancient town of Qingmuchuan has a long history. It can be traced back to the

Spring and Autumn Period（770B.C-476B.C）and the Warring States Period（475B. C- 221 B.
C）. Before the Ming Dynasty（1368- 1644）, it was under the jurisdiction of Sichuan. After the
early Ming Dynasty, it was placed under Shaanxi Province. During the Qing Dynasty（16361912）, it was named “Qingmuchuan”for the local Daqingmu tree and the Jinxi River（Figure1.
）. The ancient town is in the crossing zone of the“Bordering Three Provinces(Ningqiang
County is located in the southwest edge of Shaanxi Province. ) ” , connecting Gansu in the
north and Sichuan in the west. The distance from Ningqiang County is about 115 km. The
special geographical position of Qingmuchuan has always been the ancient battleground of
the military. As a result, Qingmuchuan was in a state of war for a long time. After Futang Wei
（1902- 1952）came to implement autocratic rule during the early period of the Republic of
China, Qingmuchuan gradually got out of the war and strife. Since then, Qingmuchuan has
had little contact with the outside world, has been in a semi-closed state, and has gradually
been transformed into a peaceful and beautiful paradise. Because of this, the local landscape
styles and ancient buildings are still preserved.
Unlike the ancient town of Qingmuchuan, Fenghuang was known as the “the Fortress
of Qin（768 B. C- 207 B. C.） and Chu（1115 B. C- 223 B. C.）” and is closely linked with the
outside world. It used to be an important transportation hub leading to Chang’an which is
named Xi'an at present. It is about 45 km away from Zhashui County which is located in the
west of Shangluo, Shaanxi. The ancient town of Fenghuang was built during the Tang Dynasty
in 624 A.D. It has a history of about 1,400 years. As early as the Tang Dynasty（618- 907）,
there were ancient markets. During the Qing Dynasty, （1644- 1911）, a large number of
merchants from Guangdong, Zhejiang, Shandong, and other places took their business and
settled here. The ancient town gradually developed. In the late Qing Dynasty and early Ming
Dynasty, Fenghuang became a thriving town, important for its business and trade. All kinds of
shops and local banks populated the busy streets. However, with the decline of water transport
in the 1930s, Fenghuang began to lose its former prosperity. Nowadays land transportation
has replaced traditional water transport, except as a tourist attraction, because it is more
efficient for the nearly 18,500 residents of the town.
Like Fenghuang, Houliu also experienced a period of prosperity in the past due to
water transport but it is currently not prospering because the water system is now antiquated.
Houliu dates back to the Neolithic Age. It is at the intersection of the Han River and the
Zhongba River in southern Shiquan County in Shaanxi and is about 20 km north of the
county’s political center today. Many stone tools, including axes, were excavated from the
ground in the Eight Acre Field which is the Neolithic Age site on Xia Street in Houliu. In ancient
times, the developed water transport made the town a commercial port and a hub for water
transportation known throughout the coast of the Han River for over one thousand years.
During the Ming(1368 – 1644)and Qing Dynasties（1644 - 1911）, more than ten workshops
were built in the waterfront area for manufacturing Tung oil, which is extracted from the Tung
tree and widely used in architecture, printing, engineering and other industries. In ancient
times, more than 10 tons of Tung oil were transported daily to Sichuan, Hubei, and other
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places. Due to the large number of utensils needed to hold the oil, the local bamboo weaving
industry was developed immediately. As time went by, the once developed water transport
gradually declined. The total population of the ancient town has now reached more than
10,000.

4.2

Analysis of Geographical Environment of Ancient Towns
The first step is searching for the name of each ancient town to obtain its location

using Google Earth Pro, and then getting the remote sensing satellite images of it. By using
the mouse to adjust the angle, the status of the three-dimensional terrains around the town
can be directly seen, different layers can be opened, and one can also learn about the
surrounding terrain, roads, place names, buildings, etc. After the above steps, the
three-dimensional terrain images of the ancient town can be obtained.
The first ancient town is Qingmuchuan(Figure 1 ). By zooming out and opening the
boundary layer, one can see that Qingmuchuan is located in the hilly area of the intersection of
Shaanxi, Sichuan, and Gansu, near the upper reaches of the Jialing River. It is located on the
flat land between two mountains and one river. To the north is Phoenix Mountain, to the south
is Longchi Mountain, and between these mountains are the Jinxi River and Yuquanba River.
The two rivers divide the ancient town in half. The residents live by the river.
Similar to Qingmuchuan, Fenghuang (Figure 1 ) is located in a valley surrounded by
mountains, where there are river runoffs. The difference is Fenghuang is not divided in two by
the river，but is situated south of it. The ancient town is backed by the Daliang Mountains and
faces Fenghuang Mountain. The two face each other across the water and cause an echo. It is
said that it is a place where “mountains and waters gather together”. The advantages of the
geographical conditions allow the town to resist cold winter winds and enjoy cool winds in the
summer with good sunning conditions. In addition, Shechuan River, which flows through the
area, brings abundant water resources and lush vegetation to the ancient town. The unique
ecological environment and comfortable climate have caused local agriculture to develop
rapidly.

Qingmuchuan

Fenghuang

Houliu

Figure 1. The GE three-dimensional topographic map of three ancient towns. (2018).

Diagram by the authors.
Houliu is located between mountains, and is bordered by more of the rivers than the
other two towns. (Figure 1 ) It is located not only on river terraces, but also is surrounded by
water on three sides. Because of its diverse topography, there is much variety in the
landscape and many vivid living spaces. The overall terrain of the ancient town is high in the
northwest and low in the southeast. The residents prefer to live on the higher areas on the
slopes. Houliu is a good example of this old Chinese saying, “The water is shaped by the
mountains, and the mountains are bounded by the water.”
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5 COMPARISON AND ANALYZATION OF SPATIAL FORMS
5.1

The Comparison of Overall Layouts
Adjusting the Google Earth Pro satellite image to the top view angle and making the

image closer to a flat map, makes it easy to observe the whole spatial pattern of the ancient
town. From Figure 2., it can be clearly seen that Qingmuchuan is divided into two parts by the
Jinxi River which runs east-west through the town. The south bank is the old district which was
constructed along the Huilongchang Old Street, and the north bank is the new district of the
town. These two parts are connected by bridges. It is not difficult to see the difference between
the two sides from the image. The pattern of the old district on the south bank is more natural
and soft. It is arranged in an S-shape, each space has own rhythm and feel, and the
architectural style flows seamlessly. The buildings are unified by dark grey roofs that form a lot
of courtyard architectural spaces. The roads in the new district are mostly in a straight line, and
the buildings are constructed in groups, which is the typical modern layout style. The contrast
between the two sides is very distinct.
Different from Qingmuchuan, the new district of Fenghuang (Figure 2 ) is constructed
around the ancient town. Streets and lanes were developed along the original ancient streets,
so the boundaries between old and new districts are blurred, and they are not divided by the
rivers. Both of them are on the south side of the Shechuan River. In Figure 5, the darker areas
where the architectural style is more uniform are the main core streets of Fenghuang. The
lighter color area is the new town district, which has formed the spatial pattern of the
juxtaposition of the new town area and the old town area.

Qingmuchuan

Fenghuang

Houliu

Figure 2. The Satellite Image of three ancient towns. (2018). Diagram by the authors.
Houliu is thriving because of water transportation. (Figure 2 ) The water environment
advantages of it can be clearly seen in Figure 6. The Han River in the east and the Zhongba
River in the south have river spans ranging from 120 m to 350 m. The character of this town is
obviously different from Qingmuchuan and Fenghuang.

The core buildings of the ancient

town are arranged in an orderly manner along the banks of the river. Limited by the slope-like
terrain to the southeast, the new town area can only develop to the northwest. The layout of
streets and lanes is free style, combined with relatively straight main roads and more twisted
auxiliary roads. The roads between the new district and the old district are interconnected to
form several loops.
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5.2

The Comparison of Street Texture
Adjusting the original satellite image to the black and white base map makes it easier

to see the texture of the ancient town. The prominent white lines are the streets in the ancient
town. Like the layout of the new and ancient towns, the textures of streets and lanes on the
south and north sides of Qingmuchuan (Figure 3 ) also differ significantly，and are in stark
contrast to each other. The southwest side of the ancient town is affected by mountains and
rivers, so the main streets on this side form a curve around the mountains and the river, which
is similar to the shape of a dragon, and hence the name is “Hui Longchang”. And nowadays
this place is the central part of the old town area in Qingmuhcuan. The ruler tool measurement
of the length of the main street is about 600 m and the width is between 3-6 m. Two lanes
penetrate and divide the main street into three sections: Shang Street, Zhong Street, and Xia
Street. Among them, Xia Street has existed since the inception of the ancient town of
Huilongchang. The quality of the living space is the best in this area; however it is only suitable
for residential uses. Zhong Street was a political, economic and entertainment center in
ancient times. It was the most prosperous and concentrated area in the ancient town, and also
the most lively area with the most complex functions. Shang street is a continuation of the
main street, connecting the interior and exterior spaces of the main street. The new town area
and the ancient town area are connected by bridges. In comparison, since the new district
does not have sharp changes in the topography and terrain, the whole area has a gentle flow
to it. The streets did not have to be laid out along the terrain, but simply needed to satisfy the
basic functions. Therefore, most of the buildings are group-type enclosures, with straight lanes
interspersed between them to form a straight texture.
The overall texture of Fenghuang (Figure 3 ) is more complex than Qingmuchuan.
There is no clear line between the new town area and the ancient town area; the two are
connected together through the small and large branches of the main streets interspersed
between them. The ancient streets are also affected by the topography and terrain, with many
twists and turns. There are a number of obvious turning points and a large number of branch
lanes, and each node is closely connected with obvious continuity. The length of main street is
700m, and the width is about 4-5m, which is longer than that of Qingmuchuan. Among them,
nine lanes are inserted, the widths of which are about 0.8 to 1.3 m.They are Citang Lane,
Ma’an Lane, Kejia Lane, Spring Lane, Water Lane, LuJia Lane, ChenJia Lane, MengJia Lane
and Kangning Lane. There are many transitions between these lanes and main streets, which
divide the blocks on the plan layout and enrich the space in order to make the main street
more lively and interesting. The streets and lanes of the new district in Fenghuang are mostly a
continuation of the old district and are connected with other main streets of the new district to
form a ring-shaped road. The main street of the new district is a two-way road along the
Shechuan River.
Houliu (Figure 3 ) was developed later than Qingmuchuan and Fenghuang. It has a
more natural and curved street texture. Different from the former two towns, Houliu is
surrounded by water on three sides. The inner lake loop road was formed in the waterfront
area. In general, the town radially extends to inner land and has the ancient waterfront pier in
the southeast as its base point. The length of main street is only 220 m, so there are few
branches and the width is about 3m. Walking along the ancient street, one can go directly to
the ancient waterfront pier, which is the original birthplace of the civilization for this ancient
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town. It is also the most lively area in the town. The length of waterfront road is about 1 km, the
width of which has been extended to 6 m. In the vicinity of the new town area of the old district,
the ancient street line continues and diverges to the north and the west. The natural bends of
the terrain form places where there are few buildings. The areas containing high
concentrations of buildings with many floors are in stark contrast to the ancient district. The
roadways are in a straight geometrical structure and densely connected to each other to form
a grid. This texture is similar to modern cities.

Qingmuchuan

Fenghuang.

Houliu

Figure 3. The street texture of three ancient towns. (2018). Diagram by the authors.
In general, the overall texture of the modern streets of Qingmuchuan is the straightest
and clearest，and the texture of the ancient town area is softer, but it is less connected with
the new district. The texture of the streets in Houliu contains many curves , but there is a big
difference in the relationship between density and linearity in the new district and the old
district. However, Fenghuang has the most natural and harmonious texture; the new streets
retain the old streets’ texture, which is in harmony with nature.

5.3

Comparison of The River Zones
The photos of various places within the view area can be found by opening the

Panoramio view in Google Earth Pro. Although current technology does not provide street
views of these remote areas, the photos we get from the Panoramio view compensate for the
deficiency of two-dimensional plan layouts. The Panoramio view’s remote sensors give us
close-ups of particular locations in the structure of the towns and help us to analyze the spatial
structure of the towns. However, some of the Panoramio photos were changed after
November 4, 2016, and many old photos were deleted. Only a few scenes of the three ancient
towns were retained, and the architectural decoration, landscape elements, and other details
still need to be field investigated and photographed for details.
The difference in their location makes the interfaces along the rivers of these ancient
towns distinct from each other. Among them, Fenghuang lies at the junction of the three rivers.
Because of the significant change in the river water level over time, the influence of the rivers
is the greatest in Fenghuang. In order to ensure the safety of the town during flood season, the
ancient area of the town not only maintains a safe distance from the rivers on the plan layout,
but also uses vertical dams to isolate the town from the rivers. As a result, in this ancient town
the land along the river is only slightly accessible , and the stream is almost invisible in this
area.
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In contrast, the Jinxi River, which is close to Qingmuchuan, is relatively safe. During
the flood season, there is almost no negative impact on the lives of residents in the town.
Therefore, the township faces the Jinxi River, and the new district even has a commercial
street along the river. With bridges spanning the river, the overall view is much more charming
than Fenghuang.
Compared with the former two towns, Houliu has the largest area of water surrounding
it. The town faces the Han River, an important tributary of the Yellow River, whose water level
fluctuates greatly. Therefore, it is the most closed in of the three ancient towns. However, the
area along the river in Houliu is particularly open, which is due to the slope-type terrain of the
ancient town. The land of the ancient town was built up so its height is far enough above that of
the Han River to form a natural safety gap. This natural layout precludes the need for vertical
dams, which would obscure the view. And the use of slope-oriented dams in the lower part of
the terrain makes the ancient town appear more picturesque.

6
COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL STYLE AND
FEATURES
Although the Panoramio layer provides valuable field photos, it does not show all the
details. Since the research requires an in-depth analysis of the architectural aesthetics and
artistic features of the towns, it is necessary to conduct a field survey based on the images
provided by GE Pro. This research also contains the results of several investigations of these
ancient towns and completes the study of their architectural style and characteristics through
close-range observation and analysis.

6.1

Comparison of Architectural Forms
From the perspective of the overall form of ancient dwelling houses, the three ancient

towns have obvious characteristics of traditional dwellings in southern Shaanxi. First of all, the
structural building materials are masonry and wood, and the "column and tie construction" and
the "post and lintel construction" are the most commonly used styles. The frame is made of
wood columns, and stone is used as the foundation under the columns. Secondly, the overall
color of residential buildings is simple and elegant, with no added decoration; mainly white,
gray and earth colors are used, keeping an authentic sense of the material’s texture. Finally,
the homes are made up of square courtyards surrounded by four buildings; most with two or
three courtyard areas lined up in a row, with wealthier families having more space. Each
courtyard is surrounded by four structures with entries along a center axis. These special patio
spaces are designed to adapt to the hot and rainy climate in southern Shaanxi. The wide
eaves around the building are used for shading. The sloped roofs angling into the courtyard
from all four sides are used for rapid drainage on rainy days, with rain falling into small
trenches lining the patio’s four sides, keeping the brick/stone ground cover dry. This scene is
called "four waters return home" in Chinese, meaning“water, representing wealth, from four
directions returns to the home, bringing good luck”. Normally, the front part of the courtyard is
used as a store business and the back part is for residential use. Of course, there are alternate
styles, such as the whole first floor being used for business and the second floor for residential
use.
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The difference between the towns is that Fenghuang is influenced even more by the
Chu culture(Culture originated from Chu state in the Spring and Autumn period of China, an
important part of the Chinese civilization. ) , and the architectural style of the Huizhou( Which is
located in Huangshan City, Anhui Province, one of the three birthplaces of Chinese Regional
Culture. ) is more obvious. The rich and delicate brick and stone sculptures, wood carvings,
and the ethereal “horsehead”( An overhanging eave with decorative animal stone carvings. ) ,
reflect the “Hui” style of architecture, which is found scattered throughout southern China and
is most known for its “horsehead” decoration. The “horsehead” walls in the old town of
Fenghuang are mostly double-stacked, with a complex brick pattern, which has a unique
dynamic beauty and improves the inherent shape of the horsehead walls. In addition, the
architectural tone of Fenghuang is grayish, while the folk houses of Qingmuchuan and Houliu
are whiter, and similar to each other. In terms of type of architecture, the buildings in
Qingmuchuan and Houliu are designed with a south-facing layout on the waterside area. The
structure is raised from the ground, effectively moisture-proofing the home for residential use.
In contrast, Fenghuang houses are separated from the river and seldom face the water
directly.

6.2

Comparison of Architectural Structures and Decoration
Affected by the region’s culture, the three towns have integrated the features of north

and south China in the building structures. Both the column and tie construction structure in
the north and post and lintel construction structure（Figure 4） in the south mentioned above
can be seen in the residential buildings, often combined to form a “interspersed girder
structure”. This structure places the purlins directly on the beams, and then the columns are
connected with each other by penetrating ties（Figure 4）. After three intersecting components,
the structure reaches the roof surface to form an integral timber frame. Different from the
conventional “column and tie construction”, center pillars do not extend to the ground in order
to form an open living space. The masonry-built walls are very common, utilizing the heat
storage capacity of the masonry to ensure that it’s warm in winter and cool in summer. In
addition, there are rectangular-shaped wood panels set into the wall forming windows and
doors, which are easily opened and closed, often used in street shops.
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Figure 4. Comparison of "column and tie construction" and "post and lintel
construction". (2018). Diagram by the authors.
The architectural decoration of Fenghuang is the richest, most exquisite, and diverse
with three kinds of forms, including wood carvings, brick carvings, and stone carvings. Wood
carvings are mainly used for doors, windows, and furnishings. Brick and stone carvings are
used for roof ridges and column bases. Most of the carvings depict stories of animals, plants,
and characters that symbolize good luck in the local traditional culture. For example, the peony
symbolizes wealth and good fortune. The dragon, phoenix, and unicorn symbolize
auspiciousness. The magpie, plum, bamboo, pine and orchid also symbolize good luck. These
carvings are meticulous and of great artistic value. Even the column base, which is seemingly
the simplest part of the column design, may have a square shape, a hexagon shape, a circular
drum shape, etc. By contrast, the decoration of the other two ancient towns is more rustic and
natural.

Figure 5. The type of column base. (2018). Diagram by the authors.
In Qingmuchuan and Houliu, seemingly simple stone steps are used extensively, yet
the technique is quite elaborate. The bottom of the stairs and the top layer are neatly paved
with bluestones. The middle layer is arranged with vertical cobblestones, giving it a natural,
rustic flavor. The same effect is produced in building interiors, such as wooden frames,
railings, and handrails in the folk houses of Qingmuchuan. All of these are painted with earthy
colors, rather than bright lavish colors, to protect the timber. These concise and plain features
work together to make a simple, unpolished appearance.
These three towns are representative of the ancient waterside towns in southern
Shaanxi. However, they are totally different from each other in street textures, spatial patterns,
and architectural forms, owing to the differences in the surrounding natural environment.
Google Earth Pro conveniently facilitates analysis not only of the large-scale overall
environment and spatial structure of the three ancient towns, but also provides local photos for
detailed comparison. The specific results of this investigation are shown in the following
table(Table 1 ):
Table 1. A comparative survey of three ancient towns
Qingmuchuan

Fenghuang

Houliu

Geographical

Situated between two

Surrounded by

Surrounded by

Conditions

mountains, the town

mountains, the town has

mountains, the town

has a river running

a large river running

sits on the banks of two
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through it.

along its north border.

intersecting rivers.

That river is intersected
by two small rivers on
the west end of town.
Overall Layout

The new district and

The old district is

The old district is

the old district are

surrounded on three

surrounded on three

separated by the river,

sides by the new district,

sides by the river, with

giving both districts

which separates it from

the new district

access to it.

the river.

expanding inland.

Street

The streets in the new

The new district’s streets

The new district and the

Textures

district are straight and

continue the curved

old district are totally

those in the old district

structure of the old

different in density and

are naturally curved;

district’s streets in a

linear relationship.

differences between

coordinated overall

the two are obvious.

layout.

Strongest

Weak

Accessibility

Strong

to the River
Zones
Architectural

Most of them are enclosed courtyard-style residential buildings with

Forms and

brick-wood structures and timber frames which are a composite of the

Structures

"Cross-bow" and "Girder-bearing" styles.

Architectural

Simple and neat

Diverse and exquisite

Simple and neat

The complete

The old town is

The original buildings of

separation of the new

swallowed up by the new

the old district are

district from the old

town. Measures should

arranged in an

district by the river

be taken to protect

orderly manner that is

provides a natural

ancient buildings, and

harmonious with nature.

protection. However,

ordinances need to be

However, the concrete

the features of the new

enforced regarding new

paving at the waterfront

town area should be

construction. In order to

is too severe and

integrated with the

enhance the natural

conflicts with the natural

features of the ancient

feeling and openness of

landscape. It is

town area to avoid

the ancient town, access

recommended that the

excessive

to the river needs to be

original ecological

urbanization.

restored to the old

landscape elements be

district by adding

properly restored at the

pedestrian lanes along

waterfront. Guidelines

with green spaces for

for new construction

public use.

should deliberately

Decoration
Analysis

being

focus on building in the
same style as the
ancient buildings.
Considering the above observations, six recommendations can be put forward:
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1）The natural landscape and elegant atmosphere of the ancient towns should be
protected. The layout of the new town’s street texture should be coordinated with the pattern of
the ancient town. In addition, we should formulate protection plans for the core protected area
(old towns);

the construction control area （landscaping between old and new towns）; and

the integration area (new towns). The street lane texture, ancient residential buildings, and
landscape environment should be strictly protected.
2）The development of the town should be strictly controlled. The old town area and
the new town area should be separated by green space and there should be access to natural
water systems (such as canals, lanes leading to the river, etc.) in order to coordinate the style
and function.
3）Attention needs to be given to protecting and renovating historical buildings
according to the standards of cultural relics. New buildings should adhere to pre-determined
style codes which form a more unified impression.
4）The infrastructure (including plumbing, waste treatment, garbage disposal , and
electricity) should be optimized to meet ecological specifications, which will improve living
conditions. This should be paired with educational initiatives that will encourage the residents
to protect their cultural heritage.
5）The natural landscape area should be protected for public use. Planting local tree
and flora species will strengthen the green ecological environment.
6）The development of tourism should be managed to protect the original flavor of the
local culture, avoiding artificialization and commercialization that have a negative impact on
the ancient town.
As our national treasure, ancient towns are worth preserving. We can never recapture
our nation’s historical architecture once it’s gone. However, how to continue the traditional
landscape style and coordinate the relationship between the new town area and the old town
area has become a new problem in the protection work. Over-urbanization and unnatural,
artificial looking design are the common problems in many ancient towns. Therefore, the
waterside ancient towns should have their own distinct characteristics and more attention
should be paid to the openness and ecology of the waterfront landscape. It is also important
that the integration of modern landscape elements and traditional primitive elements be
addressed. Finally, we hope that the waterside ancient towns will receive more relevant
professional attention and support in order to keep pace and continuously improve with the
times.

7
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1

ABSTRACT
The current extended lifespan of people makes healthcare a fertile topic in the field of the built
environment (Glanz, 2015). Most previous studies regarding the healthcare environment has been
conducted using traditional methods such as interviews, focus groups, and on-site observations.
However, those traditional methods rarely integrated with network connectivity measures which
were widely used in transportation planning, urban design and indoor circulation simulation. This
research aims to develop a new method by interpreting the importance of various spaces in
healthcare environment by using behavior mapping and network connectivity calculation.
A senior center designed for Chinese immigrants in the United States was selected for this study.
Using 33 points selected in this center as observation points, two well-trained observers
conducted behavior mapping hourly from 9 am to 1 pm following the same route but starting from
different directions. Based on these maps, a value was assigned to each point indicating its
importance of the users’ daily activities. The connectivity significance of each point weighted with
its corresponding value was then calculated based on the Graph theory using customized
parametric tools. The results will inform the relationships between differently spaces and usage;
future research can use these relationships to develop appropriate design principles. The resulting
method can potentially inform the future research and design regarding healthcare environments,
for example, for retirement communities, hospitals and children daycares.
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2

INTRODUCTION
Healthcare is a fertile topic in the field of the built environment. Considering the increasing aging
population worldwide, eldercare is an urgent area requiring researchers’ attention (Rowe, Fulmer,
& Fried, 2016). However, healthcare research face plenty of difficulties due to the special health
conditions of the population. For example, seniors with cognitive issues cannot give clear
responses in verbal communications, meaning interviews and focus groups may not be the
appropriate methods for aging studies. Thus, there is a challenge for landscape researchers to
figure out how to interpret the significance of various spaces in a healthcare environment (Lawton,
1986). To deal with the issue, behavior mapping was proposed for space interpretation. But there
is still a lack of data analysis for this method. This paper discusses a new method of analyzing
observation data by combining behavior mapping and connectivity measures.

2.1

Behavior Mapping
Behavior mapping is an observational method that has been widely used in child studies. It is an
unobtrusive, direct method collecting the participants’ activities in the observed locations (Cosco,
Moore & Islam, 2010). Two concepts help to build the behavior mapping approach, behavior
settings and affordance. Behavior settings are not only the physical settings, but also include
people and behaviors. How people behave in a functional space composes a behavior setting.
Affordance is how the physical environment support people’s activities in the setting. As a welldeveloped method, there are several observation systems such as System for Observing Play
and Leisure Activity in Youth (SOPLAY) (McKenzie, Marshall, & Sallis, 2000), Observational
System for Recording Physical Activity in Children – Preschool Version (OSRAC-P) (Brown,
Pfeiffer, & McIver, 2006), and Environment and Policy Assessment Observation (EPAO) (Bower,
Hales, & Tate, 2008). These three systems code children’s location during the observation
process but exclude a base map for observation. Although all the systems are developed for child
studies, there is a possible to transform those systems for aging studies. Comparing with
interviews and focus groups, which require direct communication with the target population,
behavior mapping, is a more effective method in collecting data from aging groups.

2.2

Connectivity Measures
Connectivity measures is based on Space Syntax Theory conceived by Bill Hillier and Julienne
Hanson (1989). The basic idea is to construct a graph with edges and nodes. The edges
represent all the possible pieces of routes in the study area. The nodes are locations of the start
and end points of each edges. By integrating the network statistics, we are able to identify the
least cost route for a given pair of nodes (origin node and destination node). For each node in the
study area, we are also able to calculate the betweeness, which is a form of centrality, meaning
how "between" a place is among other places (Varoudis, Law, & Karimi, 2013) - that is, how often
a place is traversed when traveling between other origins and destinations. This concept has been
implemented in lots of practices such as bicycle facility allocations, pedestrian network use and
user behavior prediction, etc. (Dursun, 2007).

3

METHODS
A senior center designed for Asian immigrants at Atlanta, GA was selected as the case for this
study, for which behavior mapping is the primary method for data collection. Since the population
for this study is elders 65 years old and above, different from children, a new observation protocol
was proposed to fit the conditions of the population. The behavior mapping process follows the
five steps: (1) a map for observation is created based on the base map required from the senior
center, identifying the physical features of interests; (2) behavior are classified within each
functional zone. (3) The observation is scheduled hourly from 9 am to 1 pm due to the operation
time of the senior center. The users come to the senior at 9 am and go back to their residence at
1 pm; (4) a path is designed in the senior for observation. Two observaors walk along the
designed path to record the users’ behavior on the map. The reason for two researchers doing
observation at the same time along the same path is to address the reliability issue (Gifford, 2016;
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Yin, 2014). Considering the purpose this study, exploring the importance of different spaces in the
senior center, detailed behaviors, such as chatting, were not listed as an observed behavior. The
behaviors were grouped by the functional zones including sitting spaces, service spaces, indoor
activity spaces, outdoor activity spaces, and relaxing spaces. Under each category, multiple
points were placed on the map to illustrate detailed functions, in total 42 points were assigned on
the map (Figure 1). For example, under indoor activity spaces, there were 9 points representing
different activities such as billiard, ping-pong, Mahjong, CaraOK, and dancing stage. The number
of people at the points was counted at the observation time.
During the five-hour observation, 10 maps were collected, five from each observer. The maps
were overplayed to calculate the value of each points based on a 1-5 value scale, 1 is the least
important and 5 is the most. Based on the value of each point, we developed a method similar
with the Space Syntax theory. Each point is defined as a node, while a route connects two points
is defined as a path. The possible routes connecting each points were calculated and overlaid
when the routes repeated. The more routes overlaid, the more important those path spaces are.
The data were analyzed in two phases. First phase is behavior mapping. The value of functional
spaces and functional points were statistically analyzed to get some basic understanding of the
space usage in the senior center. The second phase is combing behavior mapping and
connectivity map to assess the significance of different functional spaces and circulation in the
center.

Figure 1. Functional Spaces and Functional Points. Produced by the author.
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4

RESULTS

4.1

Significance of Different Functional Zones
The average value of each functional zone was calculated by the value of each point (Table 1).
Relaxing space had the highest average value but there were only 2 points defined as relaxing
space. Indoor activity space included 7 points, 4 of the points valued at 5 while 3 of them valued
at 1. Sitting spaces and service spaces had the same value 3. These two spaces were the
supportive spaces for elders, indicating their general role in the functional zones. Outdoor activity
space had the lowest value. One reason was because the senior center limited the elders’ access
to the outdoor space that elders cannot go out by themselves. They can only go out with care
staff. The other reason was because the outdoor environment was poorly designed for activities.
Table 1. Average Value of Functional Zones

Average Value
Points (In each
functional zone)

Outdoor
Activity Space

Sitting
Space

Service
Space

Indoor
Activity
Space

2

3

3

3.29

3.5

7

21

5

7

2

Relaxing
Space

The following map demonstrated the significance of points under each zone (Figure 2). For indoor
activity space, billiard, dancing stage, and mahjong had the highest value 5, meaning these indoor
activities are mostly preferred by elders. For outdoor activity spaces, entrance point had the
highest value 5. There were two entrance at the center but one was blocked by the terrace. Thus,
the main entrance is the only gate the people enter and exit the senior center. Although the senior
center has a small vegetable garden and a terrace for walking, few elders came outside and use
it.

Figure 2. Value of Functional Points. Produced by the author
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4.2

Circulation Between Functional Zones
The circulation map was calculated by connectivity measures (Figure 3). 861 routes were
generated by connecting the 42 points. The color illustrated the possible routes between these
points, from blue (fewer routes) to red (more routes). The routes were then used to represent the
significance of the paths between different functional zones were illustrated in the graphic below.
Entrance is the most important path on the map with highest flow of people since this is the point
connecting indoor and outdoor space. The path between front desk and reading tables to connect
sitting spaces and functional points on right side was also of great significance. The color of the
circulation between some tables was in yellow, indicating that those paths were the most efficient
routes connecting sitting tables and other functional points such as billiard and entrance. At the
edge of the building, the color was in dark blue, implying a low connectivity in these spaces.
Although TV corner was in high usage (value 4), people only came here and sat, with low
movement, meaning the calculation results matched the observation results.
Approximately 90% of the significance of the paths are same with the observation results. Only
flow of the paths around raised planters, mahjong room, and billiard tables are different from the
observation. Mahjong and Billiard are in highest usage of the indoor activity spaces, but the
connectivity to these point are not as convenient as assumed. The map indicates a high
connectivity to the raised planters, however the raised planter has the lowest value1, meaning few
elders use it.
The results of behavior mapping and connectivity measures were combined to develop the
findings.

Figure 3. Heat Map of Circulation Significance. Produced by the author.
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5

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

5.1

Design Suggestions for Circulation
Sitting Spaces and Arrangement
Different from retirement communities, senior centers do not provide accommodation. Elders only
come to senior centers for day time activities. Instead of a bed room, they have an assigned seat
in the sitting spaces (Miner, Logan, & Spitze, 1993). Thus, how to make sure every elder sit on the
seat they prefer is a challenge for care givers. The connectivity measures provide a possible
solution. For elders who are willing to participate in social activities, their seats can be assigned
along the high flow routes (yellow in the map above). For elders who prefer quite space, they can
sit along the low flow routes (blue in the map above). In addition, from a design perspective, the
designers can add some barriers in or between sitting spaces and activity spaces to rearrange the
routes connecting these two spaces. For example, several planters can stop elders going from
one table to the billiard, making that table change from high flow social space to a low flow quite
space.
Entrance
Entrance is one of the most important points in a healthcare facility since it has the highest flow of
people. From the entrance point, all the possible routes connecting other functional spaces should
be designed carefully due to the high flow of people. Different from some spaces for general
groups, the entrance and front desk spaces at healthcare facilities should have easy access to
elevators, stairs to possibly share the flow of people.
Outdoor Activity Space
How to encourage users of healthcare facilities go to the outdoor environments is a typical issue
for designers. For elderly users, they prefer moderate level activities, such as billiard and dancing
in the indoor space since plenty of outdoor activities are burden for their bodies (Lennartsson, &
Silverstein, 2001). Their primary needs for outdoor space is a long covered terrace for walking,
meaning a space with indirect sunshine. Additionally, the space is easily accessible from their
sitting spaces.

5.2

New Method to Interpret Space and Circulation
The purpose of this study is to propose a new method for interpreting the significance of various
spaces and circulation. Behavior mapping is the base of this study to collect the value of different
functional zones in healthcare facilities, which is a senior center in this case. Connectivity
measures are the advanced step to optimize the observation results into a measurable model. For
example, in this study, the connectivity map illustrated a high flow between service spaces and
indoor activity spaces. If future studies demonstrate the same flow, then the routes connecting
service and indoor activity spaces are the spaces need more design and supportive features. At
current stage, only one case study was done using this method. In the future, when more cases
add to the database, a framework can be developed to guide the future design of spaces and
circulation in healthcare environment, especially elder care facilities. By using this framework,
designer can easily get a map of the significance of spaces and circulation on a proposed site that
is assumed to effectively enhance the design process.

6

CONCLUSION
In the coming decades, healthcare will be an even more prosperous field for designers and
researchers in the built environment. There is no doubt that research methods such as interviews
and focus groups, which directly communicate with users, are effective to obtain people’s
perception of the built environment. However, when healthcare environment is on the trend to AI–
driven spaces, new methods and technologies should be involved in this interpreting process. A
framework providing a standard of spaces and circulation significance can guide the future design
and research in healthcare environment, both indoor and outdoor spaces. Although only one case
study was done, this study is a beginning of the framework development, building up the primary
methodology to enrich the database for developing the standard.
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1

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses case study research as a mode of inquiry as it relates to research in
landscape architecture. There is a need for this conversation, as ‘case study’ terminology is used
in design research for a broad range of studies including novice investigations, post occupancy
evaluations, and rigorous research endeavors. This difference results in difficulty communicating
research to other disciplines and can jeopardize the ability of design researchers to collaborate
with researchers across disciplines. Rigorous research can also be improved by the application of
consistent and accepted methodologies within the discipline. Commonly utilized references on
case study methodology are compared across the following criteria: primary source, value to the
profession, research questions, defining the case and case study, designing the case study,
gathering data, analyzing data, and findings. The authors present this discussion as part of a
larger conversation of increasing and improving research across the discipline to shift the
profession to one of evidence-based landscape architecture.

1.1
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Case study, research methods, design research, landscape architecture
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INTRODUCTION

Landscape architecture is morphing into a hybrid discipline combining knowledge from practice
and research. While the historical focus of landscape architecture education has been on practice, the
evolution of design research and the rise of design PhD programs over the last 20 years serve as the
catalyst of this metamorphosis. Conducting multi-disciplinary research as an academic may be
challenging. Communicating landscape architecture research to researchers in other disciplines is often
frustrating. Many people do not understand landscape architecture as a design discipline much less a
research discipline. A remedy may be adapting language that reflects a more accepted and traditional
version of research. Case study is a good example. For example, the term ‘case study’ can encompass a
variety of activities within the design profession from novice investigations, such as precedent searches
and post occupancy evaluations (POE), to rigorous research endeavors. For clarity, the authors are
utilizing the term ‘case study’ to refer to the latter.
Francis (2001) article “A Case Study Method for Landscape Architecture” is the accepted
standard for case study research in landscape architecture. The Landscape Architecture Foundation, who
commissioned the study, adopted the methodology in their grant funded effort, CSI: Case Study
Investigation, which funds research on an annual basis. While the article greatly advanced landscape
architecture research, it exacerbates the problem of non-conformity to traditional research terminology in
that the method as defined by Francis (2001) is largely descriptive of design and construction processes
(Swaffield, 2017) with little attention given to the relationship between place and socio-physical factors.
Other sources of case study methodology for designers include Groat (2002) in Architectural
Research Methods and Swaffield (2017) in Research in Landscape Architecture Methods and
Methodology. In this paper, the authors will compare, contrast, and analyze case study research
methodologies by these authors incorporating information from the leading authority on case study
research from the social sciences: Yin’s (2018) Case Study Research and Applications: Design and
Methods. Comparative dimensions include the primary reference source, value to the profession, possible
research questions, definitions of case study, designing case study, gathering data, analyzing data, and
findings. The authors examine how case study and multiple case study research can be tailored to the
needs of designers and design researchers, while enhancing rigorous methodological processes by
applying knowledge from the social sciences. This new framework can be used to enhance future
research in landscape architecture.

3

Advancing Design Research: A disclaimer

Research should be viewed as a conversation; a back and forth dialogue that constantly evolves
with each iteration. With the dynamic nature of this conversation, knowledge, the ultimate product of
research, becomes zeitgeist rather than canon. The paper is in no way an indictment on Francis (2001);
his work marks the commencement of the conversation. The authors are only trying to advance the
conversation to be more reflective of the contemporary situation; namely, the necessity of adopting a more
accepted and traditional language of research.

4

Design Research

More and more emphasis is placed on conducting research within design disciplines. With no prior
training or expertise, Masters-only tenure-track professors are expected to conduct research and publish.
Tenured professors who received tenure based solely on teaching are expected to conduct research and
publish. With University budgets continuing to shrink, University administration continues to issue
directives to conduct externally-funded research. One problem is that design disciplines may not be
invited to participate in externally-funded research endeavors given a lack of knowledge by others in
adjacent disciplines as to what design research has to offer. One way to overcome this reality may be to
adopt language which reflects a more accepted and traditional view of research. From anecdotal
experiences in academia, the authors have heard research terms misused often within the context of
design research. A simple browsing of research articles is a literature review. Quantitative quality
standards such as reliability and validity are used for qualitative research; instead of dependability and
trustworthiness. During countless presentations, students refer to precedence searches they conducted in
search of design inspiration as case studies. More rigor is needed within design research. Since Francis
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(2001) started the conversation with case study, the authors believe that case study research is a good
place to start in adopting a more traditional and accepted language describing research activity.
The goal is that landscape architecture professors participate in externally-funded multidisciplinary research projects. A good place to begin is a brief exploration of examples of case study
research within adjacent disciplines. Other design disciplines, such as interior design and architecture, are
easy to identify as potential research collaborators. When thinking of a range of other potential research
collaborators, the range of landscape architecture research must be considered. On one end of the
spectrum is research surrounding environmental performance, e.g., green roofs and rain gardens, and the
adjacent discipline would be engineering. On the other end is research focusing on human health and
well-being, e.g., stress reduction, place attachment, and cognitive functioning, and adjacent disciplines
include planning and public health. A quick search on Google Scholar utilized a Boolean search of the
“adjacent discipline” AND “case study”, citations and patents were omitted from the search, and only the
first 10 results were considered (see Table 1). In the adjacent disciplines explored, none of the articles
related to that discipline utilized a reference source to guide a case study investigation. All the articles that
were related to each discipline did not depict a case study. Often, the term ‘case study’ was used when
the research involved a place; however,

Table 1: Results of a brief literature search of case studies within landscape architecture adjacent
disciplines.
Primary
Google
Related to
source
Search terms
Scholar
discipline
Actual
cited for
results
(out of 10) case study case study
Notes
"interior design"
~ 23,000
5
1 out of 5
none
(2) non-related articles
AND "case study"
cited Yin as a primary
source.
"architecture" AND
"case study" computer -software
-circuits -network mind - geology

~ 92,100

6

0 out of 6

none

Since the term
'architecture' has been
adopted by many
professions, several
terms were identified for
exclusion.

"urban planning"
AND "case study"

~ 302,000

10

0 out of 10

none

Research mislabeled as
case study--simulations,
PAR, participatory
games, etc.

"public health" AND
"built environment"
AND "case study"

~ 38,400

7

0 out of 7

none

(1) non-related article
cited Yin as a primary
source.

"stormwater" AND
"case study"

~ 34,600

10

0 out of 10

none

Too many engineering
disciplines therefore,
'stormwater' was used.
Most of the studies
involved a place;
therefore, the use of the
term 'case study'.

"Low impact
development" AND
"case study"

~ 6,200

10

0 out of 10

none

Too many engineering
disciplines therefore,
'LID' was used. Most of
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the studies involved a
place; therefore, the use
of the term 'case study'.
the research was not a case study investigation as defined by Yin (2018). Place was the case, but a case
study investigation was not conducted. What became clear in this brief literature search is that other
adjacent disciplines struggle with case study research.
Interestingly in the 60 articles reviewed (10 for the 6 adjacent disciplines), 3 cited various editions
of Yin’s Case Study Research: Design and Methods. Two appeared in the “interior design” search; Breslin
and Buchanan (2008) was not directly related to interior design but advocated for the use of case study in
design, and Khan, Christopher, and Burnes (2008) was related to product design not interior design and
documented an actual case study. Gangeness and Yurkovich (2006) was the third article which appeared
in the “public health” search and advocated for the use of case study research in nursing.

5

Case Study Comparisons

Since no standard of case study research was found in adjacent disciplines, the authors decided
to adopt (Yin, 2018), the standard in social sciences, as the standard to compare other case study
approaches in design research. Three examples of design research case study were selected to compare
with Yin (2009): Francis (2001), Groat (2002) in Architectural Research Methods, and Swaffield (2017) in
Research in Landscape Architecture Methods and Methodology. The authors had intended on using
Deming and Swaffield (2011), Landscape Architecture Research: Inquiry, Strategy, Design, instead of
Groat (2002) so that all design related case studies were from landscape architecture; however, the
organization of Deming and Swaffield (2011) made comparisons difficult since the book did not contain a
chapter devoted to case study research, instead references to case study were peppered throughout the
book. References were compared on the following criteria: primary source, value to the profession,
research questions, defining the case and case study, designing the case study, gathering data, analyzing
data, and findings from a case study (see Table 2). Due to paper length limitations, only the following
criteria will be explored in more detail: defining case study, designing the case study, gathering data,
analyzing data, and findings.

5.1

Defining Case Study

“A case study is an empirical method that: investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in
depth and within its real-world context, especially when, the boundaries between phenomenon and
context may not be clearly evident.” (Yin, 2018, p. 15).
How each source defines case study is illuminating when compared to Yin (2018). Groat (2002) and
Swaffield (2017) refer to versions of Yin to define case study. Groat (2002) modifies the definition slightly
to account for the historical aspect of architectural research by eliminating the word ‘contemporary’ and
adding ‘setting’ to accompany ‘phenomenon’. Swaffield (2017) utilizes Yin (2014) to define case study but
refines the definition with contributions from Gerring (2004) in that case studies are not a way to analyze
cases, but to define cases. Francis (2001) offers a definition with no provenance, although in the footnotes
he directs the reader to Yin (1993) and Yin (1994) for a more in-depth exploration of case study.
The most striking difference between the definitions beyond the provenance is that Francis (2001) is
defining a POE given the exclusive focus on ‘project’ as the case. While the others employ a broader
definition of case, e.g., contemporary phenomenon, setting, Francis (2001) greatly limits the scope of the
inquiry by solely focusing on the project as the case.

5.2

Designing Case Study Research

“Note that a research design is much more than a work plan. The design’s main purpose is to
avoid the situation in which the evidence does not address the initial research questions” (Yin, 2018, p.
26).
Designing a case study must be purposeful in the goal of answering the research question(s). Yin
(2018) suggests that each case study contain five main components: research question, propositions (if
any), its case(s), the logic linking the data to the propositions, and criteria for interpreting findings.
Typically, the research questions answered by case study tend to begin with ‘how’ or ‘why’. In answering
the questions, propositions formed in the beginning may help to identify areas of study within the case
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study; however, the use of propositions may not be required. Also, rival propositions are useful to identify
as well. The ‘case’ may be a place, a neighborhood, an individual, or an event. The case or unit of
analysis should be a real-life, contemporary phenomenon in which the researcher has no control over
behavioral events. All data collected should be analyzed in a way consistent with the type of data
collected, i.e., qualitative, quantitative or mixed, and most appropriate to answer the initial question.
Ultimately, findings from case studies are
Table 2: Case study comparison results
Yin (2018)
Francis (2001)
Groat (2002)
Swaffield (2017)
Primary
--(Yin, 1993)
(Yin, 1994)
(Yin, 2014) definition
source
(Yin, 1994)
(Gerring, 2007)
approach
(Flyvbjerg, 2006)
selection
Value to
the
profession

A way “to
understand complex
social phenomena”
(p. 5).

Teaching, research,
practice, theory
building, criticism,
and communication
and outreach

Explain “causal links
among an array of
socio-physical
factors and events”
(p. 349).

“...suited to the
investigation of
complex
phenomena such as
designed
landscapes” (p.
105).

Research
questions

How and why
questions regarding
a “contemporary set
of events, over
which the
investigator has little
or no control” (p.
13).

“...big questions at
the intersection of
policy and design”
(p. 17).

Cites (Yin, 1994)
explanatory,
descriptive,
exploratory, or some
combination

Particular settings,
exploratory,
particular types of
situations, a
challenge theoretical
claim

Defining
case
study

“...an empirical
method that:
investigates a
contemporary
phenomenon (the
“case”) in depth and
within its real-world
context, especially
when, the
boundaries between
phenomenon and
context may not be
clearly evident.” (p.
15).

“...a welldocumented and
systematic
examination of the
process, decisionmaking, and
outcomes of a
project, which is
undertaken for the
purpose of informing
future practice,
policy, theory,
and/or education”
(p. 16).

Modified (Yin, 1994)
in order to account
for historic
phenomenon

“...a general
approach to
research, and not a
set of specific
methods” (p. 107).

A case study design
must consider the
following: research
question,
propositions, the
case, the logic
linking the data to
the propositions,
and criteria for

“…can be organized
around the type of
project, the problem,
the geographical
region, or the
designer” (p. 20).

guided by
developing theory;
not a grand theory
but a sufficient
blueprint for your
study, a hypothesis

Designing
case
study
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“an empirical inquiry
that investigates a
phenomenon or
setting” (p. 346).

“...the best case
study design is that
which provides the
most powerful
understanding of
variation—why one
situation differs from
or is similar to
another” (p. 110).
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interpreting findings
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Gathering
data

Yin (2018)
(Pre) Hone skills,
train, develop
protocol, gain
human subjects
approval, screen
and select final
cases, conduct pilot
study.
Evidence types:
Documentation,
archival records,
interviews, direct
observations,
participant
ovservation,
physical artifacts.
Triangulate
evidence, assemble
data, maintain chain
of evidence,
exercise care with
digital information.

Francis (2001)
Person(s) free of
bias, skilled in
asking questions,
listening,
comprehending the
issues.
Systematic and
consistent: site
visits, site analysis,
historical analysis,
design process
analysis, behaviral
analysis, interviews
with designers,
developers,
managers, and
public officials,
interviews with
users and nonusers, archival
materals,
bibliographic
searches, internet
searches.

Groat (2002)
Multiple sources of
evidence, including:
participant observer,
archives, oral
history, artifactual
inventories, formal
and spatial
analyses.

Swaffield (2017)
(Not specified)

Analyzing
data

Create a general
strategy for
analyzing data
based on theoretical
propositions,
working your data
from the “ground
up,” descriptive
frameworks, or rival
explanations.

In the Bryant Park
example, analysis is
simply reporting the
details of the
project. No specific
methods of analysis
are discussed.
Mention of
“behavioral
analysis” (p. 26) but
no details are given.

Data analysis
should follow the
research design.

“...applying multiple
analyses to a
complex case, by
adopting multiple
theoretical
perspectives across
the case, or by
undertaking several
smaller case studies
embedded within a
larger complex
case” (p. 110).

Findings

Analytical
generalization

Findings are
presented as
lessons for future
projects with no
directions on how
the findings were
generated.

Findings should
generalize to theory.
Cites (Stake, 1998)
instrumental or
intrinsic case study.

Analytical
generalization (Yin
2014). “This uses
existing theory as a
template against
which to compare
the results of a new
study. Hence theory
develops
inductively, as
evidence
accumulates” (p.
108).
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used to build theory.
Groat (2002) and Swaffield (2017) follow a similar format in that designing the inquiry is focused on
providing a clear means to generate findings. Groat (2002) suggests that the research design should be
guided by developing theory and looking to any propositions in order to develop theory. Swaffield (2017)
focuses on crafting a research design that focuses on explaining the variation of the case, i.e., what made
the case worthy of selection. Francis (2001) organizes the inquiry around design/construction factors
surrounding projects which focuses more on documenting the process as in a POE than on documenting
a phenomenon.

5.3

Gathering Data

All sources accept multiple methods for data gathering. Swaffield (2017) avoids discussing details
of data gathering. The terminology used across the other sources vary, but the methods include a broad
range of traditional research data gathering methods, such as interviews, documentation, observation,
physical artifacts, and archival research. Groat (2002) includes “spatial analyses” and Francis (2001)
includes “site analysis” and “design process analysis” which are examples of data gathering more specific
to design research. Yin (2018) and Francis (2001) describe the importance of training or knowledge for
the person conducting the research. Francis (2001) also discusses the importance of avoiding bias by the
researcher. This can be a significant issue in the design profession, especially in the case of postoccupancy-evaluations (not considered “case study” investigations in this paper), where design firms seek
to evaluate their own projects and present them as case studies. Yin (2018) goes further to describe predata-gathering steps which include honing research skills, training data collectors, developing consistent
and systematic data gathering protocol, gaining human subjects approval, screening and selecting final
cases, and conducting a pilot study.

5.4

Analyzing Data

Yin (2018) outlines general strategies for analyzing data based on theoretical propositions,
descriptive frameworks, use of qualitative and quantitative data, or rival explanations. Using theoretical
propositions is the most preferred approach for data analysis. Propositions that guided the development of
the research questions and data collection will help to identify data analysis strategies. Creating a
descriptive framework can help in analyzing data. Descriptive frameworks, the second strategy, help to
organize data in situations where propositions may not be clear. The framework should be aligned with
the research questions and data collection methods just as in theoretical propositions. With more rigorous
research questions and data collection methods, Francis (2001) could potentially conform to a descriptive
framework that would allow for design and construction details; however quality standards, such as
reliability, trustworthiness, etc., would need to be considered. The third strategy of utilizing both qualitative
and quantitative data strengthens the overall analytic design. Finally, testing a rival explanation
strengthens your overall findings.
Whichever strategies employed for data analysis should be considered at the very beginning of the
research project—the formation of the research questions. The whole case study design should factor the
types of questions, the necessary data to answer these questions, and how the data will be analyzed.
Groat (2002) and Swaffield (2017) advocate a similar holistic approach to data analysis. The nonconforming approach is Francis (2001) which depicts data analysis as simply reporting the details
regarding the design and construction of projects. While mention to potentially more rigorous behavioral
research exists in the Bryant Park example, no details of the methods and data collection or analysis are
given. For Francis (2001) to achieve the level of case study research described by Yin (2018) more
rigorous data collection and analysis is needed.

6

Conclusion

Ultimately, research is a systematic and repeatable endeavor which generates knowledge that can
be used to build theory or generalize to a larger population. When considering case study as a research
method, Francis (2001) fails to align with Yin (2018), Groat (2002), and Swaffield (2017) in all facets of
case study investigation explored. At a conceptual level, Francis (2001) fails to achieve research status in
that his findings may not be repeatable. In his definition of case study, Francis (2001) describes his
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method as a “well-documented and systematic examination” (p. 16) which is consistent with most
definitions of research in general. One key piece is missing: repeatability. No measures are put in place to
ensure that if you talk to a different project manager or landscape architect that the findings would be the
same. Typically, considerations around data saturation inform data collection in interviews and ensure
repeatability. Francis (2001) at the current iteration is a POE; however, with guidance from Yin (2018) the
model can be adapted into a rigorous research endeavor.

7
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ABSTRACT
This study answers the question of whether big data analytics from social media data can
replace existing research methods. Researchers in landscape architecture use the social media
data and the big data analytics passively compared to other fields. This study uses social media
data as a new way to collect and measure the attitudes and perceptions of park use by people
using the park. The Gyeongui Forest Park in Seoul was selected as the study site. The park is
recently opened (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2018) and a popular place with young people
who are the main users of social media. Data for this study was derived from Twitter, a survey
with visitors. From May to September 2018, every posting that mentioned one of three keywords ‘Gyeongui Line,’ ‘Gyeongui Forest Park’ and ‘Yeontral Park’ was collected. Collected postings
were analyzed by using text mining and the sentiment analysis. The survey was conducted to
collect information about activities, satisfaction and social interactions in the park. The survey
results were analyzed by using statistical methods. Regarding activities in the park, the survey
and interview indicate that walking and taking a rest were the main activities in the park.
However, social media analysis enjoying the foods is the main reason to visit the park. For the
satisfaction of the park, results from all three methods refer to the positive evaluation. Lastly,
about the social interactions, all three methods partially support the hypothesis that a park is a
place to reinforcing the social interactions. As a result, the social media data and its analysis can
be used in landscape architecture as the auxiliary research method in support of a survey and
interviews.

1.1

Keywords
social media data, survey, big data analytics, sentiment analysis
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2

INTRODUCTION

This study answers the question of whether big data analytics from social media data can replace
existing research methods. Even 473,400 tweets are posted every minute, and over 2.5 quintillion bytes
of data are created every single day (Ahmad, 2018). Researchers in landscape architecture use social
media data and the big data analytics in a passive way compared to other fields. Among the big data,
social media data has the advantage of being able to collect large volumes of data in real time (Poorthuis
& Zook, 2017), uploaded users' thoughts by themselves (Schweitzer, 2014). They can produce
unobtrusive data that does not involve the researcher's perceptions (Edelman & Hirshberg, 2006).
Compared to the social media data, collecting data by using a survey, interviews, and observations is
relatively expensive and time-consuming (Groves, 2004). This study uses social media data as a new
way to collect and measure the attitudes and perceptions of park use by people using the park. By using
the big data analytics, one can also verify the result more traditional methods of surveys and interviews.

2.1

Big Data Analytics

Big data is emerging a principal data source and plays a seminal role in the urban interpretation
and planning process. For example, sensing urban lands using social media make the characters of
urban use, metropolitan area, urban imaginaries (Frias-Martinez & Frias-Martinez, 2014, 2014; Kelley,
2013; Lee, Wakamiya, & Sumiya, 2013). These studies provide detailed information and serve as an
exceptional dataset for better planning, governance and managing to understand the present and future.
Big data sources especially social media data, hold the potential for enhancing understanding human
behavior and perception of urban places. According to Social Cognitive Theory, users post the
information and their behavior on social media to show their thought and communicate with each other
(Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005). Big data as a means of interpreting urban places and people hold the
potential to illuminate the relationship between places and people in landscape architecture.
Compared to traditional data, social media data show valuable information about the behavior of
people in a specific space. While social media data have a limitation related to a lack of generalization to
the entire population (Chou, Hunt, Beckjord, Moser, & Hesse, 2009), they have many advantages. First,
there are enormous users around the world who publish their daily activities. Second, the data have a
variety of information from trivial travel experience which we cannot catch it with traditional ways.
According to a survey, 32 percent of blog users post content to record their thoughts and 20 percent use
blogs to connect with others (Edelman & Hirshberg, 2006). When we considered the motivation of using
social media based on Social Cognitive Theory, there are two kinds of the factor – intrinsic (personal) and
extrinsic (environmental) factors. In terms of the extrinsic factors, users' behaviors are affected by
people's sharing information (Kankanhalli et al., 2005). Geo-tagged data can be seen as a medium
representing the relationship between a space and users' behavior. The data not only reflect socio-spatial
practice but also inform the types of experiences and interactions in places (Kelley, 2013, p. 181).
Especially, geo-tagged tweets are used as a proxy for the spatial footprints of their creators (Li,
Goodchild, & Xu, 2013, p. 61) and record social interactions between people and their surrounding
environment (McKenzie, Adams, & Janowicz, 2013). Social media data, especially geo-tagged data, can
be used as a way to express users' need for not only themselves but also their social interactions.
Social media data and sentiment analysis are a new way to catch the relationship between
people's emotions as a factor of place attachment and social interactions, for the following reasons: (1)
social media users post text to express their thoughts (Edelman & Hirshberg, 2006; Schweitzer, 2014),
(2) collecting social media data is unobtrusive data and (3) social media data is free data and its volume
is enormous. Traditional assessment tools evaluate in-site benefits of parks through pre-set surveys,
interviews and observations (Birch, 1986; Carmona, 2010; Ewing, 2001; More, Stevens, & Allen, 1988),
the weakness of those methods is that the intention of the researcher can be reflected. Social media data,
as unobtrusive data which are generated by users, have the strong potential to compensate for these
shortcomings.

2.2

Social Interactions in Parks

Several terms have been used in studies of the social benefits from urban parks.
Many studies have researched the role of urban parks as an essential space to increase the quality of
daily life of urbanized society. Empirical evidence supports that urban parks, greenways and urban
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forests in urban contexts improve the quality of life in many ways. Also, in addition to environmental
benefits such as purification of pollution, urban parks contribute to improve health, enhance social
interactions and provide peacefulness (Barbosa et al., 2007; Chiesura, 2004; Ulrich, 1981; Ulrich et al.,
1991). Social benefit is a crucial metric to determine the success of a redevelopment project. Social
benefit is related to how the project generates urban vitality. Urban vitality such as liveability and
livelihood can be measured by social interactions (Cranshaw et al., 2012; Hari & Kujala, 2009; Moulay &
Ujang, 2016; Moulay, Ujang, & Said, 2017). Social interaction as a process of interactivity among more
than two people and the relationship between people and spaces, includes all forms of communication,
such as cooperation, competition, playing, informing, negotiating and bargaining, and creates the
character of a space (Hari & Kujala, 2009; Moulay & Ujang, 2016; Moulay et al., 2017). For example,
Shen and Karimi (2016) show urban function connectivity by verifying the spatial interaction between
urban spaces and partitioning of urban streets.
Ulrich (1981), for example, compares psychophysiological reactions toward three landscapes:
vegetation, water and urban. By using metrics which represent physiological and psychological
measures, he found that vegetation and water landscapes had more beneficial influences on people's
psychological stages in feeling positive effects. Chiesura (2004) states that urban parks provide social
and psychological benefits and enrich our lives with meaning and emotions. She verifies the experience
of nature is a source of positive feelings by investigating how people's emotions are involved in urban
green spaces.
Coley, Sullivan, and Kuo (1997) verify that urban parks encourage social interactions among
residents and contribute to social integrations. Their findings offer that natural elements increase
opportunities for social interactions, using outdoor places to promote communication within
neighborhoods (Coley, Sullivan, & Kuo, 1997). Natural environments can also help people relax, and
they also promote social interactions (Kuo, Bacaicoa, & Sullivan, 1998). Kou at el. (1998) show that the
presence of urban nature in the inner city generated positive responses from residents. The density of
urban nature also increases the sense of safety.
Peters, Elands, and Buijs (2009) assert that urban parks can be a trigger to generate social
interactions by stimulating social cohesion. They use a survey, observations, and interviews to carry out
social interaction research in five urban parks in the Netherlands. According to this study, urban parks
can promote mingling of different ethnic groups and encourage interactions among visitors. These results
that reinforce the social benefits of urban parks are a cause of social interactions.

3

METHODS

3.1

Study Site

Figure 1. Location of the Gyeongui Line Forest Park
The Gyeongui Line Forest Park in Seoul was selected as the study site for this project. This park
was used as a railroad for the last 100 years. When the railroad has turned into an underground, the
ground site was vacant and abandoned. As one of the urban revitalization projects, the Seoul
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Metropolitan Government built the park on the vacant land. From Mapo-gu to Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 6.3km
length park across the center of Seoul. The park divided into 3 phases and each phase has been
completed in 2012, 2015 and 2016 (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2018).
Historically, the Gyeongui Line, the second railroad in Korea, opened in 1906 to connect from
Seoul to Sinuiju (Korea Railroad Corporation, 2010). Before the Korean War, the Gyeongui Line used as
an international railroad that connected from Korea to Europe through China and Russia. Since 1950, the
Korean War divided Korea into two parts, South Korea and North Korea, and the railroad also has been
divided into two parts. After the war, South Korea has taken the railroad from Seoul to Dorasan and North
Korea has operated the last part, from Dorasan to Sinuiju. In 2009, South Korea had used the railroad as
a subway line and begun to transform a part of the line underground. As a result of those transformations,
Korea Railroad Corporation has vacant lands previously used a ground railroad. The Gyeongui Line
Forest Park was built on the vacant site which used a railroad. Seoul Metropolitan Government has
contracted with KRC and bought a right of using the site for the next 50 years (Korea Railroad
Corporation, 2010).
In the present, the park has become the center of young generations. Four universities, Yonsei,
Hongik, Seokang, and Ewha Womans University are located 700m distance from the park. Well-known
districts for young ages, Sinchon, Hongdae, and Ewha districts, are also located near the park. Because
of its location, the park can be a popular area for the young people who also be significant users of social
media.

3.2

Data Collections

Data for this study was derived from Twitter, a survey and interviews with visitors that were
represented one for a new and the others for traditional methods. The social media data, Twitter, were
collected from July to September 2018 by using the Twitter API and a keyword searching. Every tweet
that mentioned one of three keywords, ‘Gyeongui Line', ‘Gyeongui Line Forest Park,' and ‘Yeontral Park'
were scrawled. All tweets in the dataset were posted inside South Korea. Total 3703 postings were
collected for three months. The figure shows the number of tweets during the study period. Three
irregular periods referred to the announcement of the relationship between North Korea and South Korea
(e.g., North Korea and South Korea announced the plan of reconnecting the Gyeongui Line).
The field survey was conducted to gather visitors' opinion toward the park on 18th August 2018 in
the park. Total 46 respondents answered the questionnaires. The questionnaire is divided into five subparts: park visiting frequency and activities, satisfaction of the visiting, social interactions, social
cohesions, and respondent information. The first part included information about the visits to the park
(frequency, duration, company) and activities visitors did in the park (Kaźmierczak, 2013). Nine activities
in the park are carefully selected following literature (Campbell, Svendsen, Sonti, & Johnson, 2016; Gehl
& Svarre, 2013; Kaźmierczak, 2013). Satisfaction included questions about the visitors' feeling toward the
park features and their experience ranged from ‘1=strongly disagree' to ‘5=strongly agree.' For the social
interaction, the relationship between the visitor and the other people were asked: safety, the social
program in the park, and making a new relationship with others. Since social cohesion occurs based on
trusted social relationships such as a community (Perez et al., 2015), social cohesion part asked
residents focused on trusting relationship with the neighborhood in their community. Following Perez
et.al. (2015), self-reported social cohesion was asked about a combination of social cohesion among
residents and their willingness of taking action for a common good. Based on questions from the
literature, the author also added a question about the residents' attitude and willingness to make a social
relationship with the visitors of the park.
The interviews can divide into two parts. One part is the interview with residents who visit the
park. This interview was conducted as a face-to-face interview with randomly selected residents who
were in the park on 19th August 2018. The second part is the focus group interview. This was carried on
13th August 2018 with a landscape architecture professor and two landscape architects.
The author derived park observation data during 25th to 26th August 2018 and walked the park
from the beginning point to the ending point then came back to the beginning point. The observation took
5 hours. During the observation, the author took a photograph and described the scene on the
observation
note.
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3.3

Data Analytics

The analyses could be divided into two steps. For the first step, the author analyzed each data
set independently. The first step aimed to derive the conclusion of each data set. The following questions
were answered this step:
(1) What does the social media tell us about the park (social media data)?
(2) How do users assess the experience of the park (surveyed data)?
(3) How do users speak directly about the park (interview data)?
(4) How do people use the park (observation data)?
After analyzing each data set, the author compared two quantitative data, social media data, and
the surveyed data. Two qualitative data, the interview data, and the observation data were used as an
auxiliary explanation. R studio was used for the analysis.
To answer the question (1), posting contents collected from Twitter were analyzed by using
sentiment analysis and frequency analysis. Sentiment analysis is a way to evaluate one's perception and
emotion whether it is positive or negative (Barbosa & Feng, 2010; Go, Huang, & Bhayani, 2009; Pak &
Paroubek, 2010; Schweitzer, 2014). Schweitzer (2014) uses social media content about public service
from Twitter and compared those comments with other public services to figure out how transit agencies
use social media and affect democratic engagement with transit support. The algorism gives one point to
the positive words and subtracts one point for every negative word. Then all scores are evaluated for total
content. The algorism gives a zero score to content that has no positive or negative words or offsets
positive and negative words in the content. The score refers to the users' attitude toward the park. It can
also be analyzing contents by using the frequency analysis. Posted contents were divided into a single
word and counted each word to figure out the main reason of users' sentiments. With these two analyses,
users' assessment of the park and estimated reasons for users' sentiment were figured out. Also, the
main activities in the park were figured out.
The surveyed data were collected users' activities, satisfaction, and the social interaction. The
frequency analysis was derived to understand how users use the park, evaluate the park, and make a
relationship in the park. The frequency analysis implied the description of the data. After the frequency
analysis, the author analyzed the relationship between satisfaction and social interactions by using
correlation analysis. To compare the difference between groups, T-test was used. The groups were
divided into two groups: female and male, residents and visitors. Each group was compared.

4

RESULTS

The sentiment analysis of the social media data tells about the users' attitude toward the park.
The sentiment score that derived from the algorism shows whether the user satisfies their experience of
the park or not. If the score bigger than zero, the score was counted as a positive experience. If not, the
score under zero implied the negative experience. According to the result, users who have a positive
experience are bigger than people who have a negative attitude.
To figure out the type of activities that made the positive or negative sentiment, the data set
divided into two sub-set, the positive data, and the negative data. Then the word frequency analysis was
comprised to extract the main reasons for each sentiment. The most frequently mentioned words in the
positive data were related to food and eating such as ‘beer', ‘cake', ‘coffee', ‘cooked', ‘lamb'. ‘tteokbokki
(street-food in Korea)', and ‘taste.' The physical features of the park also mentioned in the dataset:
‘forest', ‘railroad', and ‘railway.' It shows the unique character of the park makes users positive
experience. The word which implies the relationship between people also mentioned frequently, such as
‘people', ‘we', and ‘you.' Based on these words, it would be concluded that the positive sentiment was
derived from ‘eating', ‘unique characteristics of the park', and ‘social relationship.'
The negative sentiment is complicated than the positive sentiment, since the result of the
frequency analysis shows that the number of mentioned a word was too low to make a conclusion. In
other words, each word was mentioned 20 times. Only some words such as ‘park', ‘it', ‘I', and ‘people'
were mentioned over 20 times in the negative dataset. Other words that mentioned between 10 to 20
times were ‘disease', ‘tsutsugamushi (disease from lawn)', and ‘ghastly.' All three words were related to
the disease from the lawn. This data shows the afraid of users toward the park.
As a result, it can be concluded that the positive sentiment was derived from the experience with
someone else. Because of the words such as ‘eating', ‘foods', and ‘we' imply that users who eat
something with others experience the positive reaction. For the negative sentiment, ‘I' and ‘disease' were
frequently mentioned than other words. It shows that people, when to visit the park, worry about their
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health and the worry makes their negative reaction. The survey data set shows the activities, satisfaction
(sati), social interaction (soc), and social cohesion (soco) in the park. For the first, activity shows that
‘chatting', ‘passing', and ‘relaxing' was the main reason and the main purpose of their visiting the park.

Figure 2. The result of the sentiment analysis (negative sentiment<0, positive sentiment>0)

Figure 3. The result of word frequency analysis of positive sentiment
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Figure 4. The result of word frequency analysis of negative sentiment

Figure 5. The result of correlation analysis
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For the satisfaction, average satisfaction score is 3.79 among the scale of ‘1-rarely satisfaction' to
‘5-highly satisfaction'. Users of the park slightly satisfaction, but the level of satisfaction is not that high.
For the social interaction in the park, users answered that the park contributed to reinforcing the social
interaction, but the level of social interaction also low. The average scale of the social interaction was
3.56. The social cohesion of the adjacent community residents was 3.49. The satisfaction score was
compared between two groups, visiting alone and visiting the park with friends or family. The Pearson's
Chi-squared test was compromised to figure out the difference and there is no difference between the two
groups (p-value=0.53). The interesting part of the survey was the correlation analysis between
satisfaction and social interaction (0.62, p-value < 0.0001).
In terms of activities in the park, social media data represented eating something with someone
makes the positive sentiment toward the park. This assumption was derived from the most frequently
mentioned words such as ‘eating', ‘foods', and ‘we.' Besides, the negative sentiment was derived from the
worry about disease caused in the park such as ‘tsutsugamushi.' One of the interesting results is the use
of the subject. When the users represented the negative sentiment, they used ‘I' rather than ‘we.' From
the use of subject, the park users experienced the positive things with someone and the negative reaction
toward their health. These insights from the social media analytics couldn't be found the survey result.
Since the survey questionnaire was designed to catch several activities in the park, the questionnaire
couldn't catch a new trend of park usage such as ‘eating.' The social media data also missed catching
ordinary activities in the park such as ‘walking' and ‘relax.' This is because when people posted their
activities and experiences on Twitter, they didn't upload their daily life. They prefer to share extraordinary
events with others.
For the satisfaction of the park, results from the social media data and the survey data refer to the
positive evaluation. In the social media data, users of the park represented the positive reaction toward
the park. Respondents of the survey also demonstrated the satisfaction of the park. Even the differences
between users of the park and the respondents of the survey are different, their experiences in the park
were positive. The result of T-test between the satisfaction score and the sentiment score also support
the assumption that the two methods share the same result.
Lastly, about the social interactions, the social media data, and the survey data partially support
the hypothesis that a park is a place to reinforcing the social interactions. According to the survey, users
of the park supported the hypothesis that the park contributes to the social interaction and social
cohesion. This result also supports the previous research's result that social interaction in parks is slightly
supported by an empirical study (Moulay & Ujang, 2016; Moulay et al., 2017).
The results from the social media data and the survey data explained the users' activities,
satisfaction (sentiments), and the social interaction about the park. The survey data and the social media
data represent the different aspects of users' activities. For example, social media data can catch the
extraordinary events of users' daily life such as eating delicious foods with someone. Besides, the survey
data describe the ordinary activities in the park such as walking, relaxing, and chatting. For the
satisfaction of the park, the social media data and the survey data show similar results that users have a
positive sentiment toward the park. For the social interaction, two methodologies support that the park
can make a social interaction, but those two methodologies fail to improve the level of social interaction in
the park empirically.

5

CONCLUSION

This study provides meaningful insights into the possible use of social media content as the data
source for landscape architecture research. According to the study, the social media data and big data
analytics can be used to estimate the activity types in the park and the satisfaction of the park. For the
social interaction, users mentioned ‘we' when they posted the positive contents instead of ‘I.' Based on
this trend, it would be represented that users of the park experienced positively when they do something
with someone else, but a statistical test cannot support it.
This study can be the starting point in finding advanced research methods that can augment
existing methods. This paper makes several significant contributions to landscape architecture studies. It
provides a way to use social media data as a tool for an understanding neighborhood and their
preference. What is more significant lays the groundwork for the practical test of the social benefits of
urban parks by various approaches, such as a survey, focus group interviews and observations. Through
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the comparison of those methodologies, this study identifies the pros and cons of methods and explore
the possibility of using big data analytics for understanding urban parks and its neighborhood.

6
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine concerns towards sustainable developments of residents
living in different neighborhoods with divergent sustainability levels (most/medium/least
sustainable urban forms) in a campus town We also examined the relationship between
demographic factors and concerns towards sustainable development.
The study contributes to sustainable development research, especially sustainable consumption
by examining to what extent sustainable development concerns (in State College, PA) were
involved in neighborhood choice decision making. UN Sustainable development Goals (or SDGs)
were used as the basis to assess concerns towards sustainable development.
Using Song and Knaap’s method (2004) to measure the sustainability level of urban forms, three
types of neighborhoods of varying sustainable urban forms (most, medium, and least) were
selected for this study. Within the three selected neighborhood types, a stratified random sampling
strategy was used to select households for data collection. A door-to-door survey was distributed
to collect surveys in the selected neighborhoods. This was supplemented with mailed surveys.
Finally, we surveyed 30 households in each of the three neighborhood types for a total of 90
surveys. ANOVA (analysis of variances) was the primary data analysis method. We found
relatively little difference in concerns towards sustainable development between residents of
neighborhoods with differing urban form (most, medium, least). We also found that less educated,
lower-income, younger people were more likely to live in the most sustainable urban-form
neighborhoods although they had similar high concerns for sustainable development goals as
more educated, higher-income, and older people.

1.1

Keywords
Neighborhood choice, demographics, sustainable development, sustainable urban form
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2

Introduction

There has been a robust dialogue among scholars, governments, and even industry about
sustainability. Specifically, current conversations about sustainability focus on sustainability goals,
sustainability transitions, sustainability science, knowledge and learning, sustainability measurement,
indicators and standards, sustainability ethics, and sustainability governance. Being a significant part of
consumption, contemporary studies of housing focus on the characteristics of sustainable housing and its
assessment at a small scale (e.g. Wang et al, 2009) and sustainable urban forms at a large scale
(Jabareen, 2006). Other studies concentrate on the regulations and policies related to sustainable housing
(Choguill, 2007). However, there is insufficient research on the role of sustainability in neighborhood
choice decision making process. Do people living in different neighborhoods have varying concerns
towards sustainability? This is the key question driving this study.
This study is based in State College, PA. It examines residents’ decision-making process
regarding neighborhoods and their concerns towards sustainability using the framework of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2015).

2.1

Background to the Problem

Americans lead an unsustainable or unhealthy life by default (Mirowsky & Ross, 2010). They drive
excessively, consume prepared and packaged foods, and sit as long as possible (Mirowsky, 2011).
Among these consumption patterns and lifestyles, housing is a significant part. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, housing occupies 30% or so of average expenditures and income of all consumer units
for the past three years (2014-2016) in the U.S (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). Also, transportation
related expenses, which are often related to housing, takes up an additional 17% of expenditures.
Most of these lifestyles including housing and related expenditures are consumer preferences. Do
Americans choose these unsustainable consumption patterns? Or, do they have no other options because
the market does not provide choices for a more sustainable life that they can afford? For example, remote
ranch farmers may desire to take buses to grocery stores while no bus connects their homes to grocery
stores. Likewise, people exhibiting sustainable lifestyles/consumption patterns may not necessarily be
motivated by sustainability. For instance, those who share an apartment or even a room with several
roommates in the Bay Area, may covet commodious suburban houses on large lots, but live in apartments
since they cannot afford a large house.
Debate on consumer choices leading to housing and neighborhood unsustainability has been
ongoing for a while. Gordon and Harry (1998) stated that low density housing is preferred by most
households in the United States. Scholars like Gordon claimed that developers produce housing and
neighborhood by meeting the consumers’ needs to live in suburban areas on large lots and huge houses.
So, they have endless options to purchase unsustainable housing (Gordon et al., 1998). In other words,
consumer sovereignty contributes to urban unsustainability (Moore & Henderson, 1998). On the contrary,
Reid Ewing and other scholars argue that the role of consumers’ preferences of suburban living might be
exaggerated (Chin, 2002).

2.2

Problem Statement

Unsustainable housing and neighborhoods are one of the most critical and long-term issues
facing urban development, retrofitting, and transportation in the United States and some other countries
(e.g. Williams & Shiels, 2002; Williams et al., 2003; Winston, 2007). Residents purchase large houses on
huge lots with lawns. Or, even when they live in compact sustainable neighborhoods, they wish for large
houses on large lots. They live in suburban areas far from their work places which lead to dependence on
automobiles for commuting. This is referred to as consumer preferences for unsustainable housing and
neighborhoods. So, here, housing is not only about dwellings but also neighborhoods and social aspects
of low density living. In this paper, our focus is on the neighborhood scale.
These consumer preferences and behaviors in neighborhood choice may contribute to
unsustainable urban forms. As the Background of the Problem states, consensus exists that in general
Americans lead unsustainable lifestyle while the debate on the role of consumer preferences on these
unsustainable consumption patterns is ongoing. Many studies regarding residential choice focus on
residential satisfaction and specific attributes of residences (like number and size of rooms) that contribute
towards residential satisfaction (e.g. Aragonés et al., 2002; Ermuth, 1974). Other scholars are more
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interested in residential satisfaction of low-income communities and public housing communities (e,g.
Addo, 2016). However, few have studied how concern for sustainable development is linked to
neighborhood choice, the focus of this paper. In this study we use a survey research design to examine
the relationship between concern for sustainable development and neighborhood choice.

2.3

Significance of the Study

This study contributes to sustainability research by examining to what extent neighborhood choice
(in State College) is impacted by concerns for sustainable development. Since neighborhood choice
(through transportation – auto dependence versus transit, water usage – related to house and yard size)
is linked to energy consumption – this allows us to understand the extent to which concerns for
sustainable development intervenes in the decision-making process regarding neighborhood choice.
We already know what sustainable activities are, yet people often engage in non-sustainable
behavior (Ostry et al., 2011; Dodds, 2018; Waha et al., 1997). So, it is imperative that we identify the
barriers to sustainable behavior by examining from resident’s point of view (through survey), the
relationship between concerns for sustainable development and the decision-making process regarding
neighborhood choice.

3
3.1

Literature Review
Sustainable urban form

Jabareen (2006) summarizes the metrics of sustainable urban form derived from well-known
urban development theories, such as Neo-traditional Development, Compact City, Urban Containment
and Eco-City. Most of them emphasize the importance of moderate or high-density development,
diversity, mixed land use, compactness, and sustainable transportation. In my opinion, these features
related to sustainable urban form are contrary to the characteristics of ‘urban sprawl’.
The key for selecting the study neighborhoods for this research was its urban form characteristic
or metrics with respect to sustainability. Many researchers (Jaeger et al., 2009) have used different
methods to identify urban form characteristics (sustainable versus unsustainable) of an area. These
include: population density, street accessibility, mixed land use, commuting distance, and so on. However,
most of them focus on the large scale (city or metropolitan). Since this research concentrates on
sustainable urban form at neighborhood scale, we use the method developed by Song and Knaap as it
proposes a measure of urban form at the neighborhood scale.
Song and Knaap put forward five dimensions of sustainable urban form measurement: 1) street
design and circulation systems, 2) density, 3) land use mix, 4) accessibility, and 5) pedestrian access
(Song & Knaap, 2004). The unit of neighborhood that Song and Knaap used is that of the census block
group. For each dimension, they develop a detailed measurement methodology (discussed in Section
4.2).

3.2

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

The Brundtland Commission Report pointed out that sustainable development was about the
tradeoffs between current needs of human beings and needs of future generations (WCED, 1987).
However, the Brundtland Commission Report did not clarify ‘needs’ of current and future generations. In
September 2000, leaders of the world gathered together at United Nations to announce and commit their
nations to Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) with a deadline of 2015. However, MDGs has been
criticized as not being achieved (Le Blanc, 2015). So, in 2012, the United Nations (UN) Rio+20
Conference on sustainable development generated a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In
this summit, national leaders of more than 200 countries gathered together and reached this agreement
on SDGs. The Open Working Group (OWG) crafted 17 goals and 169 targets (United Nations, 2014a),
which were the basis for the UN General Assembly’s decision of using SDGs in September 2015. These
goals and targets comprehensively cover environmental, social, and economic sustainability.
Despite some criticism (Ranjula, 2017), SDGs are the most comprehensive sustainable
development ‘needs’ system compatible with most definitions of sustainable development or sustainability.
Using SDGs to examine concerns towards sustainable development is an innovative way of holistically
assessing resident’s attitude towards sustainability.
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4

Methods

We chose three case study neighborhoods in State College, PA for this study. Choice of these
neighborhoods were based on the sustainable urban form measurements using Song and Knapp
methodology (Song & Knaap, 2004). So, three neighborhoods with different sustainable urban forms most, medium, least - were identified as case study neighborhoods.
Then, we created maps of these neighborhoods and extracted address lists from public records –
zillow.com. With expected response rate around 20%, we used R to randomly sample 150 houses in each
neighborhood with 450 in total.
We collected surveys from 30 households in each neighborhood for a total of 90 surveys. We
used a door to door method of survey collection as well as mail-in surveys. The survey collected
information on demographics (age, gender, marital status, education and household annual income),
concerns for sustainable development, perception of neighborhood features, and residential satisfaction.
The collected data was statistically analyzed to answer the research questions. We now describe
research questions/hypotheses, sampling strategy and survey step in details below.

4.1

Research Questions and Hypotheses

This study is based on two research questions discussed below.
Research Question One: Do people living in different neighborhoods as measured by sustainable
urban form (most/medium/least) have different concerns for sustainable development?
Hypothesis One: We hypothesize that people have few concerns for sustainable development
when selecting the neighborhood to live in. This is based on the fact that many studies indicate that even
when consumers’ attitudes towards sustainability are quite favorable, they do not consistently result in
sustainable behavioral patterns (Vermeir, 2006).
Research Question Two: Are there demographic differences in residents living in neighborhoods
with differing sustainable urban form characteristics? The demographics we considered for this question
include: age, gender, race/ethnicity, marital status, education, and income.
Hypothesis Two: We assumed gender, race/ethnicity, and marital status may not influence the
neighborhood selection significantly. However, home-owners (versus renters) with a high education
attainment, high income, and younger age would be more likely to live in sustainable urban-form
neighborhoods. This is based on the argument that with more education people might understand
sustainable development features better than those who are less educated. Also, with higher income,
people face less obstacles to living in the neighborhood of their choices (Neumayer et al., 2011). In other
words, for higher income groups, if they want to live in a more sustainable neighborhood, affordability will
not be a barrier. In addition, younger people are likely to be more familiar with the adverse impacts of
unsustainable lifestyles (Horton et al., 2013), and have greater concern for sustainability.

4.2

Sampling strategy

Song and Knaap (2004) quantitatively measured urban form by using five dimensions: street
design and circulation systems, density, land use mix, accessibility, and pedestrian access (Song &
Knaap, 2004). The units of analysis for these dimensions were census block groups. In the case study
area (State College) there was little variance in land use. So, we opted to not use the land use
measurement dimension. For each of the remaining four dimensions, we standardized the results to a zscore ((result – mean) / standard deviation) to facilitate comparison. This yielded the most and least
sustainable urban form neighborhoods (census block groups). Because the total number of
neighborhoods (or block groups) in State College was an even number, the medium sustainable urban
form neighborhood consisted of two block groups (see Table 1 and Figure 1).
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Table 1. Neighborhood selection based on sustainable urban form measurement.
Sustainable level of urban forms
Block Group Number
Street design and circulation system
the number of street intersection / (the number of
intersection + the number of cul-de-sacs)
median length of cul-de-sacs
median distance between Ingress/Egress

Most
21

Medium
48

Medium
30

Least
35

-1.27
-1.57
-1.05

-0.5
-0.26
0.29

0.35
-0.48
-0.16

0.59
2.37
0

Density
median lot size of single-family dwelling units (SFDU)
single-family dwelling unites / residential area
floor_space median floor space of SFDUs

-0.74
-0.91
-0.51

-0.15
-0.01
0.49

0.11
0.49
-0.38

1.41
-0.84
-0.92

Accessibility
median distance to the nearest commercial use
median distance to the nearest park
median distance to the nearest bus stop

-0.75
-0.68
-0.48

-0.27
-0.17
-0.45

-0.27
0.12
-0.01

2.95
0.4
4.96

Pedestrian access
percentage of SFDUs within ¼ mile of all existing
commercial uses
percentage of SFDUs within ¼ mile of all existing bus stops

-1.36
-1.46

0.29
0.04

0.01
0.04

1.39
1.55

Sum

-10.77

-0.70

-0.17

13.86

Most Sustainable (block group 21)

Least Sustainable (block group 35)

Medium Sustainable (block group 30)

Medium Sustainable (block group 48)

Figure 1. Sampled neighborhoods with different sustainability-levels urban form
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Once the neighborhoods (Block Groups) were identified, we used a stratified random sampling
strategy to obtain a representative sample of residents of the three types of neighborhoods (most,
medium, and least sustainable urban form). A door-to-door survey and a mail-in survey (with self-stamped
return envelope) was used for data collection. The overall response rate was 20%. In the case of door-todoor survey, the response rate was 90% for households that responded to knocks on the door. Ultimately,
thirty households were sampled in each neighborhood for a total of 90 households. The details of the
methods workflow is represented in Figure 2

Step 1: We measured the sustainability of urban forms in 38 Block group in State
College and its adjacent areas sharing the same three zip codes.

Step 2: Based on the results from Step1, we selected three neighborhoods
representing three different sustainability levels. Since we had 38 Block group, the
medium level consisted of two block groups.

Step 3: Then, we examined the Zoning and Land use layers on ArcMap to separate
the residential buildings with other functional areas such as commercial, agricultural,
recreational, etc.

Step 4: We overlaid the residential buildings (only the boundary of buildings) with the
Open Street Map. This step was to double check that no other functional units than
residential ones had been chosen.

Step 5: We then exported the attribute table for a certain block group to csv and
cleaned up the data. “Clean-up” meant deleting missing data and excluded nonresidential units found in Step 4. This was repeated for all four neighborhoods.

Step 6: Imported the csv file to R Studio and ran a random selection to get a list of 150
addresses for every sustainable-level neighborhood with an expected response rate of
20%.

Step 7: Sorted the 150 addresses into different groups based on the street name. This
meant the addresses of the same street were on the same group. With the same
group, sorted addresses by the numbers (from small to large).

Step 8: Conducted door-to-door survey. Took notes about addresses where doors
were not opened.

Step 9: Mailed survey and stamped envelope to addresses from Step 9.
Figure 2. Methods Workflow
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5

Results
In this section, we discuss the results of this study.

5.1

Research Question One

Do people living in different neighborhoods measured by sustainable urban form have different
concerns for sustainable development?
We used analysis of variance (ANOVA - Table 2) to analyze differences (if any) in the 17
Sustainable Development goals between the three types of neighborhoods: most, medium and least
sustainable urban form. The analysis revealed that people living in different neighborhoods had dissimilar
concerns for only two sustainable development goals: i) SDG 02 - hunger elimination, and ii) SDG 13 climate change. There were no significant differences in concerns for the other 15 SDGs.
We hypothesized that residents living in neighborhoods that varied in sustainable urban form
would not have significantly different concerns regarding SDGs. This was generally true since of the 17
SDGs only 2 exhibited significant differences. Next, we computed post-hoc tests (Tukey multiple
comparison test) to examine SDG 2 and 13 in greater detail (Table 3). As you can see from Table 3, for
SDG 2 (hunger elimination) and SDG 13 (climate change), there was a significant difference between the
neighborhoods with high and medium level sustainable urban form, while there was no significant
difference between the other neighborhoods. It is interesting to note that for both SDG 2 and SDG 13, the
concern for these sustainability issues is highest in the neighborhood with medium sustainable urban
form, and lowest for the highest sustainable urban form (see Table 4). The reason for this counter-intuitive
result needs further study.
Table 2. ANOVA for SDGs and Demographics with significant differences between neighborhoods
Degree of Freedom
Sum Square Mean Square
F Value
Pr(>F)
Sustainable Development Goals
SDG02 to end hunger, achieve food security and improve nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
Neighborhood
2
3.29
1.6444
3.168
0.047
Residuals
87
45.17
0.5192
SDG13 to take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
Neighborhood
2
12.82
6.411
Residuals
87
93.23
1.072
Demographic factors
Ages
Neighborhood
Residuals

5.982

0.00368

2
84

9238
22106

4619
263

17.55

4.28e-07

Educational attainment
Neighborhood
2
Residuals
87

19.47
114.93

9.733
1.321

7.368

0.00111

Income
Neighborhood
Residuals

64.97
303.92

32.49
3.71

8.765

0.000355

2
82

Table 3. Tukey multiple comparisons of means (SDG2, SDG13, Age, Education and Income)
difference

low

upper

P-adjusted

0.644
0.177
-0.0231

0.532
0.328
0.037

SDG2 Hunger elimination (95% family-wise confidence level)

medium-least
most-least
most-medium
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SDG13 Climate Change (95% family-wise confidence level)

medium-least
most-least
most-medium

0.267
-0.633
-0.900

-0.371
-1.271
-1.537

0.904
0.004
-0.263

0.580
0.051
0.003

Age
medium-least
most-least

-1.03325
-22.169

-11.2882
-32.2485

9.221685
-12.0894

0.968655
3.4E-06

most-medium

-21.1357

-31.3064

-10.9651

1.08E-05

Education
medium-least

-0.46667

-1.17431

0.240972

0.262967

most-least

-1.13333

-1.84097

-0.42569

0.000727

most-medium

-0.66667

-1.37431

0.040972

0.069132

Income
medium-least

-0.88177

-2.09932

0.335775

0.200709

most-least

-2.14286

-3.37104

-0.91468

0.000224

most-medium

-1.26108

-2.47863

-0.04354

0.040623

Table 4. Mean values of SDG2, SDG13, Age, Education and Income in each neighborhood type
SDG 02
SDG 13
Age
Education
Income

5.2

Most Sustainable
4.23
3.77
27.9
4.60
2.42

Medium Sustainable
4.70
4.67
49.04
5.27
3.69

1

Least Sustainable
4.50
4.4
50.07
5.73
4.57

Research Question Two

Are there demographic differences in residents living in neighborhoods with differing sustainable
urban form characteristics? The demographics we considered for this question were: age, gender,
race/ethnicity, marital status, education, income, and home ownership.
We assumed gender, race/ethnicity, and marital status may not influence the neighborhood
selection significantly. However, house owners (rather than renters) with a high education attainment, high
income, and younger age might be more likely to live in sustainable urban-form neighborhood.
As the ANOVA table above indicates (Table 2), demographics were very different in various
sustainable neighborhoods regarding age, education attainment, and income. Following the same method
as Research Question 1, we undertook Tukey multiple comparisons (Table 3) for demographics that had
significant differences based on ANOVA – age, education, and income. Between the most sustainable
and the least sustainable neighborhoods, the demographics (income, education, and age) were quite
different. We found that in the most sustainable neighborhoods, residents were significantly younger with
lower education attainments and lower incomes than the least sustainable neighborhood (Figure 3). Also,
age and income differed significantly between the most sustainable neighborhood and medium one. Most
sustainable neighborhoods had population with younger ages and lower incomes than medium
sustainable neighborhood.
Since the home ownership was a dummy variable, we were unable to fit an ANOVA model for this
variable. So, we ran a logistic regression model (see Table 5). Through the logistic regression model, we
1

For each SDG, 1 refers to least concern and 5 refers to most concern. Participants recorded their age. Education
consisted of 7 categories from Below High School/GED to Doctoral Degree. Income consisted of 8 categories from <
$ 25,000 to ≥ $ 200,000.
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could see that living in the least sustainable neighborhoods did not significantly indicate home ownership
status. However, both living in medium and the most sustainable neighborhoods could negatively estimate
home ownership. In other words, in State College, people living in the most and medium sustainable
neighborhood type were more likely to rent a house or apartment instead of owning one.
In conclusion, we verified our hypothesis that age, education attainment, and income would affect
neighborhood choice. However, we failed to conclude that higher educated and people with more income
would live in the most sustainable neighborhoods. Instead they lived in the least sustainable
neighborhoods.

most

medium

least

most

medium

least

most

medium

least

Figure 3. Mean comparisons of demographics in different neighborhoods

Table 5 Logistic regression model of home ownerships in different neighborhood type
Least
medium
most

Estimate
0.6931
-1.3863
-1.3863

Std. Error
0.3873
0.4564
0.4564

z
1.79
-3.037
-3.037

P value
0.0735
0.00239
0.00239

6. Limitations
First, we assume honest responses from survey participants. Because the surveys were
anonymous, we believe that survey participants answered questions truthfully and honestly. Also, we
assume participants in the three neighborhoods were representative of State College because we used a
stratified sampling strategy and random selection of houses within these neighborhoods.
Second, we are not able to conclude causality based on this survey although we used random
selection sampling strategy for the survey. Unlike experimental research, this survey did not involve
random assignment of treatments. So, it cannot rule out all possible alternatives.

7

Conclusions

By answering the two research questions of this study, we found that people living in
neighborhoods with different sustainable urban form had similar high concerns for sustainability as
measured through SDGs. In other words, concern for SDGs did not translate into neighborhood choice
based on sustainable urban form factors. Surprisingly, less educated, lower-income, younger people were
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more likely to live in the most sustainable urban-form neighborhoods although they had similar high
concerns for sustainable development goals as more educated, higher-income, and older people. This
might have to do with several factors: younger people with lower incomes choose to live in affordable
neighborhoods, and in State College (which is a campus town) this happened to be a neighborhood with
sustainable urban form. On the other hand, the fact that younger people are more concerned with
sustainability might have played a part in their choice. Higher-income and older people are more likely to
have children, which might also influence neighborhood choice. Ultimately the relationship between
concerns for sustainability and neighborhood choice is complex and needs more study.

8
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ABSTRACT

Over the past 150 years, societies have been excellent at designing cities that produce extreme and
dangerous thermal conditions. Extreme heat and cold kill more U.S. residents than all other weather
related phenomena combined. Yet, these hazards do more than kill. They disrupt residents’ routines, steal
income through high energy costs, degrade quality of life, and create challenges for urban sustainability
and resilience. The design professions must move toward a more comprehensive way to design better
urban climates to support more sustainable and resilient communities. This study reviews the history of
urban climate as a theme of landscape architecture research journals using a systematic review method.
The review measures the existing landscape architecture against 1) social, 2) ecological, and 3)
technological dimensions of city design. Based on the outcomes of the review, this paper then discusses
the concept of Urban Climate Design (UCD). UCD is a comprehensive planning and design approach to
intentionally reshape our urban atmosphere for more thermally-comfortable and equitable communities.
From the search, I discuss a series of UCD recommendations addressing each of these three dimensions
to move landscape architecture toward design processes for creating more thermally-comfortable and
equitable communities.

1.1
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INTRODUCTION
Cities’ modify their atmospheres (Oke, 1988). Urban climate is term developed to describe this
modification. The most common urban climate phenomena, urban heat islands (UHI) or locally
warmer neighborhoods, result from pavement, buildings, novel ecosystems, and the
accompanying human activities. There is no need to wait for global climate change to experience
extreme weather brought about by human’s influence on our atmosphere. In many of our city
neighborhoods, urban-induced climate change is already here in the form of UHIs. As Brian Stone
writes in his 2012 book, we have already altered the climate in the places we call home – our
cities (Stone, 2012). Over the past 150 years, societies have been excellent at designing cities
that produce extreme and dangerous thermal conditions. Extreme heat and cold kill more U.S.
residents than all other weather related phenomena combined (Berko, Ingram, Saha, & Park,
2014). The ways in which we design our urban neighborhoods impact the occurrence of both heat
waves and cold snaps. Yet, these hazards do more than kill. They disrupt residents’ routines, steal
income through high energy costs, degrade quality of life, and create challenges for urban
sustainability and resilience. At the regional scale, how we build our cities sometimes manifests in
uneven thermal impacts and equity issues of who bears the brunt of extreme thermal conditions.
Extreme heat and cold discriminate by individual or social factors – targeting the most vulnerable
amongst us (Harlan, Brazel, Prashad, Stefanov, & Larsen, 2006). Landscape architects must
move toward a more comprehensive way to design better urban climates to support more
equitable, sustainable, and resilient communities. Yet, the complexities of urban climate issues is
a barrier to action.
Landscape architects struggle to find relevant and generalizable strategies to this complex
environmental problem. Unlike other environmental problems, thermal extremes are invisible and
we sense temperature in complex ways through nerve-endings that are affected by exposure to
air temperature, radiation, wind speed, and relative humidity. Thus, the sensing of how it “feels”
out or our personal thermal comfort experience is quite subjective, modified by physiology,
psychology, acclimation, clothing, and design of spaces (Wong & Chen, 2008). No wonder those
involved with addressing extreme temperatures in cities struggle to find meaningful strategies.
Outside of landscape architecture literature, urban climate is a growing theme that is being
dominated by climatologists, engineers, urban ecologists, and geographers. Yet, landscape
architects already play a dominate role in urban climate regulation in cities through green
infrastructure design, low impact development, and other greening activities. Urban climate as a
theme is not being adequately captured and reflected in the landscape architecture specific
literature. This lack of attention also has implications for both research and practice. Our cities
need us and its time we broaden our impact in the urban climate design of cities.
This article describes the state of urban climate as a theme in landscape architecture through a
systematic review of literature in four landscape architecture journals. I argue that urban climate
as a theme in the landscape architecture literature is unrecognized and underdeveloped. The
systematic review helps shed light of the rich lineage of existing urban climate studies in
landscape architecture. Those urban climate focused landscape architecture articles are then
filtered through a Social-Ecological-Technological Systems (SETS) framework (Grimm et al.,
2017) to evaluate their breadth. At the end of the article, I define a new concept called Urban
Climate Design (UCD). UCD extends from both the analysis of social, ecological, and
technological aspects of the systematic literature review and integrates my experience working
with an interdisciplinary team of urban climatologists, computer scientists, urban planners,
architects, and city officials on planning and design for urban climate.

2.1

Urban Climate and Its Presence in Landscape Architecture Literature
Although much attention is paid to global climate change, most cities are already living through
substantial localized urban-induced atmospheric change or urban climate change. The two
separate processes compound each other. Global climate change is caused through the release
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of greenhouse gases, while urban climate change results from conversion of undeveloped
landscapes to urban land covers and uses (Stone, 2012). Global climate change modifies
regional, continental, and global atmospheric patterns, while urban climate change modifies
regional, city, and neighborhood atmospheric heating and cooling energy budget (figure 1). In
many cases, urban areas have already seen temperature rises. Urban climate change impacts
people’s life today. Warmer neighborhoods are already their everyday reality, impacting their
routines, health, experience of place, and ability to enjoy their neighborhood landscapes.
Urban climate is not driven by the same forces as global climate change. Climatologist like to use
the term global GHG forcing of the atmosphere as a more accurate way to describe global climate
change warming. That is because global GHG forcing is driven by greenhouse gas emissions
from fossil fuels built up in our atmosphere. Shortwave radiation, coming from the sun hits the
earth’s surface, it is absorbed by soil, trees, water, and other surfaces. That shortwave radiation is
absorbed and transformed in the surface materials and it is reradiated as longwave radiation. The
more GHG in the atmosphere, the more longwave radiation is trapped and that longwave radiation
takes the form of heat. It is the longwave radiation that is responsible for warming of our global
atmosphere. Thus, for landscape architects to help reduce global GHG forcing, we can design low
energy and low carbon landscapes, work on creating transit oriented developments, and provide
ideas for more walkable neighborhoods. The USGCRP (2017) reports that global near surface air
temperature in the U.S. since 1901 have increased roughly +1.0°C (+1.8°F), with a likely increase
of up to +1.4°C (+2.5°F) across the nation between 2021-2050 relative to the 30-year average
(1975-2005). So, although landscape architects should address the drivers of global GHG forcing,
the worst impacts are yet to come. However, as a profession, we are not adequately addressing a
more urgent and immediate climate issue – our urban climates.
2

2

Urban climate is local phenomena (neighborhood 1km to metro area 20,000km ) driven by land
cover change and has already caused many of our urban neighborhoods to be from +4 ºC to
+10ºC warmer than adjacent locations (Coseo & Larsen, 2014; Memon & Leung, 2010). Again,
this is a separate process global climate change, so global GHG forcing will only add to the
problem of urban-induced thermal extremes. When cities’ replace green fields with pavement,
buildings, and other artificial urban materials, we alter the energy balance. More incoming
shortwave radiation is absorbed, more of that energy is converted to longwave and sensible heat
than on a green field. Figure 1 shows incoming shortwave radiation hitting various urban surfaces.
Urban materials reflect only 15-20% of incoming radiation (Taha, 1997), that means 80-85% is
absorbed into those urban materials. That absorbed energy is then emitted as one of three forms
of energy: 1) longwave; 2) sensible heat; and 3) latent heat (Stone, 2012; Hutchison, Taylor, &
Panel, 1983). It is the longwave and sensible heat that contributes to heating of the lower
atmosphere called the canopy layer (Oke, 1988). The canopy layer occurs from the top of
buildings and trees (the highest objects) to the ground. The canopy layer atmosphere is highly
modified by the physical characteristics surrounding it. That means places with high percentages
of concrete, glass, and steel will be hotter than areas with high percentages of trees, shrubs, and
groundcovers. Stone (2012) examined 50 cities in the US and showed that urban areas are
warming faster than rural locations due to the urban-induced heating. Our design choices matter
for local climate conditions. Our land use policies determine local thermal conditions. Landscape
architects have a key role in creating urban climates and leading a revolution on how society
creates better urban climates.
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Figure 1. The illustration on the left depicts urban-induced atmospheric change. Roads, buildings,
and constructed landscapes alter incoming solar shortwave radiation, which is absorbed,
reflected, and/or diffused by those urban surfaces. On the right depicts how the absorbed
radiation is released in three forms: 1) longwave radiation, 2) sensible heat, and 3) latent heat.
Longwave radiation and sensible heat raise air temperatures, while reflected shortwave radiation
on a pedestrian serves to exacerbate air temperatures and increases a person’s thermal comfort.
Illustration by author.
Landscape architecture researchers have fallen behind in our contribution to urban climate
research and discourse relative to other disciplines. Cushing & Renata (2015) reviewed 441
research article abstracts from Landscape Journal, Landscape Review, and the Journal of
Landscape Architecture to identify trends over a 31 year period (1982–2013). They used 44 codes
to put the abstracts into themes. Not one theme explicitly referred to urban climate. They closet
themes were:
• Sustainability and Green Infrastructure articles represented 8% of 441 articles or ~35
articles
• Water/Hydrology articles represented 2% of 441 articles or 9 articles
• Climate Change articles represented 0.5% of 441 articles or 2 articles
Academia sometimes leads key trends in practice or sometimes it has to catch up to create
research that practitioners need to be more effective landscape architects. Cushing & Renata
(2015) found a mismatch between published articles and practitioners interest. The researchers
used participation as part of the Professional Practice Networks (PPNs) with ASLA as an indicator
of practitioner interest. They found that 19% of total members in the PPNs were part of the
Sustainable Design and Development network. Although 19% of practitioners were interested in
sustainable development, it represented only 8% of research articles. Urban climate was not
explicitly delineated as an area of research or practice and it probably fell into one of the three
themes above. This is not to say that urban climate is not being addressed by landscape
architecture academics and practitioners. Urban climate research has been featured in
interdisciplinary planning and design journals for decades, but not as extensively in landscape
architecture specific journals. Interdisciplinary journals, such as Landscape and Urban Planning,
publish many articles on urban climate planning and design. For this study, I examine the question
of how extensive is urban climate as a theme in landscape architecture specific journals.

3

METHODS

3.1

Systematic review

This study reviews the history of urban climate as theme in landscape architecture research using
a systematic review method developed by Pullin & Stewart (2006). The review is intended to collect
landscape architecture articles that explicitly address urban climate issues such as urban heat islands and
air pollution. I used a technique similar to Cushing & Renata (2015) for reviewing the state of literature
from Landscape Architecture peer-reviewed articles. The journals examined were: Landscape Journal
(1982-2018); Landscape Review (1995-2018); Landscape Research Record (2013-2018); and Journal of
Landscape Architecture (2006-2018). I used each journal’s webpage to search keywords related to urban
climate including: 1) “Climate”; 2) “Heat”; 3) “Microclimate”; 4) Urban Climate”; and 5) “Urban Heat Island”.
This method caught articles from the all the journals except Landscape Research Record, so I manually
examined Landscape Research Record number 1-7 for articles. I opened each year of Landscape
Research Record starting in 2013, filtered by titles that had a climate or environmental theme, and then
opened each of those articles to search for the same five keywords. After all the articles were collected,
the second step in the process was to screen the article abstracts for discussion of areas of urban climate.
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Based on the abstract, I coded the articles 1 through 5 in their dominance of urban climate as a central
focus of the paper: code 1) urban climate; code 2) other urban environmental; code 3) climate change;
code 4) regional climate; code 5) non-environmental use of the term climate such as political climate.
Conference reviews, discussions, book reviews, or books were excluded from the review.
The articles were then put through a qualitative review for how their study aligned with a SocialEcological-Technological Systems (SETS) framework in their data collection. Outside of landscape
architecture, urban ecologist, engineers, and climatologist are beginning to use a SETS framework
(Grimm et al., 2017) to understand complex urban systems. They argue that social-ecological frameworks
that have been used for the last two decades are missing the engineering perspective that dominates
urban infrastructure. A more complete framework is to integrate concepts of social-technological and
social-ecological into a more complete SETS framework. For Grimm et al. (2017), the social components
range from individual to collective decision makers including households, social groups, and government
officials plus their norms and behaviors. While the ecological components are those biological, living
systems ranging from humans, plants, animals, and microbes. Technological components are built
architectural structures and infrastructure such as roads, rails, pipes, wires, and media that maintain
societal function.

3.2

Findings

Landscape Journal (1982-2018) not surprisingly had the most returns when putting in the keyword
“climate” with 328, but many of those returns were conference reviews, book reviews, and introductions.
After removal, it brought the number down to 166. Using more targeted term such as “urban heat island”,
brought up 17 returns and only four were articles. “Microclimate” produced 43 returns, but only 24 were
articles. While, “Urban climate” captured six returns, four of which were articles.
In all four journals, 212 articles were captured using the systematic review method. After I
collected those articles, I read through the abstracts to determine the focus of the articles to code the
focus of the article. Especially the word “climate” can have multiple definitions that are unrelated to urban
climate. Of those 212, I judged 53% or 112 articles used the keyword “Climate”, but used it in a nonenvironmental context such as political climate (figure 2). While, 18% or 38 of the articles may have had
one of the five keywords in the text of the article, the real focus of those articles was other urban
environmental issues such as stormwater management with implications for urban climate or climate
change. Global climate change (global GHG forcing) was the focus in 9% or 19 articles in total. While,
regional climate as a basis for design was found in 8% or 17 articles. Articles that directly examined issues
related to urban climate made up 9% of the articles or 20 of the 212 articles.

% of all articles
Urban Climate
Other Urban Environment

9%

Climate Change
Regional Climate
Othe Non-Environmental
Climate

18%
53%

9%
8%

Figure 2. Illustrating the 212 articles found through the systematic review. Percent of all articles
found in four landscape architecture journals that fit into a variety of climate-related themes
Landscape Architecture academics have engaged in scholarship with an urban climate focus
since the beginning of the examination period. Hutchison, Taylor, & Panel, (1983) describe the long history
of human modification of the land to create more desirable microclimatic conditions. Figure 4 illustrates the
distribution of articles by year. Starting in the year of Landscape Journal’s first publication in 1982. The
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data shows, that interest in urban climate as a research topic in landscape architecture has present, but
scarce with only 20 articles over the 36 year period with a slight uptick since 2012. Only one article was in
accessible Sarkar's (2006) and was excluded from the analysis. The left 19 articles to examine in more
detail. The articles represent a diversity of urban climate focused work from articles on
‘topoclimate’(Baxter, 1982) to ‘terraforming’ (Klosterwill, 2018) to air pollution (Chen, Dai, & Zhu, 2018) to
‘climate-revelatory’ design guidelines (Lenzholzer, van den Brink, & Klemm, 2017).

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 4. Urban Climate Focused Articles Published in Four Landscape Architecture Journals by
Year.
Table 1 lists all 20 urban climate focused articles and uses this SETS framework to qualitatively
evaluate the data against the SETS framework. Most articles hit two of the three dimensions of SETS, but
not surprisingly many do not address either the social or the technological dimensions in the data that they
collect. The focus of the 19 articles reviewed shifted from ecology and technology in the form of energy
conservation in the 1980s, toward broader benefits of social, ecological, and technological aspects in the
1990s. While, more recent articles have tended to shift away from the 80s focus on ecology and
technology, a few remain (Kent, Shultz, Wyatt, & Halcrow, 2006; Wang & Lebleu, 2018; Zong & Pu, 2017).
Many researchers recently have taken a more social and ecological approach (Klosterwill, 2018;
Lenzholzer, 2008; Lenzholzer et al., 2017; Tavares & Swaffield, 2017), yet not including much on
technology. However, several recent authors work align more with a SETS approach (Cerra, 2016;
Klosterwill, 2018; Li, Dvorak, Luo, & Manskey, 2014; Tavares & Swaffield, 2017; Yu & Walliss, 2017).
Table 1: Qualitative evaluation of 19 urban climate focused
articles from four landscape architecture journals
*could not obtain this article for evaluation
Author(s)
Baxter, V., 1983

Social

Ecological

Technological

Computer modelling
CHICO Model

Hutchison et al.,1983
SOLEST program
Thayer et al.,1983
Wagar, 1984

SOLPLOT program

Parker,1987
McPherson, 1990

MICROPAS and TEP Models

Reynolds, 1996
Sarkar, 2006*
Kent et al., 2006
Lenzholzer, 2008
John-Aider, 2012
Li et al., 2014
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Cerra, 2016
Lenzholzer et al., 2017
Yu & Walliss, 2017

Computational Fluid Dynamics model

Zong & Pu, 2017
Tavares & Swaffield, 2017
Chen et al., 2018
Klosterwill, 2018
Wang & Lebleu, 2018

To unpack some of these studies, we briefly summarize a few select articles to illustrate the depth
of urban climate focus in landscape architecture literature. Many of the early writings (Baxter, 1982;
Hutchison et al., 1983; Parker, 1987; Thayer, Zanetto, & Maeda, 1983; Wagar, 1984) were associated with
concerns for energy conservation of buildings. A key element for many of these studies was using
computer models to quantify the impacts of landscape features on energy use/costs. The site was a
feature of concern as it impacted the building’s performance. Coming in the early 1980s, this is not
surprising with the larger societal crises of energy and geopolitical vulnerability to nations that supplied
those resources. Baxter (1982), Hutchison et al., (1983), Thyer et al. (1983), Wagar (1984), Parker (1987)
contained all ecological and technological dimensions of the SETS framework. The earliest paper, Baxter
(1982), examined Chaco Canyon, New Mexico and the site’s passive heating and cooling design that was
built by Puebloan communities dating back to mid 800s. He developed a computer model, he called
CHACO, to study the site’s intense solar insolation or a surface’s total amount of solar radiation received.
He was interested in how the Chacoan people designed with the natural heating-cooling mechanisms of
the Colorado Plateau Semidesert. For Baxter issues of urban climate were central to landscape architects
skillsets. “Landscape architects are specialists in the effects of the cyclical forces of nature on outdoor and
indoor environments, and accordingly they can design and plan urban forms to take full advantage of the
wind, sun, shade, and air” Baxter (1982: 85). He also empathized the heritage of urban climate work in
design, drawing upon earlier work of Olgyay (1963). Baxter’s work with computer models is also continued
today with such programs as ENVI-met (“ENVI-met,” 2019). The use of models to examine ecological
benefits of landscapes to energy use dominated the 1980s.
Hutchinson (1983) integrates the work of Oke (1975), considered by many urban climatologist the
father of urban climatology. Oke’s (1975) piece called “Inadvertent Modification of the City Atmosphere
and Prospects for Planned Urban Climate”, was an early call to more intentionally plan and design our
urban climate. Hutchison (1983) landscape design recommendations included: “(1) vegetative alteration of
radiative energy exchange; (2) vegetative alteration of convective energy exchange; (3) mesoscale effects
of vegetation-induced latent heat exchange upon urban air temperatures; (4) effects of building and use
characteristics on space-conditioning energy requirements; (5) effects of climatic factors on building
space-conditioning energy requirements; and (6) implications of psycho-social phenomena involved in the
perception of comfort to energy conserving landscape design.”(Hutchison et al., 1983: 33). Early authors
clearly were linking to and influenced by new scientific discovers in bioclimatology and urban climatology.
More recent contributions build upon this urban climate heritage in landscape architecture. McPherson's
(1990) article serves as a turning point to examine the multiple benefits of more intentional design of urban
climate for reducing both energy and water use.
This century, Lenzholzer's (2008) article on the history of public square design address social and
ecological dimensions of SETS. She illustrates the pathways of design practice that lead to public plazas
in the Netherlands being designed as what she terms a “city as a building” approach, where the plazas are
the rooms of the city. The architectural approach of having these rooms or “…’void’ squares is thermal
discomfort. They offer no shade or shelter, and thus no microclimate variation; users are left with no
choice between microclimate zones”(Lenzholzer, 2008: 49). She also describes the linage of Dutch
squares as ‘hard places’, tracing them back to the influence of French and Catalan’s ‘placas duras’ or
‘hard places’. Squares that, by tradition, are constructed of stone, tiles, enamel, glass, and metal with
minimal plants. “The ‘hard places’ have a typically harsh microclimate that aggravates peak air
temperatures because stony surfaces store heat and emit them via long-wave radiation... Also the ‘touch’
of the hard materials with their heat conductivity properties plays a role. Stony materials, steel and glass
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are generally very dense, with comparatively high conductivity... These materials feel quite cold in cooler
climatic circumstances, but in warm circumstances can become very hot. These thermohaptic properties
of the materials and the accentuated peaks in air temperatures do not serve the human need for thermal
comfort” (Lenzholzer, 2008: 50). Lenzholzer questions why we still build these types of squares today. She
suggests that it may be a combination of designers detachment from place, their preoccupation with visual
effect, or that “…the complex nature of urban microclimate processes is considered incomprehensible by
designers…” (Lenzholzer, 2008: 54). She suggest that there is a lack of simple, yet regionally appropriate
urban climate design guidelines. She also expresses the notion that existing design approaches for urban
climate are climate-responsive, which does not go far enough. She advocates for a “city as landscape’
approach using ‘climate-revelatory’ designs that more holistically and intentionally modify radiation
patterns, ventilation, and moisture for human thermal comfort.
More recently, Cerra (2016) discussed an approach they took for a Cornell Landscape
Architecture studio course on Climate-Adaptive Design. Although the majority of the piece was centered
on impacts from global GHG forcing, they did include a section on UHI mitigation. “Through strategic
placement of trees, other vegetation and green infrastructure…, climate-adaptive design projects can
respond to intensifying urban heat island effects due to climate change” (Cerra, 2016: 51). Although they
might also agree that it can improve our urban climate today, they frame the urban climate issue as in the
future. Cerra (2016) suggests that trees can shade impervious surfaces and reduce heating demand if
sited properly. While green roofs, cool roofs and pavements can fight UHI. Since these have been shown
to reduce UHI, they can also be useful metrics such as proportion of vegetative cover, impervious surface
shading, and cool roof/ pavement, along with such measures as reduction in area of impervious surfaces.
Chen, Dai, & Zhu (2018) offer a slightly different framing of urban climate issues when they
examined green infrastructure in relation to distributions of PM10 and PM2.5 at 10 monitoring stations in
Wuhan, China. They developed class indices for green infrastructure patch size (total area and dominance
of the core), shape (irregularity of the perimeter of patches), concentration, and fragmentation (the extent
of fragmentation and separation of patches). Of the four indices, they found that the patch size was the
most significant and explained 82.4% of reductions in PM10 and 75.6% of reductions in PM2.5. In other
words, the green infrastructure size likely contributes to reductions in air pollution more than its shape,
concentration, and fragmentation. The researchers suggest to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 designers should:
1) increase green infrastructure total area and 2) decrease the distance between patches.
Klosterwill, (2018) adds to the diversity of thinking in landscape architecture as he conceptually
links landscape architecture to terraforming to create intentional urban microclimates. Klosterwill, (2018;
89) suggests, “[t]he range of sites and scales that these terraformers engage with is equally broad, from
the tissues of the human body to regional ecosystems and the global atmosphere. In the middle ground,
terraforming refers to more familiar and localized scales of site design and microclimate manipulation…
which describes the creation of favorable gravitational, thermal, and atmospheric conditions, implies that
site emerges in relationship to the environmental conditions desired, and the systems that produce those
conditions”.
A key leader in advancing urban climate as a central theme in landscape architecture has been
Sandra Lenzholzer (Lenzholzer, 2008; Lenzholzer et al., 2017). This is not surprising as she also has
been influential in more interdisciplinary journal venues on urban climate (Lenzholzer, 2010; Lenzholzer &
Brown, 2013, 2016; Lenzholzer, Klemm, & Vasilikou, 2018; Lenzholzer & Koh, 2010). Lenzholzer has lead
a group of researchers publishing articles that begin to define and integrate urban climate as a priority
issue for Landscape Architecture.
In 2017, Lenzholzer, van den Brink, & Klemm, (2017), followed up the 2008 study with design
guidelines for urban climate adaptation focusing on the microclimatic regulation provided by green
infrastructure. The researchers integrated an evidence-based design in two studios using a participatory
‘Research through Design’ approach. They pulled from existing urban climate scientific literature, then
created preliminary design guidelines and had them assessed by the design studios using two criteria: 1)
usefulness and 2) a questionnaire measuring participants appreciation, comprehensibility, applicability,
and feasibility of the guidelines. The urban climate design guidelines were developed for three scales: 1)
city scale; 2) park scale; and 3) street scale. A key finding from working with the practitioners is that… “[i]n
a general perspective, this study showed that climate-responsive design is a new topic in urban design
and when it came to creating a balance between competing functional demands in the design process,
focus on the microclimate seemed to have lower priority. The limited sense of urgency about urban climate
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issues experienced by the participants confirms earlier studies… Campaigns to enhance the sense of
urgency for (public) commissioners of design assignments as well as for urban designers are needed, and
additional advice by microclimate experts during design processes may activate a consciousness of
climate-responsive design in future design processes. Last but not least, education – also in life-long
learning settings – can help to increase the incorporation of climate- responsive design strategies in urban
design practice. Therefore, we recommend teaching climate-responsive design to students and
professionals in design studio learning environments, and supporting them to apply this knowledge in sitespecific conditions. This learning ‘on the task’ helps to create tacit and ‘embodied’ design skills that
incorporate climate-responsive elements in a natural way” (Lenzholzer, van den Brink, & Klemm,
2017:70). Even though we have a good foundation for a landscape architecture approach to urban climate
design, key gaps remain. The existing literature lacks a more nuanced integration of social, ecological,
and technological dimensions of urban climate. On the social side, there is a missing focus is on thermal
equity of outcomes for vulnerable people and communities. On the technical side, there is a missing focus
is on technological maladaptation.

3.3

An Urban Climate Design Framework

To build upon the existing urban climate focused landscape architecture literature, I argue we
need a more intentional approach to designing for better urban climates that integrates social, ecological,
and technological dimensions. I suggest a new concept called Urban Climate Design (UCD) that aims to
intentionally reshape our urban atmosphere for more equitable thermal outcomes. UCD brings together
four dimensions of 1) urban climatology, 2) urban ecology, 3) climate justice, and 4) social learning arenas
under a landscape architecture approach to more intentionally design our urban climate.
Many in urban climatology focus on mitigation or reducing the drivers of uncomfortable urban
climates. Like Hutchison et al. (1983), we should leverage, expand, and work with research and
researcher from urban climatology to expand our urban climate literacy and fluency in landscape
architecture. In ways similar to calls for landscape literacy and fluency described by Spirn (2003). Like
Lenzholzer (2008), I argue for pushing past the term “mitigation” or strategies to simply reduce thermal
extremes to a landscape architecture focused UCD that advocates more holistically co-designing with
residents, government officials, and designers to create better and more moderate urban climates in cities.
UCD integrates urban ecological approaches to move past simply being less bad with single solutions
(e.g. cool roofs) and advocates multipronged strategies to simultaneously improve a neighborhood’s
thermal environment, quality of life, health, and equity of outcomes. UCD involves issues of climate justice
to address uneven impacts for extreme thermal conditions. UCD should prioritize equitable and accessible
design processes to help residents understand the complexities that create neighborhood thermal
extremes. UCD uses the concept of social learning through design. UCD should be practiced to increase
the exchange of knowledge between residents, scientists, government officials, and designers. Through
this exchange, residents can increase their knowledge of urban climate processes, so they can make
more informed decisions, be a part of the UCD process, and contribute to smaller, incremental
improvements on their own.
The goal of UCD is to support successful adaptation to extreme heat and cold due to 1) natural
variation in climate, 2) urban-modified atmospheres, and 3) global climate change. To date, design
processes have resulted in unintentional modification of our urban atmospheres; UCD promotes a different
design process aimed at creating more moderate urban climates that are equitably distributed across
metro regions. The UCD approach leverages the best methods for sensing and documenting urban
atmospheric dynamics from urban climatology and combines this with more grounded, experiential, and
participatory practices from landscape architecture.
Recommendations:
1.
Document urban climate trajectories –
a.
Social – create in-person and online social networks to help residents answer the
question, is my neighborhood having more or less thermally dangerous hours/
days per year? How is the neighborhood urban climate changing?
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b.

2.

3.

4

Ecological – Document existing urban ecology system that drive the
neighborhood’s thermal comfort (e.g. amount of shade, percentage of tree
canopy, and tree species).
c.
Technological - Set up smart weather station network or have residents record
temperatures in their back yard and report to an online dashboard for real-time
temperature data sharing.
Collect thermal stories –
a.
Social - Nurture a culture of thermal storytelling (heat stories or cold stories) to
advance residents’ understanding and narrative of place-based, thermally
comfortable neighborhood discourse. This should be expert facilitated,
neighborhood driven. Document and acknowledge past urban climate injustices.
b.
Ecological – Discuss and collect stories on plant preferences, important culture
connections with nature, and the ecosystem services and disservices associated
with those choices for thermal comfort including other ecological tradeoffs such as
water use.
c.
Technological – Discuss and collect stories on the multiple ways people stay cool
in summer or warm in winter using technology including use of air conditioning
and other technological coping mechanisms.
Learn by doing –
a.
Social - act to learn– start by creating small projects to illustrate and make real
the science and most importantly the experience behind thermal comfort. Create
intentional activities to support social learning about urban climate through
design. This is aligned with the spirit of Lenzholzer et al. (2017) ‘Research
through Design’ approach. Create relatable and easy to engage in activities
around changing neighborhood features to reduce thermal extremes. Actions and
discussions must be accessible to all audiences and relevant to their lives.
b.
Ecological – Utilize “designed experiments” and integrate with citizen science.
“Designed experiments” are based on a concept by Felson & Pickett (2005). They
are ecological design interventions used as opportunities to learn through
science. Monitoring should occur before and after interventions to better
understand the efficacy of ecological actions.
c.
Technological – Take a Smart technological approach to monitoring interventions
to ensure efficacy of the “designed experiments” and to improve social learning.
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ABSTRACT
Hutong is a traditional narrow street or alley in Beijing. Now many hutong are designated as
cultural protection areas. Hutong has the tradition of greening public space in ancient times, but
the contemporary hutong pattern has changed greatly. A large and complex group lives in modern
hutongs, making the streets chaotic and crowded. Compared with other parts of the city, residents
enjoy few open Spaces, green Spaces and plants. This paper focuses on how to combine the
professional practice of landscape architecture under the background of residents' spontaneous
creation to carry out the green renewal of hutong landscape.
Through field research and data collection, starting from the current situation, this paper
summarizes and analyzes the forms of residents' participation in greening, the planting space
model of hutong greening and the plant species preference of each space model. Inspired by the
survey results, the research team proposed a "rose plan" focusing on the green micro-renewal of
hutong streets. By planting Beijing's "urban flower" -- rose, combining with modular climbing
device, the hutong surface is transformed into a three-dimensional rose garden, which will greatly
increase the amount of greening in the hutong and become a new landscape with theme
characteristics. As one of the projects of Beijing design week, this project has received extensive
media attention and will be promoted in other hutongs with the support of investment in the future.

1.1
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2

INTRODUCTION
The word hutong originates from Mongolian and is pronounced "hottog", meaning "well". Hutongs
originated in the ancient habit of people living near Wells. (Lee, Sohn & Yang, 2014) In Beijing,
hutongs are alleys formed by lines of siheyuan, traditional courtyard residences. ("Hutong", 2019)
Beijing once had more than 3,000 hutongs (Hao, 2015), but in recent years, with the further
modernization of the city, more and more high-rise buildings have appeared in Beijing, while the
number of hutongs is decreasing. As a special historical district in Beijing, hutong is a name card
of the ancient city of Beijing. Every year, a large number of tourists come to visit hutong. People
noticed the importance of protecting hutong as early as the 1990s. Since 1990, Beijing has
designated some hutong areas as urban historical and cultural conservation blocks. In order to
maintain the harmony of hutong features, new constructions have been controlled. There is a
contradiction between the protected space and the living needs of modern urban people.
Therefore, extensive efforts are being made to make hutongs adapt to modern urbanization
through appropriate renewal.
"Scaffolding, fish tanks and pomegranate trees, lords, fat dogs and plump girls" are indispensable
to the livable life described in old Beijing slang. The greening in hutong has existed since ancient
times. People often plant locust trees and elm trees outside the gate of siheyuan, and plant
begonia, pomegranate, wisteria and peony in the courtyard of siheyuan. (Li, 2011) Shu yi, a
famous Chinese writer, once wrote, “in the past, beijingers used to plant flowers and trees in the
open space of their yards. The tops of the trees were often higher than the ridges of the houses.
From jingshan mountain, you can only see one piece of green and almost no houses except
yellow glazed tiles.” (Shu, 2016) With the end of feudal rule, siheyuans previously owned and
occupied by single families were subdivided and Shared by many levels, with additions tacked on
as needed, built with whatever materials were available. ("Hutong", 2019) The population density
is three times the average of Beijing. (Wei, 2017) Contemporary hutongs have very poor
environmental conditions. The hutongs are filled with random objects and parked vehicles, and
the original courtyard is transformed into a narrow corridor. The number of plants is decreasing,
and there is a lack of large-scale public greening and shade space for recreation in the streets.
In this paper, by investigating the adaptive landscape strategies spontaneously formed by hutong
residents in the highly urbanized historical space, we summarize the suggestions for professional
design and propose a new design for green renewal of hutong landscape. As an exhibition project
of Beijing design week, this project has been built in the field, and it is also expected to be
promoted in Dashilar area in the future.

3

METHOD
During the tour of the hutongs, as students majoring in landscape architecture, we noticed that the
residents in Beijing's hutongs are often enthusiastic about gardening, they have planted a wide
variety of plants in the crowded hutongs. In the conversation with the tourists, we also found that
the tourists were deeply impressed by the old locust trees, loofah frames, henna bonsai and other
plants planted by the residents in the hutongs and took these plants as important parts of the
impressions of the hutongs. The growth status and landscape effect of the plants planted by
residents are usually very good in the hutongs, while the plant landscape arranged by the
government greening department is often not sustainable, which also contradicts the overall
appearance of the hutongs. In order to investigate the adaptive landscape strategies
spontaneously formed by hutong residents in the highly urbanized historical space, we
investigated the status quo of spontaneous greening in hutong. The field survey was conducted in
the outdoor environment of hutong in Beijing. The survey was mainly recorded by taking photos,
and students majoring in horticulture were invited to identify plant species. Participants were
conveniently recruited on site and joined the survey voluntarily and anonymously.
Dashilar historical and cultural protection area is located in the southwest of tian’anmen square. It
is one of the largest historical and cultural blocks closest to tian'anmen with the most abundant
and best-preserved relics. As the most important business district in ancient Beijing, Dashilar has
a history of more than 600 years. In the past 20 years, the urban heritage of Dashilar historic
district has been protected within the designated area, most of the historic streets, courtyards and
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buildings have been preserved, and the historical features of the district have been extended.
However, problems such as outdated infrastructure, traffic congestion and chaos, low-end
industrial formats, backward living and service facilities, high population density and increasingly
dilapidated buildings have not been fundamentally improved.
Beijing Dashilar Investment co., ltd. is responsible for the reconstruction and construction of
Dashilar historical and cultural reserve, regional development planning research, project
reconstruction, protection and repair implementation, industry introduction and investment
operation. Since 2011, the company has initiated the Dashilar renewal plan and established
Dashilar Crossover Center to hold a design trip in cooperation with Beijing international design
week, inviting excellent design and artistic and creative projects from home and abroad to enter
the old block, providing new ideas for the renewal and activation of historical and cultural blocks.
In 2018, we received an invitation from Beijing international design week, hoping to contribute
ideas to the green micro-renewal of hutongs and display exhibition during the design week. Based
on this, we set the survey site in Dashilar area and investigated 8 hutongs with a total length of
1667m (Table 1).
Table 1. List of hutongs surveyed.
Name
Yaowu Hutong
Cha’er Hutong
Tiaozhou Hutong
Tan’er Hutong
Yangwei Hutong
Qudeng Hutong
Tongzi Hutong
Yingtao Hutong

4

Length
244m
235m
240m
246m
173m
199m
158m
172m

RESULT
In this section, we report the results of the current situation of spontaneous greening in hutongs
which is divided into three characteristics: space location, plant selection and material selection.

4.1

Space Location

Hutong green space location choice is diverse and has great flexibility. Roof, window eaves, walls,
courtyard space, urban grey infrastructure (e.g., electric boxes) can all be used as planting space.
According to the differences in plant planting space location, this paper classified the spontaneous
greening within the research scope into eight types, as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the
representation of these types in hutongs.
Table 2. Types of spontaneous greening.
Type

Method

Purpose

A.Eaves greening

Under traditional eaves, climbing plants are
planted, or flower pots are hung.

Decoration; Eating

B.Greening over hutongs

Set up planting stands across buildings on both
sides and plant climbing plants.

Eating; Shading

C.Roof greening

Climbing plants are planted on the roof with
bamboo frames, and sometimes species are
planted directly in the crevices of the roof tiles.
Cover external wall accessories, such as air
conditioner and electric box, by planting plants.

Decoration; Eating;
Shading

D. Wall appendages greening
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E.Metope greening

Hutong gray walls are decorated with plants,
mainly climbing plants and bamboo.

Decoration; Eating

F.Siheyuan gate greening

Decoration;

G.Window greening

Inside and outside the gate of siheyuan
courtyard, it is decorated and beautified with
planting pool, potted plant and climbing plant.
Hang a pot or plant a climbing plant in a window.

H.Ground greening

Place pots or planters on the hutong floor.

Decoration;

Decoration; Eating

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of 8 types in hutong space. Diagram by the authors.

4.2

Plant Selection

As can be seen from the above table, in general, the plants selected for hutong greening need to
be planted in small containers. In order to make full use of Spaces such as walls and roofs, climbing
plants are widely used. There is also a correlation between residents' choice of plant materials in greening
and these eight spatial types (Table 2). The choice of plant materials in independent greening can reflect
the preference of local residents for plant materials to some extent.
Table 3. Frequently-used plant species of the eight types of spontaneous greening.
Type
A.Eaves greening

B.Greening over
hutongs

Plant species (scientific name)
Lagenaria siceraria, Vitis vinifera, Ipomoea batatas, Setaria viridis

Portulaca oleracea, Cucurbita moschata, Lagenaria siceraria, Luffa cylindrica, Pa
rthenocissus tricuspidata
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C.Roof greening

Lablab purpureus, Pharbitis nil, Anredera cordifolia,
Parthenocissus tricuspidata

D. Wall appendages
greening

Lablab purpureus, Pharbitis nil, Cucurbita moschata,
Morden cvs.of Chlimbers and Ramblers,

E.Metope greening

Bambusa multiplex, Benincasa hispida, Mentha haplocalyx, Capsicum annuum,
Portulacaria afra, Epiphyllum oxypetalum, Luffa cylindrica, Parthenocissus tricusp
idata

F.Siheyuan gate
greening

Hosta plantaginea, Salvia splendens, Mentha haplocalyx, Malus spectabilis,
Cymbidium goeringii, Jasminum sambac, Wisteria sinensis

G.Window greening

Hedera nepalensis var. sinensis,
Punica granatum, Epipremnum aureum, Luffa cylindrica, Jasminum sambac,
Dioscorea opposita, Allium tuberosum, Raphanus sativus

H.Ground greening

Lonicera japonica, Salvia splendens, Aster tataricus, Hosta plantaginea,
Impatiens balsamina, Rosa chinensis

There is a clear preference for edible plants in spontaneous greening, and the edible plants are
mainly vegetables suitable for planting in pots and melons and beans with climbing characteristics, such
as radish, Chinese chives, scallions, rapeseed and gourd, zucchini, loofa, cucumber, bitter gourd of the
family Cucurbitaceae, which are regulars at Beijing people's tables. Cucurbitaceae is especially popular
because they grow extremely fast and have a large yield, which is not only for human consumption, but
also utilizes a lot of façade and top space to provide shade and a certain ornamental. In addition to gourds
and beans, climbing plants such as wisteria and soaring are also popular for their ornamental flowers.
Because they are expensive and beautiful, they are often planted in quadrangle gates or courtyards.
Begonia, peony, rose, orchid and so on also appear together with them in such a position. The high
density of modern hutongs makes it difficult for ordinary residents to plant trees and large shrubs. The
trees in hutongs are mostly planted by the families of the owners in ancient time, and a large number of
ancient locust trees appear in hutongs for locust trees have good connotations in traditional Chinese
culture.

4.3

Material Selection

The building materials of planting space have the characteristics of cheap and practical, most of
which are some recyclable materials. The residents in hutong are mainly unemployed old people and
migrant workers, who generally have low income and low willingness to consume horticultural facilities.
Some of the buildings in the hutongs are in disrepair and some are self-built buildings lacking professional
design and construction. The heavy structure may cause harm to the buildings. In the investigation, it was
found that residents used waste foam boxes, wooden boxes, metal cans, plastic pots and other materials
as planting utensils, and the climbing frames of climbing plants were generally waste construction
materials from local materials or plants climbing directly on the building surface and cables (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Selected photos demonstrate the building materials. Photo by the authors.
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5

DISCUSSION

5.1

What can Professionals Learn from Local Creation?

The surveyed hutongs may not cover all the local creation of hutong greening, but they can reflect
some common characteristics. The spontaneous greening behavior led by residents reflects the actual
survival needs of residents and provides a variety of flexible and effective ways for the landscape
greening of traditional urban blocks. These practices are part of the way residents manage their lives and
how they create street vitality. Their life is alive, the historic district is alive. The greening strategy chosen
by the residents reflects the landscape preference from the perspective of user demand, which is
influenced by local culture and reflects the regional features and living scenes. We make the following
design recommendations.
First of all, landscape architects should fully respect the initiative of residents and encourage their
participation from the bottom up. Allowing residents to solve the practical problems of the blocks by
themselves is conducive to solving the hutong landscape problems in a more practical and effective way.
Designers should actively establish communication channels with residents to understand their real
needs. Hutong has a long history and the space is extremely diverse. Landscape architects should fully
respect the uniqueness of the space and its users, put forward design plans according to local conditions
and avoid stereotypical treatment.
Second, professionals should get rid of the idea of park-like design and make sure that the
landscapes are places where closed to the residents' life. Designers should pay attention to coordinate the
relationship between design content and spatial scale. Urban agriculture and rainwater gardens should be
promoted in hutongs.
Third, the experience and practice of residential greening have high reference value, landscape
architects should improve and create based on life. The highly adaptable plant species selected by the
residents in long-term practice are worth using. Construction materials should use more local materials
and waste materials to reduce the cost of greening.

5.2

"Rose Plan" – Practice during Beijing International Design Week

Based on the observation of the status quo of hutong space and inviting residents to participate in
the discussion, we propose the following design objectives:1. Control the occupation of ground space; 2.
Integrate the messy state of hutong landscape; 3. Form Hutong characteristics through plant landscape.
Based on the survey results of local practices above, we decided to focus our vision on three-dimensional
greening. We put forward the design concept of "Chinese rose plan". By planting Beijing city flower -Chinese rose and using vertical greening, a planting method with a very small space occupation rate, we
can generate the unique plant culture and characteristic brand image of hutongs, provide a demonstration
for the renewal of historical blocks, and form the city's micro greenway in hutongs.
We modularized the flowerbed installation so that it can be flexibly installed and used in the
hutong. By measuring the dimensions of traditional building doors, windows and architectural decorations,
we obtained that the common modulus of space scale in hutongs is 70cm, which determines the size of
module units. The modeling design concept of the module is derived from the trees in nature. Based on
the tree branches, the image is simplified and generalized, and two basic modules are designed. The two
modules can be combined in different ways and can be flexibly combined according to the size and form
of different walls to adapt to the changeable wall space conditions in the hutongs. (Figure 3) The
combination of the installation and climbing plants can form a vivid green landscape and also play a
decorative role in autumn and winter.

Figure 3. Climbing frame design concept. Diagram by the authors.
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In terms of planting design, more than 10 varieties of Chinese rose were selected, including the
rattan Chinese rose, wild rose, lotus rose and filature flower (Table 3). The roses come in different colors,
mainly red, pink, white and yellow. We deliberately avoided rich and gorgeous varieties and chose some
delicate and simple ones to fit the style of common people in hutongs. Traditional hutongs are highly
variable, and their widths vary greatly. Under different aspect ratios, the complexity of planting devices is
different. Through the difference of installation combination and variety selection of Chinese rose,
personalized landscape will be formed in different hutongs to form their own characteristics.
Tabel 4. Plant variety selection.
Name
Rambler Rose
Seven-sisters Rose
Ten-sisters Rose
'Ho Hua Chiang Wei'
Rosa cathayensis
Chestnut rose
Climbing Rose 'Dortmud'
Climbing Rose 'Golden showers'
Climbing Rose 'Spectra'

Scientific Name
Rosa multiflora Thunb.‘Albo-plena’
Rosa multiflora Thunb.‘Platyphylla’
Rosa multiflora Thunb.‘Grevillea’
Rosa multiflora Thunb.‘Carnea’
Rosa multiflora Thunb.var.cathayensis
Rosa roxburghii Tratt.
Rosa hybrida Hort.‘Dortmud’
Rosa multiflora Thunb.‘Golden showers’
Rosa hybrida Hort.‘Spectra’

Color
White
Pink
Pink
Pink
Pink
Pink
Red
Yellow
Yellow

Figure 4. The personalized design of three selected hutongs. Diagram by the authors.
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Dashilar investment company has given us the opportunity to carry out the construction of Cha 'er
hutong in Dashilar area during the 2018 Beijing international design week. Since it was the end of
September and Beijing was entering the autumn, the plant landscape effect after the completion was not
very outstanding (Figure 5). But the innovative scheme has attracted widespread attention, with several
media outlets including CCTV, BTV and Beijing Daily introducing the project to the public and attracting
thousands of visitors.

Figure 5. The scenes of ‘Rose Plan’ in Char Hutong(2018).Photo by Shiyang Zhang.
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6

CONCLUSIONS
We need to create landscapes that can adapt to the complex environment of the historic district
and promote the renewal of the urban landscape of the historic district. We can not only rely on
designers and planners to help achieve this goal, but also the local residents are an important
force. The most encouraging finding of the study is that indigenous creativity is abundant and
informative. This discovery has encouraged designers and planners to create green landscapes
that are more attuned to the realities of the historic neighborhood. As we live in an increasingly
urbanized world, with more and more highly urbanized Spaces requiring landscape renewal, the
results of such research from a local perspective are necessary.

7
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1

ABSTRACT
Taking Beijing Municipal Government's research on the change of the old city's guideline system
and the micro-renewal project of Dashilar block as the breakthrough point, this paper describes
the change of Dashilar’s renewal plan in the process of promoting, and then discusses the
reasons behind its appearance. Because of the lack of Co-construction and consultation
mechanism in community network, the excessive pursuit of space and format transcendence, and
the lack of attention on the needs of community residents，the micro-renewal project of Dashilar
neglects the social process of the implicit existence of community and invisibly increases the
"interface" of creating contradictions in the process of community construction. This paper reviews
the concept and background of micro-renewal from a historical perspective. Taking the practice of
micro-renewal in No. 12 Chaer Hutong as an example, the way, technology and method of "green
micro--regeneration" are discussed. Finally, it summarizes the characteristics and ideological
significance of "green micro--regeneration" under the background of old city reconstruction. It is
believed that the concept of "green micro-renewal" will be a useful supplement to the action of the
renewal project of Dashilar and play an active role.

1.1
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2

Introduction

2.1

From "Dilapidated city" to "Old City"
The Beijing Master Urban Planning (2016-2030), issued and implemented by the Beijing
Municipal People's Government on September 29, 2017, has not seen the "dilapidated city"
mentioned for many years, but has been replaced by the "old city" often mentioned by the central
decision-making level in recent important documents. When it comes to "dilapidated city", people
often associate with the image of ruins, but "old city" is different. In Chinese interpretation, "old" is
opposite to "new", referring to things that existed long ago. At the same time, the city renovation
carried out in the past 30 years has made the style of the city fade away, leaving the public with a
sense of neglect of protection.
Therefore, the new definition is undoubtedly a breakthrough, which reflects the change of
leadership's view on Beijing's historical accumulation and the brilliance of dialectical thinking on
protection and development at the philosophical level. Especially in Chapter IV of Beijing Urban
Master Plan (2016-2030), it is pointed out that "Develop in protection, protect in development, and
let the achievements of protection of historic and cultural cities benefit more people".
In view of the existing Hutong, Beijing Urban Master Plan (2016-2030) also puts forward more
specific requirements: "More than 1000 existing Hutong and their names are protected. It plan to
implemente the Hutong micro-space improvement plan, provide more public spaces with
recreational, communicative and cultural connotations, restore alleys and develop street culture.”
There are hundreds of Hutong in the Dashilar alone, which undoubtedly provides strong policy
support for the micro-renewal of Dashilar.

3

Dashilar Renewal Plan
The Dashilar Renewal Plan started in 2011, which is different from the large-scale renewal
model in China. The plan formulates the overall strategy of "systematical consideration and microcirculation".
At the same time, the Dashilar Renewal Plan featuring prudence and gradual progress
reconstructs the community network relationship with buildings, courtyards, streets and residents
as the core in some areas in a way similar to "minimally invasive surgery" at the appropriate scale
level in order to achieve the purpose of renewal and transformation. Therefore, the ultimate goal
of the Dashilar Renewal Plan is different from that of the nearby Palace Museum and Qianmen
Street. It is neither the restoration of the old historical buildings nor the overthrow of the old
buildings and the reconstruction of the new ones, but the improvement of people's quality of life,
the creation of good environmental space and the construction of a harmonious social space. In
order to achieve this goal, we must not be self-confident or superstitious about the strength of a
single discipline. We need the dialogue and cooperation among different social stakeholders, such
as the public sector, designers, community residents and so on. Some changes in recent years
also confirm this point.

3.1

Changes of the Dashilar
Ruth Glass, a British sociologist, took the lead in using the term "gentrification" in 1964. Taking
the Islington area in Greater London as an example, she described the influx and replacement of
low-income workers' communities by the middle class. One of the characteristics of "gentrification"
is Displacement, which includes the replacement of social stratum and material space. In this
sense, "gentrification" is inevitable for any level of urban renewal. Since then, the term
"gentrification" has been widely recognized and used in academia. Up to now, the concept of
"gentrification" has become more complex and extensive. Different gentrification phenomena such
as "traditional gentrification", "tourism gentrification" and "super gentrification" have emerged.
"Traditional gentrification" is characterized by the fact that participants are no longer simply
high-income and low-income groups, but directly or indirectly joining other roles such as
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government and corporate enterprises. In addition, renovated and renewed buildings, not only for
housing use, may be converted into commercial or commercial-residential use. In view of this,
with the support of the government of Xicheng District and Beijing Dashilar Investment Co., Ltd.,
Dashilar is undoubtedly in the process of "traditional gentrification", which is the main body of
regional protection and rehabilitation.
"Traditional gentrification" can promote the improvement of the community's physical
environment, but it has been a common and controversial topic in politics and urban planning
because of its forcing residents to move out and resulting in residential segregation. Meanwhile,
due to the participation of the government and companies and enterprises, micro-renewal of
community is affected by the operation of capital and rights, which tends to greatly exceed the
actual needs and risk taking experiments.
Through on-the-spot investigation and visits to Dashilar, it is found that some renewal projects
have some phenomena of low utilization rate and abandonment. One of the important reasons is
that the renewal project is too " luxurious ", which far exceeds the needs of residents at this stage,
and even some renewal projects become the source of contradictions in the process of
community building. For example, some courtyards have introduced high-quality renewal projects
such as community libraries in advance before they complete all the evacuation. In the later
period of use, there are contradictions with residents. At the same time, because they do not meet
the daily needs of community users, they are left unused. Some Hutong are introduced into highend apartments, resulting in the phenomenon of adjacent isolation in a Hutong and aggravating
community contradictions.
In the past, there were no parks in Hutong. Because of the urgent need for urban public space,
micro-parks are now blooming all over the Dashilar. In the deep sense, the emergence of microparks in the Dashilar is the result of social dynamics in material space under the specific
background.
Material space or community culture are constantly changing and rebuilding in the process of
evolution, while the former nostalgia complex or the romantic imagination of the old Beijing culture
make people stuck in a moral trap. Nowadays, traditional architecture has no uniqueness in
defining space, and "micro-renewal" is no longer limited to the renovation, transformation and
maintenance of buildings. More and more space-defining technology object are involved in the
renewal plan of Dashilar.

3.2

Reasons of Changes
At present, the research on urban micro-renewal is more based on design, and then explores
the ways of intervention and renewal. There is a lack of more in-depth discussion and explanation
of the reasons behind the above-mentioned phenomena, including the difficulty of using "pain"
and "recovery" in subsequent renewal projects, and the promotion of "micro park" and other space
technology objects.
Based on field research and practice in No. 12 Chacatehutong Hospital, this paper explores the
essence of phenomena and believes that the following discussion can explain the current
changes.
Firstly, there is no systematic synergy among managers, designers, owners and users. Among
them, professionalism and elitism were once respected, resulting in a small number of people
(such as government leaders, designers, etc.) occupying a dominant position in the renewal
process. The diversity of micro-renewal projects is limited by professional barriers, and microrenewal projects are also difficult to avoid the risk of publicizing personal opinions.
Secondly, influenced by the government's "profit-seeking" and capital speculation, the microrenewal project seeks to transcend the temporary space and format, isolating the original
community residents to a certain extent, and increasing community contradictions.
Finally, the contradiction between the increasing demand of community residents for public
space and the inability of public space to meet the needs of residents is the main social driving
force for the construction and promotion of micro-parks. In a word, most of these phenomena are
the result of the social process of implicit existence in the community.
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4

Practice of Micro-renewal in No. 12 Chaer Hutong
Urban renewal is a campaign aimed at improving the physical environment, social improvement
and economic revival in urban declining areas. After World War II, it is clear that urban renewal in
Western Europe has shifted from urban-scale reconstruction to local and gradual improvement,
paying more attention to community-scale micro-renewal than before. After 30 years of largescale urban construction, China has gradually shifted to local renewal and adopted more microscale, more flexible mode.
This kind of local and minor change in urban space can often stimulate the initiative of the city
itself. This process of micro-renewal is not only closer to the development law of the city itself, but
also easier to control the results and bring positive benefits.
Community micro-renewal is one of the forms of urban micro-renewal. On the occasion of the
opening of Beijing International Design Week 2019, the micro-update project of No. 12 Chaer
Hutong was opened to the outside world. After two months of renovation, the whole team has
turned the courtyard space into a miniature garden with pleasant environment. At the same time, it
will explore the possibility of greening the courtyard and street space of Hutong in the future.

4.1

Site and Analysis
The courtyard of No. 12 Chaer Hutong is very limited. In addition, there is still a household living
perennially because of the failure to achieve full evacuation. In the process of field research and
design discussion, we think it is particularly important to form an effective consultation and coconstruction mechanism and platform. The design interventions with greening as the core are low
cost and removable, and can be adjusted according to the use needs in the later period, which will
not bring irreparable losses.

Figure 1. Location of No.12 Chaer Hutong (2018). Diagram by the authors
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Figure 2. Master Plan of No.12 Chaer Hutong (2018). Diagram by the authors

4.2

Interventional Design
Making full use of the different space of the courtyard and adopting various micro-renewal
technologies and methods such as community agriculture, family horticulture, Hutong flower
border, wall hanging green, veranda suspension green, etc., the No. 12 courtyard of Chaer
Hutong was renovated. Firstly, aiming at the confusion of street facades, a customized climbing
device and planting pond are proposed for wall greening. This not only beautifies the street space,
but also rectifies the elevation along the street to a certain extent. Secondly, green devices can be
freely suspended and disassembled by using space-saving greening methods such as hanging
green. Finally, the abandoned plastic baskets or wooden baskets are transformed into family
agricultural devices which can be planted and combined freely. At the same time, two gardens
which can be irrigated by collecting rainwater are designed, which not only adds to the living
atmosphere of the courtyard space, but also enhances the aesthetic value. As soon as it opened
up, it attracted a large number of community residents and experts and scholars to come for
leisure and visit.
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Figure 3. Interventional Design Measures (2018). Diagram by the authors

Figure 4. Interventional Design Measures (2018). Diagram by the authors

5

Summary and Prospect
We can find that the main research subjects of landscape architects include ecological
networks, green belts around the city, urban parks, pocket parks, and the research scope tends to
small-scale space, even the scale of "urban furniture". Therefore, it is possible for landscape
architects to combine the micro-renewal action carried out in large fence areas at the scale level.
"Green micro-update" is a design intervention strategy based on this. "Micro-renewal"
emphasizes the renewal and transformation of small local areas with appropriate scale, less
construction and less cost. It pays attention to the development of new community at the grassroots level and tries to form a community self-renewal mechanism around residents. As a means
of space intervention, "green renewal" has the characteristics of low cost and disassembly.
Although it is an external action, it does not exclude the autonomy within the community. In
addition, it itself is almost "non-invasive" and has certain social recovery ability. By building and
sharing the green space, it can ease the contradictions in the community to a certain extent and
promote the construction of the community. It can be predicted that the concept of "green microrenewal" will be a useful supplement to the renewal of the big fence and play an active role.
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Figure 1. Completion Effect (2018). Photo by the authors

6
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1 ABSTRACT
The ubiquitous suburban shopping mall scattered along the limits of American cities have been fading
across the landscape since the 1960s, this decline has accelerated in recent years as online retail has
surged. Because shopping malls have generalizable locations and footprints and a nearly identical
hierarchy of ingress and egress locations, they are ideal for this type of digital network analysis. These
prototypical building forms have been analyzed in a multitude of case studies and traditional design
research resulting in new models and use for retrofitting and repairing suburban excesses (DunhamJones, 2011 and Tachieva, G. 2010). However, recent innovations in the retail sector have usurped many
of the regular benefits of urban infill, and a new responsive archetype is needed. What better way than
harnessing the algorithms that guide your car to direct a more walkable, safe and efficient re-design.
This research applies the two-dimensional path of travel prediction software (Rhino + Grasshopper) to
existing mall sites as a mechanism to extract the most connective routes and suitable residual spaces for
future uses. The data obtained can then be analyzed to dictate the most appropriate forms and locations
for open areas, paths and nodes, stormwater infrastructure and maximize pedestrian movement and
future retail opportunities. This work seeks to create a methodology which can be replicated for infill
projects of prototypical suburban shopping mall sites in the future.
We propose a dynamic pedestrian routing model for maximizing efficiencies and uses when applied to
prototypical shopping malls. The results suggest a new responsive model that can reduce walking
distances between necessary uses, harness path prediction software, and guide the performance of
landscape and building systems on similar suburban sites.

1.1 Keywords
Suburbia, Retrofitting Suburbia, Shopping Mall Sites, Rhino, Machine Learning
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2 INTRODUCTION
The Upper Great Plains of the United States is sparsely populated, and Greenfield
development (sometimes a literal corn or soybean field) is still commonplace. However, as
property taxes rise, and the desire for walkable neighborhoods increases there exists an
opportunity to harness and apply predictive path-of-travel technology in the homogenous
context of the undistinguishable corners of arterial roads and an Interstate Highways.
The optimal connectivity of a system is crucial for movement and cohesive functionality of a
network. Here the flow of pedestrians to and from essential urban uses, housing, employment,
and groceries. Connectivity has been studied at various scales and through the application of
different methodologies.
From John Fruin's early work in pedestrian planning and design using an equation
utilizing a level-of-service metric that can be applied to dictate the number of entrances and
doorways that should be present. The factor with the most weight in this equation is the user's
time of operation, which slows movement through a doorway and can create a queue at the
mouth of an entryway. Design consideration at doorway locations must be taken to make these
elements function as intended. Dimensional characteristics of corridors and open spaces have a
direct impact on the maximum flow volume of these spaces. To optimize movement through an
area, Fruin uses metrics of level-of-service related with flow volume, to realize the desired
experience of open space routes. Design considerations also address areas of excessive user
queuing. As defined by Fruin, queuing is an inevitable part of the circulation, but there are
design and planning measures which can mitigate these occurrences and decrease their impact
to network movement. (Fruin,1987).
Other network analysis studies concluded that outdoor spatial elements outweigh built
structures in shaping the experience of users and the perceived aesthetics of urban space. The
study establishes a case that mixed-use developments "should consider adding regulations on
forming open spaces for activities." (Chen, 2014).
The application of a coarse-filter in modeling connectivity (Perkl, 2016) proved to be a
good starting point to create an overall site network model. Awarding the initial network model
with varying levels of permeability and effective distance metrics further delineated the best
connections paths of the network. At this stage of network development, the study applied a
Connectivity Analysis Toolkit, which prioritized designated stronger links ahead of weaker ones.
The use of a network methodology similar to the Arizona study proved useful as a framework to
create a local or fine-scale linkage design identical to the scale of this study.
The data collected from these techniques gives researchers the ability to analyze existing
patterns of movement, prescribe and apply changes to the current network, and review the
potential results of the proposed changes. The study of connective functionality of a system
through parametric modeling yields guidelines that can be applied at a macro-scale of design,
taking in the context of external processes and seeing the way in which the site network
operates as a unit. Furthermore, the graphical data suggests new parametric design modules
and generates new forms (Fig. 02) that may have great potential in the field of landscape
architecture and other allied design and engineering professions.
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3 RESEARCH METHODS
The test site used for this study is the approximately 5-million square feet of contiguous
private property of the West Acres Mall in Fargo, ND. With an almost 2 mile perimeter to its
nearly rectangular boundaries, the mall building structure itself rests at the heart of the site and
has a footprint of 790,000 sq.ft., a 15.8% building coverage. An inventory of all site elements,
parking stalls, minor structures, entryways, and interior corridors were drawn in a twodimensional plane utilizing AutoCAD. A base map for the study was extracted from this initial
file, see Figure 1. The perimeter of the site, mall footprint, mall entryways, and interior corridors
were obtained to create the initial base map. Utilizing research by John J. Fruin on optimal
pedestrian movement through space, the perimeter of the site was filled with equally spaced
points of origin to represent a suitable level-of-service C. A hexagonal grid draped over the site
acted as the movement network for the study. The existing destination points within the mall
were mapped and included food and anchor tenants. With a grid system of movement created
and destination points established we then placed origin points every 20 feet along the
perimeter as suggested by urban design guidelines and ran the predictive path modeling
simulation. The output for this simulation produced the layered route map, see Figure 2.
The researchers created a custom plug-in for grasshopper to route and map the shortest
distance between each point of origin and each destination. The parameters for the network
analysis produced a total of 520 unique paths of travel. The path lines were highlighted and
layered over each other, building a matrix where each quadrant contains the sum of the number
of times it was utilized to complete trips from each point of origin. The hierarchy of each circle
represents its level of use in a range of 01 - 83 times of use. This layering allowed us to
extrapolate the most used route sections and be able to rank them into 7 levels of routing
density. The next step was to remove excess data from the model. As this study focused
primarily on exterior patterns of movement, we excluded data gathered from interior corridors of
the mall structure. The spatial data was tabulated and coded by color range (Fig. 4). to more
easily illustrate the results, see Table 1.
3.1 Rhino - Grasshopper Custom Plug-in
The space syntax method, developed by Bill Hillier and his colleagues at the University
College London, has been applied to multiple urban studies in the last three decades (Hillier, B.,
and J. Hanson1984.) The idea of identifying circulation hierarchies by constructing a hexagonal
grid. This matrix acts as a framework with edges and nodes that we applied in our analytical
methodology. The network statistics created were used to calculate the most efficient paths of
travel for any given origin and destination. We used this approach to simulate all possible routes
in our study scenario.
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3.2 Figures and tables

Figure 1. Initial study base map
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Figure 2. Path of travel represented by number of uses.
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Figure 3. Results of simulated routes layered in plan.

Figure 4. Final analysis of results, zones and routes of high importance
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Figure 5. Parametric zoning results

Table 1. Levels of path use by density
Zone

0

1-4

5-9

10-15

16-23

23-33

38-51

52-83

Mall

Total
Sq.Ft.

1,338,69
7

1,036,989

1,259,799

177,174

103,980

27,499

6,558

2,491

793,316

% of
Total

30

21.8

26.5

3.73

1

.68

.24

.05

16

Rank

1

3

2

5

6

7

8

9

4

3.3 Discussion and limitations.
We utilized a cell matrix by draping a hexagonal grid over the entire study site. This
matrix allowed us to calculate each possible route between approximately 70,000 points while
collecting data for each position on the network. Using a digital terrain model (DTM) we could
have studied many millions of points, but regarding walkability, the range of the gridded aligned
with an appropriate human scale and allowed for a good starting point utilizing only a desktop
computer. The team is working to assemble a lab with higher processing power to run multiple
and simultaneous tests of similar models.
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1

ABSTRACT

To respond to increasing weather extremes and a quickly growing population on Vancouver’s North
Shore, the UBC School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture created an interdisciplinary designstudio in September 2016 on the integration of stormwater management (Low Impact Development-LID)
into the urban fabric. The studio proposed that design collaboration as a method of research is key to the
survival of healthy communities, bringing together students from the faculties of architecture and
landscape architecture, as well as municipal engineers and professionals. The studio also adopted a new
stance on scale: students designed urban drainage solutions as complete integrated systems, from the
roof gutter to the watershed. Traditionally, landscape architects design from the region to the site, but in
this studio, scaling was reversed for pedagogical reasons so that students could gradually grasp the
scales in the environment. Students designed the garden first, followed by street, block and then region to
understand the complexity and interdependence between scales of urban and regional drainage. The
studio used different media representation techniques, starting off with hand drawing and hand-crafted
models at the garden, a mix of hand and digital representation at the street and urban, and digital at the
regional scale. Exploring various media provided them with the experience of the different speeds of
design and representation techniques and their capabilities of describing specific details that could be
represented across scales. Students had to present their ideas multiple times to the public and
constituencies to learn which chosen media technique communicated their ideas best.

1.1

Keywords
Low Impact Development, Learning by Drawing, Reverse of Design Scales, Oral
and Graphic Representation, Water Management
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2

INTRODUCTION

Syllabi Opportunities
Teaching multidisciplinary studios with complex subjects such as Low Impact Design (LID) has
challenges, however these challenges can be seen as ‘pedagogical’ teaching opportunities when
developing syllabi. This paper addresses some of those challenges and describes different solutions how
to address them.
The studio proposed that collaboration is key to the survival of healthy communities, bringing together
second and third-year Master students (vertical studio) from the faculties of architecture and landscape
architecture from UBC, as well as municipal engineers and landscape architects. The studio’s research
and teaching approach was different in that: (1) students designed solutions as complete integrated
systems, from the roof gutter to the watershed; (2) they designed in reverse scaling order to traditional
teaching, from garden to region; (3) they used different representation techniques starting with hand
drawing and hand crafted models at the garden, a mix of hand and digital media techniques at urban and
mainly digital at regional scales; (4) they worked alone at the garden scale for six weeks, in pairs
(architecture and landscape architecture) for three weeks at the urban scale and in teams of 4-5 (mixed
architecture and landscape architecture) for two weeks at the regional scale, ending with a week of project
compilation; (5) they were graded differently, 50% of the weight was given at their individual presentation
after six weeks and 30% for the team and 20% for the group presentations at the end, placing the main
grade in the middle of the studio; and (6) they had to present their ideas multiple times to the public and
constituencies to learn which media techniques communicated their ideas best and were the most time
efficient.
The problem of many studios is that they are front- and back-loaded with deadlines and grading pressure,
while the middle of the semester is often not addressed equally. This causes stress in the final weeks of a
semester, as students complete additional course assignments apart from studio, distracting from studio
performance. Traditionally, studios spend a large portion in the beginning on research and requirements
to address the larger scale before the detailed scale. This is the way architecture, urban design and
landscape architecture studios have been traditionally taught. In the described studio, the instructor
reversed the scale order, designing the garden first and then urban and regional scale (Figure 1). This had
four reasons: (1) LID might be addressed best first at the garden scale to get the public enticed to address
LID through private initiatives; (2) for students of architecture and landscape architecture the garden scale
is an easier scale to grasp the complexity of LID than designing the regional (watershed) scale; (3)
students could design this scale comfortably alone; and (4) the instructor could address and grade their
design abilities mid-term, giving them the opportunity to improve their garden designs and increase their
design effort in team work with fellow students to improve their grades. The instructor realized throughout
his studio teaching that students are not enticed to revise their projects mid-term if the final design critic is
at the end and the grade given then the highest. Starting out alone exposed the students’ existing design
abilities at the beginning of the studio, allowing the instructor to provide equal support to every student.

2.1

Representation and Presentation

The main aims of the studio were to develop representation and presentation techniques to initiate
behavioral change of the public to introduce LID at the private (garden) and public (street/urban) scale.
The students were required to design and represent the garden scale with orthographic hand drawings,
3D sketches and models. Presentations occurred on pin-up boards, arranging tracing and paper sheets
and models in situ to simulate a design office atmosphere. Drawing and building models by hand exposed
students to traditional design tools and gave them an appreciation for hand craft and drawing skills. It also
made the students experience, and highlighted, the efficient and fast method of hand-drawn concept
development. The more precisely the ideas were represented, the easier the presentation was understood
by the public to introduce the benefits of LID in their back yards.
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Figure 1. Studio scaling order (garden, urban/block and region) (2016).
Images by: Tamara Bonnemaison, Sara Duffin, Johnathan Heinz, Julia Casol, Travis Edmonds, Thorge
Mattuschka and Kait McGeary

At the street and urban scale, a mix of hand and digital media was introduced. The students explored
through hand drawing and digital software the different fast LID concept representational capabilities. The
larger the scale, the more digital tools were applied to support the design process. At urban and regional
scale, digital base plans with contours supported efficient principal stormwater flow analysis and LID
design. At the regional scale, GIS and digital modelling software supported the students in understanding
the vast scale of rainwater flow and water collection. Additionally, at the regional scale 3D digital and hand
drawn perspectives supported the public presentation with LID ideas. Exploring the presentation
capabilities of different media at various scales provided students with a tool box of effective and fast
representational methods.

2.2

Concept Development

Students were sent to the sites multiple times for ‘site immersion’ to choose their gardens, street/urban
and regional sites. At all three sites students were immediately asked to develop concepts after their first
impressions of the site. They were not instructed to provide an analysis first and then design. This
approach helped students focus on elements that supported their individual concept development. It also
kept the mind open for design opportunities, instead of seeing site constraints as a barrier.
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To initiate conceptual theoretical thinking the instructor used a ‘metaphor narrative method’ at different
landscape scales to explain the need to apply LID in cities today (Figure 2). In this case the rose, one of
the world’s oldest plants, was used as an example. It was described as a water filter: holding water in its
petals, absorbing and filtering water through its roots and releasing water through transpiration and
guttation. In a garden, the rose is integrated into a more complex filter: a garden can contaminate a
watershed, or improve its health. Progressing from the residential garden to the watershed scale, the
studio mirrored the history of landscape architecture design: whereas Egyptian gardens in 5000 BC are
represented as enclosures protecting humans and livestock from the dangers of the ‘wild’, current urban
landscape design attempts to weave city features into larger ecosystems (Turner, 2005). The studio goal
was to improve the health of the watershed by proposing functional, holistic, and aesthetic designs that
can reduce the demand on infrastructure and adapt to drastic climate fluctuations.

Figure 2. Demonstrating different LID scales, Sissinghurst (2016). Photo by the authors

2.3

Context and Design Focus

The current situation in North America and the Pacific North West was then reviewed. Cities, with high
proportions of impervious surfaces and concentrated industries, currently affect watersheds in important,
damaging ways. In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency has named stormwater runoff
as the country’s most important water quality threat (Clean Water Act Action Plan, 2009). In most cases,
the conventional approach to stormwater management still views stormwater as a ‘liquid waste,’ and
focuses on draining it away as quickly as possible. High amounts of money continue to pour into
infrastructure that pipes stormwater directly into our creeks and streams at high velocities. In this process,
pollutants are flushed into our watersheds without being treated, land is eroded, and riparian habitats
along with our surrounding ecosystems are negatively impacted (Stalter, 2018). As climate change
projections for the Pacific Northwest reveal a future of wetter winters and hotter, drier summers, the
current standard of dealing with our rainwater and stormwater is unsustainable (Clark, 2011).

3

STUDIO STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The studio was divided into three phases of different scales: (1) six weeks garden, (2) three weeks urban
and (3) two weeks regional scale with one-week for booklet compilation of the studio. All phases
concluded with review sessions including professional engineers, landscape architects working in North
Vancouver and faculty from both disciplines. The following semester, a presentation by the class to North
Vancouver City Council with feedback and an exhibition for the public of the ideas in city hall concluded
the studio.
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3.1

Phase 1

Each student designed a stormwater mitigation intervention in private lots in low-density North Vancouver.
Students were asked to create coherent concepts that addressed resident awareness of the water cycle,
and designed details including green and blue roofs, gutters, swales, bio-retention areas and holding
tanks, inspired by LID. After calculating the volume of stormwater individual projects could contain, the
students were surprised by the enormous potential of individual LID’s stormwater mitigation capabilities
(Figure 3). Students intervened both on the architecture and the garden, exploring the relationships
between exterior and interior space, resident density and the opportunities of interacting with water in daily
life. Many of the sites were located near the banks of creeks, which required sensitive riparian strategies
with regards to habitat, water quality and flood protection. Students were encouraged to explore both
architecture and landscape architecture solutions to stormwater management, including modifying the
existing homes’ or ancillary buildings’ roof lines for more effective rainwater drainage. The intention was to
manage all stormwater on site and contribute to the conversation that stormwater management can, and
should be about more than just practically dealing with the issue of stormwater. Instead, rain and
stormwater should be valued as something that can benefit the aesthetics and experience of the
landscape and architecture. At this scale, calculations were done to ensure adequate sizing of the LID
devices. Students examined variables such as size and storage capacity of different LID strategies, the
soil composition of each lot, as well as 50 and 100-year flood events and 24-hour rain events to design
their gardens to deal with all of the rain and stormwater on the property. The designs in this phase were
intended to be prototypical - that is, the strategies explored can be applied to other private lots in North
Vancouver beyond the ones in which they were designed.

Figure 3. LID stormwater calculations at garden scale (2016). Image by Tamara Bonnemaison

3.2

Phase 2

Phase two zooms out to design stormwater management strategies at the street and neighbourhood
scale. Students were asked: how can water be absorbed in an impervious urban condition? Building on
phase one, these projects explored alternatives to using the storm drain system for their site’s excess
stormwater runoff. What if this run-off was dealt with at the neighbourhood scale instead? Students
working in pairs with each focusing on a different urban strategy, such as modified lane ways and roads,
riparian corridors along streams, building and housing typologies and urban parks (Figure 4). Many of the
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strategies propose a phasing approach over time and addressed larger questions such as urban climate
change adaptation. Because many of the schemes dealt with the street, several traffic interventions were
proposed: some replaced through-streets with pedestrian and bicycle greenways, some proposed
laneway wetlands. Others anticipated that communal self-driving cars would reduce the need for street
parking and allow for greater permeable areas. The aim of this phase was to offer a range of bold and
innovative strategies for mitigating stormwater at the urban scale and to engage local governmental
officials in this conversation.

Figure 4. LID street strategy (2016). Image by Kait McGeary and Daniel Nguyen

3.3

Phase 3

Finally, the students examined the watershed scale: where does the North Shore’s water come from? Will
it be able to provide resources for the intense population growth that is expected in the area? At the
regional scale, students realized that what happens at the top of the watershed has a direct effect
downstream. At this scale, the studio shifted its focus to look at the long term, bigger picture of
watermanagement within a changing environment. Working now in teams of four to five, the strategies
focused on three themes: water and supply, water and habitat, and water and mobility.

3.4

Outcomes Phase 3

From the water and supply team, North Vancouver is projected to have longer summer droughts due to
climate change, in addition to a 25% increase in population by the year 2041 (Metro Vancouver, 2011).
How do we ensure we will have an adequate water supply with more dry months and more people? An
upstream approach looked at Metro Vancouver’s reservoirs and the effects of seasonal evaporation in the
summer, the bleeding off of excess water in the winters, and a plausible future of wetter winters and drier
summers. A downstream approach focused on switching Metro Vancouver’s conventional turf grass,
which currently uses 40% of our drinking water supply, to turf substitutes or native plantings to reduce
irrigation (Figure 5).
The water and habitat team determined that water is essential for biodiversity. What can we do to provide
more opportunities for habitat as we continue to increase our footprint on the North Shore? The team
designed an awareness trail and proposed to educate residents about the health of salmon and their
ecosystem. Estuaries that have historically served pink salmon populations have been altered and
damaged by human and infrastructural intervention. Proposing to restore, replenish, and bring attention to
salmon habitats provides an opportunity to increase awareness and conservation of the species, while
engaging the community at a regional level.
The water and mobility team looked at a future that provides an opportunity to re-imagine our connectivity
to include more pedestrian as well as wildlife corridors. How will the advent of self-driving autonomous
vehicles change the way we get around our city and use our streets? This team studied the ways that
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human mobility interacts with animal, plant, and water movement, focusing on riparian areas where they
come into conflict. Exploring continuous riparian corridors, runoff filtration and infiltration, this team
incorporated emerging technologies like the autonomous vehicle to find new infrastructural strategies.

Figure 5. Reservoir design addressing seasonal evapotransipration (2016). Image by Travis Edmons

3.5

Public Outreach and Behavioral Change

The main goal of the studio was to create public awareness with municipal support to learn about LID and
to introduce it in the near future. The public and municipal feedback allowed a glimpse into the real world
and provided constructive critique on the class’s representation methods and presentation skills. It
provided a learning platform to practice public outreach and education about LID. It further nurtured
concept development, experimenting with representation techniques to learn about and accept LID.
Students also experienced the obstacles from economic pressures to technically visible solutions and
understood that there is a big difference between presenting an idea and achieving a behavioral change
about the implementation of LID.

4

CONCLUSION

Uniting students from both disciplines, together with researchers, practitioners, city officials and the public,
the studio proposed a holistic view of watershed design, and suggested future paths for the profession.
Teaching visionary complex large-scale environmental system approaches such as LID is an opportunity
for alternative studio formats. Scale and innovative concept exploration should be combined with students’
abilities to improve their designs over the semester. This could be achieved if studio schedules allow for
students to improve their ideas during the semester as described in this studio. With the increase in more
complex digital drafting and modeling tools, the pressure on students is immense, often giving preference
to mastering software, instead of developing ideas. Therefore, the authors suggest to provide a
combination of hand-drawn and digital-tools, to give students a choice what representational tools they
would like to use to present their ideas. The studio also tried to highlight the possibilities of interventions
over long time spans, while acknowledging existing infrastructure and planning.
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The feedback from the municipality, public and professionals was very positive. This is in part due to the
accessible and legible representation and presentation techniques the students employed to present their
ideas. The combination of ‘artistic’ hand drawings and models with digital drawings at various scales
provided a variety of LID scenarios accessible by the public. The additional sets of calculations proving
the LID viability at the garden scale supported the argument that LID should be employed in North
Vancouver and as such made the studio so successful as a design learning ‘tool’.

5
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1

ABSTRACT
We seldom think about where our meat comes from. This is no oversight – it is designed. The
remote siting and placeless design of livestock production and processing allow society to avoid
confronting the unsettling nature of slaughter. Hidden from public view, the ecologically and
socially damaging nature of slaughter will remain unchallenged. Though design has facilitated the
paradigm of industrial obscurity, it can also help to change it. If the realities of the system were
rendered visible, society would be compelled to advocate for a more local, sustainable,
transparent and humane model of meat production. This system need not be defined by society’s
collective nostalgia for a pastoral past and historic barnyard vernacular. Rather, design can define
new models for contemporary animal agriculture that accept the industry’s importance in
developing a sustainable and healthy food system to support the world’s ever growing population.
To this end, this paper explores the role of representation and design speculation in rethinking
contemporary livestock production and processing systems.
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2

INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly, on the day it happens, I feel nothing. The weeks of anticipation turn out to be far
worse than the actual event itself. It’s 6:30 in the morning and the outside air is cold. As the weighted
doors push open, hot and humid air fills my lungs. A metallic smell hangs in the thick air. The room
buzzes with activity. The powerful, rhythmic humming of a mechanical engine mixes with the staccatto
smacking of rubber boots on the wet concrete floor. A surprising stillness marks the adjacent holding
area; a simple partition wall separating life from death. Plastic paddle in hand, a student ushers the first
hog through the threshold. The black and white barrow ambles forward quietly, grunting ever so softly. As
Steve places a forked metal prod behind the hog’s ears, its entire body tenses. Steve removes the prod
and the pig falls, its body spreading heavily upon the floor. As the prod meets its heart for the second
time, its body tenses in one last salute, vibrating with a seemingly uncanny alertness.
A heavy shackle slowly lowers to meet to pigs foot, before pulling its flaccid body upward. Steve
drives the knife deep and effortlessly into the pig’s chest. As he removes it, blood pours out in a steady
stream. The pig’s free back leg kicks jerkily, seemingly pumping its life outward. As the outpouring slows,
the hog is lifted upward yet again - its body slowly rotating. As the chain lowers the hog into the scalding
tank, boiling water spills to the floor. Steam reaches toward the fluorescent lights. When the pig is
transported once again to the dehairing machine, its body thunders as it tosses and turns behind the
machine’s high steel walls. Bits of skin fly out and upward, smacking against the ceiling and falling to the
floor. The air immediately smells less of metal and more pungently of soil, of manure, of life as it meets
death. As the hog tumbles out, it has lost all of its colored markings - its bristled black skin peeled off to
reveal a soft and shiny pink. Is this the moment that animal becomes meat? The moment it is stripped of
its outer layers? Of its identity?
Before I can contemplate this transition, the animal is strung up yet again, this time not by
shackles but hooks. Its legs are spread outward, its head and ears hanging softly below its smooth and
swollen belly. With another large knife in hand, a student slices behind the hog’s ears. Its head flops
downward, held together momentarily by the underside of its neck before being removed entirely. As the
knife is drawn carefully through the hog’s abdomen, its skin and muscle slowly part and its deeply hued
intestines spill downward into its chest. Once the entrails are removed, the student performs the final
separation. A balanced circular saw slices the hog in two.

2.1

WHY MEAT MATTERS

Though Americans consume on average 200 pounds of meat each year, few stop to ponder the
ways in which animals are bred, raised, and slaughtered. The global livestock sector, arguably the most
ecologically influential industry in the world, remains largely hidden from public view. A paradigm of
industrial obscurity allows us as a society to collectively avoid the unsettling realities of livestock
production and slaughter. It allows us to ignore the heavy footprint on the world’s land and water
resources - the ongoing erosion of biodiversity and substantial contribution to climate change. It allows us
to ignore the form and functioning of some thirty percent of the ice-free surface of the earth, a total land
mass equivalent to the American continents.
The United States slaughtered 8.8 billion cattle, hogs, and chickens in 2015, at a rate of 1 cow, 5
1
hogs, and 385 chickens per second. The consolidation and intensification of livestock farming has
enabled this astonishing pace of meat processing. The industry increasingly produces livestock in much
larger numbers on fewer farms known as Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, or CAFOs. The US
Environmental Protection Agency classifies an operation as a CAFO if it houses more than 1,000 cattle,
2,500 pigs, 10,000 piglets, 55,000 turkeys, 125,000 broiler chickens, or 82,000 laying hens (US EPA
2008). With so many resident animals, it is not uncommon for a single CAFO to generate the same
amount of waste as a city of 100,000 people (Imhoff 2010) This waste often sits untreated in barns or
large lagoons before being sprayed or spread on adjacent fields. Rain washes manure into some 35,000
miles of American waterways, while prevailing winds carry noxious odors to adjacent communities (Pew
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2013). Among the 200 compounds in hog manure include hydrogen sulfide, ammonia and the aptly
named cadaverine, reminiscent of rotting flesh.
Though we might attribute our collective ignorance to the increasingly urban nature of our daily
lives, the messy realities of meat production have not always been obscured from the urban environment.
th
At the turn of the 20 century, slaughterhouses were common fixtures of American cities. Cattle and hogs
were transported by rail to stockyards in Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Kansas City, where they could
be processed and distributed to nearby markets (Pate 2005) Indeed, animal processing emerged as one
of the first mass-production industries in the United States, from which Henry Ford is thought to have
derived his mode of assembly line production. Slaughterhouses were not hidden from the public eye, but
rather celebrated as icons of progress and innovation. During the World Columbian Exposition in 1893,
more visitors explored the Chicago stockyards than any of the Exposition’s other novel attractions (Brantz
2001).
Following the publication of Upton Sinclair’s exposé, The Jungle, however, a collective distaste
for the brutality of the meat processing industry began to outweigh our fascination with industrialized
slaughter. As Richard Bulliet describes in his book Hunters, Herders and Hamburgers: The Past and
Future of Human-Animal Relationships, contemporary American society “continues to consume animal
products in abundance, but psychologically, its members experience feelings of guilt, shame and disgust
when they think (as seldom as possible) about the industrial processes by which domestic animals are
rendered into products” (2003, p 3). As if to assuage our collective cultural guilt, the slaughterhouse was
relocated, but not reformed. By the mid-1950s, advancements in refrigeration technology and the
expansion of the interstate highway system enabled the relocation of packinghouses closer to livestock
producers.
Today, most urban livestock production and processing operations have been decommissioned.
In stark contrast to the monumental architecture of the Union Stockyard Era, the architecture of the
contemporary slaughterhouse is generic and placeless. The nondescript structures sit back from the
street, often restricted from public access. The design of CAFO structures exhibits similarly generic
qualities. Whether they are nestled in the mountains of North Carolina or the expansive plains of
Oklahoma, the mass-produced, metal-skinned and mechanically ventilated structures look exactly the
same. Such “designed indifference” has enabled the livestock industry to remain inconspicuous and
largely unchallenged over the years This is no oversight – it is designed. The remote siting and placeless
design of livestock operations allow society to avoid confronting the unsettling nature of slaughter. The
environmental and social consequences of such designed indifference can be wide ranging. Hidden from
public view, the ecologically and socially damaging nature of these industries will remain unchallenged.
Though design has facilitated the paradigm of industrial obscurity, it can also help to change it.
Landscape Architects are uniquely positioned to critically examine livestock industries and propose
alternative scenarios. This paper explores opportunities for design to reframe and reimagine animal
production and processing systems through critical representation and design speculation.

3

METHODS

3.1

(RE)REPRESENTING ANIMAL AGRICULTURE

As Americans increasingly live and work in cities, they have become further removed from the
realities of the working landscape. Their understanding of the landscape is driven not by direct
experience, but through representations. The media is the primary communicator of the productive
landscape, often relying on two contrasting aesthetic tropes: the pastoral and the agro-industrial sublime.
The pastoral is deeply rooted in a nostalgia for a quaint agricultural past that never really existed.
This perpetuates the myth of rolling green pastures, lit by diffuse morning light, where the cows are happy
and the dairy maids pure. This is a myth of “simpler” times, cleansed of the impure realities of slavery,
exploitation and environmental degradation. In this way, the pastoral embodies a purity politic: the
pastoral countryside is a mythical counterpart to the urbanized center of economic and political power.
Today pastoral imagery comprises the heart of food and agricultural marketing, used widely by corporate
enterprise and small local operations alike.
Within art and photo-journalism, a contrasting visual narrative has emerged. The works of George
Steinmetz, Edward Burtensky, and Mishka Henner may be understood as forays into the agro-industrial
sublime. In art history, the sublime is understood as the experiential aesthetic of a place or object that is
so vast, magnificent and physically powerful that it defies comprehension. The sublime flirts with both
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terror and exhilaration. Unlike the romantic sensibilities of the picturesque and pastoral, the sublime
th
experience is captivating because it is also unsettling. Just as 19 century paintings depicted the
wilderness, so too do photographers like Steinmetz and Burtensky depict conventional working
landscapes as awesome, but not personally unthreatening. The impressive scale and at times grandeur
of feedlots, commodity fields and milking parlors is composed, framed and color balanced to our culturally
calibrated aesthetic satisfaction. This trend is not new. National Geographic employed agro-industrial
sublime imagery as early as the 1970 in the article “More food for our multiplying millions: The Revolution
in American Agriculture” (Billard 1970). Low aerial imagery reveals the expansive orthogonal axes of tidy
wheat fields and feedlots, with tiny figures of combines and cattle conveying the immense scale of
operations.
Both of these forms of representations oversimplify the cultural and ecological subtleties of the
contemporary livestock production. Looking at the expansive shots by Steinmetz, one might assume that
the entire countryside is but an elegant cog in a giant corporate machine. And yet the majority of farms in
the United States are owned and operated by families. This is not to say, however, that the family as
represented in pastoral marketing materials is somehow more accurate. The farmer of today must be
technologically savvy and well versed in global commodity trade. How might landscape architectural
approaches to representation contribute to a more nuanced understanding of these systems?
This was a question posed to and graduate and undergraduate landscape architecture students
in a critical inquiry seminar exploring the history of livestock and poultry production in the United States.
Lectures and discussions addressed the evolution of conventional and alternative paradigms of meat,
dairy and fiber production, from colonization to present day. Students examined the typological spaces of
animal agriculture, from field to slaughterhouse. Through independent research, site visits, and selected
readings, students developed an atlas of meat production that graphically examined the livestock
industry’s impact on the American landscape.
The following selected visualizations (Figure 1) explore the utility of different architectural drawing
conventions, including plan, section, diagram and montage, in communicating the spatial and
environmental implications of contemporary beef cattle production across multiple scales. Employing
perspectival diagramming and anatomical drawing techniques, the upper left-hand image highlights how
CAFOs alter animal health and behavior. Through annotated perspective, the upper right-hand image
reveals the technological and physical dimensions of liquid waste lagoons and their accompanying
environmental impacts. The lower left-hand utilizes plan and axon diagrams to communicate the
relationship between state of the art livestock handling systems and cattle ocular anatomy. Finally, the
lower right-hand employs plan drawing to explain the spatial and temporal organization of cattle
slaughter.
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Figure 1. Graphic Strategies for Representing Livestock Systems (2018). Student work.

3.2

SPECULATIVE SLAUGHTER

Beyond representing livestock systems, could design speculation challenge the designed
indifference of contemporary meat processing and, in so doing, suggest more local, sustainable,
transparent and humane models of slaughter? In an interdisciplinary design studio, undergraduate
landscape architecture and architecture students designed a masterplan for a multi-species slaughter
facility on an urban, agricultural research station. Using a series of integrated conceptual, analytical and
design methods, students developed innovative site strategies that engaged the design disciplines with
livestock production and processing systems.
In addition to remote mapping exercises, students gained first-hand experience with the complex
and at times unsettling spaces meat production. Multiple field visits included an early morning hogharvest, where they bore witness to the sights and sounds of slaughter. Empowered by research and
embodied experience, students were asked to identify design opportunities that challenge stereotypes of
meat production, processing, distribution and consumption. They explored how contradictions like
attentive mechanization, personalized anonymity, controlled transparency, and enlightened disgust could
become catalysts for spatial intervention. Looking to each phase of production, they considered its spatial
constraints, requirements, and opportunities for adaptation. Their designs considered the different scales
at which these phases operated, as well as the social, political and cultural tensions that accompanied
them. The final designs explored myriad spatial relationships including those between livestock,
employees, consumers and their containers and contexts.
The project “Sublime Slaughter” acknowledges that the pastoral imagery that romanticizes the
livelihood of livestock disconnects society from the sterile mass production of the meat industry (Figure
2). Exploring the relationships between humans and livestock through reflection and framing, the project
juxtaposes the picturesque with the productivist spaces of feedlots and slaughterhouses. “Vantage Point”
employs enclosure and sequenced views in order to mitigate cultural bias while reintroducing slaughter to
the urban landscape. Inspired by cattle handling designs, circulation systems selectively hide and reveal
productive programs on the site (Figure 3). “Herded Hydrologies” proposes experimental herding
techniques that can support novel wetland ecosystems capable of storing and cleaning slaughterhouse
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and agricultural runoff (Figure 4). The hydrologic system is conceptualized as a test-plot for agricultural
ecologies that can not only clean water, but to utilize animals and landscape features to terraform these
systems. “Double Standard” contrasts CAFO systems with free range husbandry practices. The
slaughterhouse and a network of follies bring the visitors, inhabitants, and utilities of the site together.
(Figure 4).

Figure 2. Sublime Slaughter (2017). Student work.
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Figure 3. Vantage Point (2017). Student work.
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Figure 4. Double Standard (2017). Student work.

3.3

CONCLUSION

Though the livestock sector represents one of the most environmentally impactful industries in the
world, it has been largely absent from landscape architectural practice and education. As meat
consumption grows worldwide, landscape architects can no longer afford to ignore one the most
economically and environmentally influential industries in the world. Architects and Landscape Architects
are uniquely positioned to examine the livestock industries and develop scenarios, typologies, and
generative spatial principles that balance economy and ecology. The opportunities for such interventions
are wide ranging. Strategically sited and designed composting facilities could be transform manure from
an ecological liability into an economic asset. New truck back-hauling and barge routes could help
affordably transport compost over long distances. Ecologically productive shelter belts could improve the
interface between industry and growing urban communities. Expanded free range and sustainable
husbandry methods, coupled with small scale processing and distribution networks, could improve the
quality of life for both the animals and the people responsible for their slaughter. Such interventions could
help define a new model for sustainable livestock production and peri-agricultural urbanization. The
examples discussed herein represent preliminary attempts to engage the discipline with contemporary
livestock systems and strive to be a springboard for further investigation.
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Abstract
In recent years, a growing coterie of landscape architects has asserted that design constitutes a
legitimate form of research. They could argue that practice should not only share equal validity
with academic “research,” but in fact, that design is more comprehensive, more engaged with
people and places, and more involved with real life than those studies left only as publications.
Design brings research into the real world, takes it further, and thus renders it more viable.
Not all design constitutes research, however. Common practice often repeats tried processes and
produces conventional results. Thus, we need distinguish habitual from involved design practice:
the latter contributes knowledge and to experience in a new way.
When does design represent research? Each involved design responds to a host of constraints
normally left unaddressed, or addresses them in a new way; that is to say, because every design
project is unique, the thinking and development behind it represent experiment in a manner
parallel to the normal sciences. Alas, the method or trajectory of designing is rarely as pure and
precise as that of scientific inquiry. Unlike the laboratory, design must address an enormous
number of factors that span those social, environmental, aesthetic, and material—quite unlike the
laboratory where factors can be limited and controlled. When let out into the world, however, the
bombardment of the hundreds or thousands of new factors left unaddressed in the laboratory
often nullify these findings.
Landscapes and architecture that embody research include the social thinking behind Robert
Royston’s wading pool at Mitchell Park in Palo Alto and Georges Descombes’s Parc de Lancy
outside Geneva; Gilles Clément’s testing of plant survival and distribution; the sensual and
behavioral responses to Michel Corajoud’s Miroir d’eau in Bordeaux, France; and the aural
effects of Sigurd Lewerentz’s 1966 St. Peter’s church in Klippan, Sweden.
All of these are humanistic landscape and architectural designs in which the artistic/poetic
dimension equals in merit the pragmatic. Engineers better calculate structures; botanists may
know more about plant systems; geomorphologists are probably better informed about
topography, and sociologists—at least in theory—know more about people and behavior. If all
this is true, just what do landscape architects contribute? Their most significant contribution to be
made should be an overarching vision, an idea, a concept that enfolds all of these disciplines, at
times rejecting the grand gesture, at times using it to shape a coherent work that surpasses
functional criteria—and innovates.
Key Words:
informed/humanistic practice; Georges Descombes; Robert Royston; Michel Corajoud;
Sigurd Lewerentz; Gilles Clément
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In recent years, a growing coterie of landscape architects has asserted that design
practice in itself constitutes a valid form of research. They argue that practice should not
only share equal legitimacy in the eyes of the academic institution, but that design, in
fact, is a form of research more comprehensive, more engaged with people and places,
and more involved with real life than studies left as publications. Any reader who
peruses journals such as Landscape Research and encounters a study based on as few
as eleven “semi-structured interviews” (i.e., conversations) might honestly question why
efforts of this type have been so privileged in academic curricula, purportedly centered
on design.1 Design brings detached research into the world, takes it beyond the printed
page or digital screen, and thus renders it viable.
As one anonymous reviewer of my initial abstract rightly noted, one must
distinguish between the act of design and the design as artifact, that is to say design as
a verb or a noun. Within those divisions we might also distinguish among background
research performed before generating a preliminary solution, research undertaken
during the design process, and research after the landscape is realized: the postoccupancy evaluation or case study, whether made by the designer or some other party.
Responsible design depends on study—research, if you will— that strives to understand
the context and predicted effects of the new design, the study of prior solutions to similar
problems, and the lessons in space and form gleaned from historical and contemporary
works. The resulting physical design may itself stimulate research into its address of
programmatic issues, the performance of its forms and materials, and even the beauty of
the landscape. All of these may constitute research. But only may.
While I believe that the act of design can produce valid research I would not argue
that all design does so. Ordinary practice accepts what is known and most often yields
only conventional results. In these practices the what —the specifics of the program and
site—may be addressed, but not necessarily the why: those larger issues that surround
the project. Although every design project is necessarily unique, the method by which the
design is determined may be restricted to established paths. Therefore we need to
distinguish ordinary or habitual design from what might be termed involved design
practice that contributes to knowledge and/or experience in a new way.
When does design represent research? Each involved design responds to a host
of constraints normally left unaddressed, or addresses them in a new way; that is to say,
because every design project is unique, the thinking and formal development behind its
development represent a manner that parallels the experimentation of normal science.
Alas, the method or trajectory of design is rarely as pure and precise as that of scientific
inquiry. Unlike the laboratory, design must address a plethora of factors that span those
social, environmental, aesthetic, and material—quite unlike the laboratory where factors
can be limited and controlled. When let out into the world, however, the bombardment of
the hundreds or thousands of the factors left unaddressed in the laboratory often nullify
the findings determined within its walls.2 As noted above, not all design is research. A
wild, poetic, idiosyncratic proposal, for example, may be more or only about the
designer, while neglecting the dicta of the program and the qualities of the site.3
Initiating the design process usually involves some degree of self-education
through the study of factors deemed critical to the work at hand. Although one attempts
to be objective, at times the efforts may become more personal or poetic, like making
collages from the materials of the site during the initial stages of design.4 Then comes
analysis, which in its most objective form parallels that of the laboratory. The initial
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design is then formulated and tested against the set of original goals and constraints.
These constraints may be modified by the initial design, however; for example, when it
becomes obvious that the client’s desires are far greater than what their budget allows.
The process moves forward, with gives and takes, modifications to the design—and at
times the program as well—until an ideal solution is achieved, or time simply runs out.
Then the design may be evaluated through simple observation or more serious postoccupancy study. Or maybe just using “semi-structured interviews.”
I question why post-occupancy evaluation is regarded as research while the
design of the landscape or building is not. Where would researchers be without the
designer, and for that matter, where would society? Most researchers present only
findings, which are in reality only propositions; they do not act upon or realize their
findings to test them. And again I would stress that laboratory conditions, whether we
regard the term literally or more metaphorically, are not those of the world.

Practice as Research
Landscape architecture is rooted in botany and the organization of living species. While
the act of planting comprises an inherently optimistic exercise that yearns for triumph,
learning may result as much failure as from success. In planting the Jardin en movement
at the Parc André Citroën in Paris (1993) Gilles Clément purposefully enacted a
proposition that allows the inaugural species to thrive or wither in an almost Darwinian
manner.5 Interestingly, within very few years the wildflowers of the garden’s first year
had disappeared to become a site of only grass and shrubs. In one segment of the Parc
Henri Matisse in Lille (2003), however, Clément sequestered a grove of trees and shrubs
behind a tall concrete wall with access denied to all but the specialists who track its
evolution [figure 1]. Today the trees within have grown to heights far above that of the
circumferential wall, although the research garnered from the project remains privy only
to Clément and the team of naturalists that monitors the site.

3
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Figure 1. Gilles Clément, Parc Henri Matisse, Lille, France, 2003 [Marc Treib]

.

In designing the playground for the Parc de Lancy (1980–86) outside Geneva,
Georges Descombes attacked the issue of territoriality that often colors the actions of
children at play. During a series of visits to local playgrounds, Descombes observed
periodic conflict among the small children who use them. To mitigate these issues of
personal territory, Descombes divided the sand box into five zones separated by low
walls of concrete block [figure 2]. Yes, a love of geometry is evident in the play of circle
and square. And yes, there is the potential issue of play by numbers of children greater
than five. Nonetheless, a proposition about children’s play and territoriality directed the
playground’s design—in all, a theorem enacted in sand, concrete block, and mortar.
Research into children’s play was furthered by observation both before and after
construction. In designing the play space Descombes used observation—which we may
fairly regard as at least equal to those of PhDs—to produce a landscape that itself can
serve as a test site studying play, which contributes to the viability of the design. If a
sociologist or psychologist had made the proposal perhaps there would be no question
of its constituting research. But if a landscape architect proposes a functional—and
beautiful—solution… Is this not research as well?
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Figure 2. Georges Descombes, Parc de Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland,1981–1989 [Marc Treib]

Don Schön has written of the “reflective practitioner,” the designer who engages
in design at a depth beyond the superficial reading of the brief and course of ordinary
practice. In The Reflective Practitioner, Schön distinguished between reflection-on-action
and reflection-in-action: that is to say, considering what one will do, is doing, and has
done.6 This thinking is critical to the making of an informed and humanistic, design.
Robert Royston’s design of Mitchell Park in Palo Alto, California, accompanied the
expansion of suburbia on the San Francisco Peninsula in the postwar period.7 A wading
pool for tots was shaped with biomorphic curves in an idiom near and dear to the
landscape architects of the time. More insightful perhaps was the pool’s section, whose
depth was reduced at its center. Royston believed that as the child played further from
parental supervision risk should be diminished. Royston no playground or pool
consultant, no sociologist arguing for “evidence-based design.” Royston had been
educated as a humanist with a broad view of what constituted landscape architecture;
understanding social behavior as well as art were formative in his approach to landscape
design.
In the early 1960s Jørn Utzon was commissioned to design private houses for
Danes who had served abroad, primarily in diplomatic positions. The housing market on
Sjaelland had become so tight that recruitment for service had become difficult, as
potential staff feared the difficulty in finding a place to live when they returned. Utzon’s
scheme for the mix of attached and terrace houses is incredibly clever, planned to retain
maximum open space while gaining economy from linking the units in swaths. To dispel
any sense of confinement, Utzon created an inventive section for the houses on the
greens. Most units were configured as Ls in plan, with the remaining outdoor area
assigned to private use [figure 3]. The walls of tan brick, with tile caps that recall Danish
vernacular building, were only about three-feet high. Grading the common areas to at
least four feet below the units’ floor levels, insured both privacy and long views. This
increased livability was not the product of the researcher, but the informed and
humanistic practitioner who looked beyond the dicta of the program, beyond the science.
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Figure 3. Jørn Utzon, Fredenborg Houses, Fredenborg, Denmark, 1964 [Marc Treib]

Some years ago we witnessed the arrival of what was termed evidenced-based design.8
To my mind all design is evidenced-based, or certainly should be. Evidence may
produce the reasons for a design, but will not produce the design. Over the years there
have been numerous attempts to rationalize the design process, among them the socalled “pattern language”—although it is not really a language as much as a lexicon,
since it offers no “grammar” by which to interrelate its elements.9 Analysis is only one
aspect of design. The computer has provided us with enhanced power for managing
everything from site and regional factors to determining the floor-area ratios of high-rise
buildings. It even may produce form, that is if we can accept the product it generates.
Despite any rationalized process, however, there are still qualitative decisions to be
made. Which factors prevail? How do these factors interrelate? What form can or should
they take? An informed design is more than its individual parts, just as a great work of
fiction is more than a bunch of words and sentences. Could a computer have created
Michel Corajaud’s Miroir d’eau in Bordeaux, France? Deflecting a program that called for
a standard plaza, Corajoud instead proposed a great sheet of water that mutates
through cycles as mist, as a grid of small bubblers, and as a placid sheet. In all, the
Miroir at times becomes a beach, a lake, a plaza, a wading pool, a hang-out, and a
social event [figure 4].
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Figure 4. Michel Corajoud, Miroir d'eau, Bordeaux, France, 2007 [Marc Treib]

Admittedly, the breadth and amount of information facing today’s student can be
overwhelming, and many curricula try to cover it all, or given constraints of time and
resources stress only the sciences. I would like to argue instead for a more humanistic
education with design returning to a more central position in the program. Read
literature; see the world of the everyday as well as the world away; look; note your
subjective reactions to a place; consider; project. Caution: becoming an informed and
humanistic designer may severely constrain your life. No aspect of experience remains
as just a meal or a room or a garden; instead they serve as a locus for the critical
observation of space, materials, and behavior. In that sense, we might say that yes,
design at its best does encompass research, but through the design surpasses it.
Conversely design regarded only as research may lack poetry and a soul [figure 5].
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Figure 5. Sigurd Lewerentz, St. Peter's church, Klippan, Sweden, 1966. Baptismal font. [Marc Treib]

Engineers calculate structure and flows; botanists know more about plant systems;
geomorphologists are probably better informed about topography, and sociologists are
said to know more about people and behavior. If all this is true, just what is the
landscape architect’s contribution in the world? For one: an overarching vision, an idea,
a concept that draws upon and enfolds all these factors, at times rejecting the grand
gesture, at times celebrating it. At the Saint Peter’s church in Klippan, Sweden, the
architect Sigurd Lewerentz installed a giant clamshell as the baptismal font. Fed from a
simple copper tube, water drips constantly into the shell, with a consequent overflow that
drips over its edge into a basin on the floor below. Within a nave constructed entirely of
brick, the sound of that drip is amplified, condensing architectural experience into a
single drop of water. Admittedly, not every building or landscape warrants or achieves
this level of profundity; I imagine that few landscape architects ever try.
My call then is not for more research, more PhDs, more consultants—they will
take care of themselves. Instead my call is for landscape architecture curricula that
educate informed or humanistic landscape architects. It has been achieved in the past;
can it not be possible in the future?
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Notes
In all fairness, the article is more theoretical than empirical, and I have no reason to
doubt the ideas advanced by its authors. Andrew Butler, Ingrid Sarlöv-Herlin, Igor Knez,
Elin Ångman, Åsa Ode Sang and Ann Åkerskog, “Landscape identity, before and after a
forest fire,” Landscape Research, August 2018, pp. 878–887. Note that the eleven
“semi-structured interviews” seems to have required six researcher/authors.
2
The disparity between the selective address of variables, and their full range may
instigate substantial doubts about many so-called “scientific findings,” for example, those
of environmental psychologists. One might even question whether the pairing of “social”
and “science” produces a term that is inherently oxymoronic.
3
Artists may possess this license, but there are certainly instances where that license
should be revoked, for example when a poorly designed bench is regarded highly as
sculpture.
4
Without dismissing the value of such exercises for students, I feel it is important to
distinguish what distinguishes true communication from mere personal expression. For
communication, both the transmitting and receiving parties must share a common
language, which is often not the case with the collage.
5
The efforts and effects of the gardener necessarily entered into the equation of course.
6
Don Schön, The Reflective Practitioner, New York: Basic Books, 1983. Schön focused
on the process of design and less so on values.
7
See Reuben Rainey and JC Miller, Public Gardens: Robert Royston and the Suburban
Park, San Francisco: William Stout, 2006, especially pp. 94–110.
8
Anne Dahl, Ulrika Stigsdottir, Bettina Lamm, and Kristin Thorleifsdottir, “Evidence
Based Playground Design: Lessons Learned from Theory to Practice,” Landscape
Research, February 2015, pp. 226–247. As noted in the text, I accept that “evidence”
gathering—research—should be the first phase of all design.
9
The book, despite what I see as faults, was an influential text during the 1990s,
especially at the University of Oregon. Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa and Murray
Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1977.
1
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RE-IMAGINING RUBBER
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1

ABSTRACT

For the last decade, an ongoing relationship with a government funded organization enabled a unique
hybrid of landscape architectural research, teaching and practice. The Ontario Tire Stewardship (OTS)
manages tire recycling in Ontario, Canada and through an educational mandate has sponsored three
student design competitions. Re-imagining rubber, or more specifically tire-derived products, was the
subject of these design challenges. These short competitions exposed a large number of students to
recycled rubber products, with the hope that this awareness would spark interest and promote use of
these materials in the future. As an educator and practitioner, my role during the competitions was
advising the development of the brief and adjudicating final submission entries. After each competition, I
became the landscape architect in charge of working with student winners to develop the competition
design into a built work, sponsored by OTS. As the liaison between the client (OTS), site stakeholders,
community members, contractors, and product manufacturers, I was able to involve students in all stages
of the design and implementation process. The students were able to closely observe and participate in
unique dialogues to understand how research and development through design can happen. The process
created a series of unique public spaces that use tire-derived materials in innovative ways, and resulted
in the fabrication of new products. This level of engaged scholarship, not typically feasible in the context
of a design school, was made possible by this organization’s interest in engaging future landscape
architects in the realm of research, development and design.

1.1
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2

INTRODUCTION

For the last decade, an ongoing relationship with a government funded organization, the Ontario
Tire Stewardship (OTS), has enabled a unique hybrid of landscape architectural research, teaching and
practice. As designers, we rarely have the ability to be involved in the creation of new environmentally
responsible products, given the limited role we have in the manufacturing process. However, partnership
with the OTS provided an opportunity for landscape architects and landscape architecture students to
work on a series of projects that facilitated the design, production and manufacturing of new products in
the realm of recycled rubber.
The Ontario Tire Stewardship (OTS) is an organization that manages tire recycling in Ontario,
Canada. As a government funded organization, they have an educational mandate that sponsored three
student design competitions with the focus of “Re-imagining rubber”, or more specifically tire-derived
products. These short competitions exposed a large number of students to recycled rubber products, with
the hope that this awareness would spark interest and promote use of these materials in the future. As an
educator and licensed practitioner, Assistant Professor Elise Shelley consulted during the competitions in
developing the brief and adjudicating final submission entries. After each competition, she became the
landscape architect in charge of working with student winners to develop the competition design into a
built work, sponsored by OTS. As the liaison between the client (OTS), site stakeholders, community
members, contractors, and product manufacturers, she was able to involve students in all stages of the
design and implementation process. The students were able to closely observe and participate in unique
dialogues to understand how research and development through design can happen. The process
created a series of unique public spaces that use tire-derived materials in innovative ways, and resulted
in the fabrication of new products. This level of engaged scholarship, not typically feasible in the context
of a design school, was made possible by this organization’s interest in engaging future landscape
architects in the realm of research, development and design.

Figure 1. OTS Artscape Design Jam (June 2016). Photo by Andrew Miller, awesomephotography.ca
with permission.

2.2

Ontario Design Stewardship Design Challenges

The Ontario Tire Stewardship is a not-for-profit organization that oversees the responsible
recycling of the province’s scrap tires. OTS works with a network of industry partners to recycle over 12
million tires each year. During their tenure, OTS has recycled over 100 million tires in Ontario and
invested over $100 million in the local economy through incentives, research, development, and
innovation grants. They also have a mandate to work in the community and provide educational outreach.
They have awarded over $1 million in funding for community revitalization projects in 60 communities
across Ontario. (www.rethinktires.ca). As part of their educational interest to promote the use of Tire-
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Derived-Products, they developed a series of “Design Challenges” open to post-secondary design
students throughout Ontario.
The Ontario Tire Stewardship ran three design competitions in the last decade, involving design
students from many programs throughout Ontario. The objectives of the OTS Design Challenges were to
educate designers of tomorrow about the possibilities and benefits of materials made from recycled tires.
These short competitions exposed students to recycled rubber products that they had likely never seen
before, with the hope that this awareness would spark interest and promote specification of these
products later in their design careers. Public sites were selected for redesign, with the engagement of
community partners such as the Evergreen Foundation, the YMCA of Greater Toronto and Artscape.
Students in design schools of architecture, landscape architecture and industrial design were invited to
redesign the space using recycled materials. The designs were meant to support neighbourhood
revitalization in the formation of community space that maintained the character of the community it
served.
While re-imaging rubber, or more specifically tire-derived products, was the subject of these
student design competitions, students were challenged to find innovative ways to use the materials and
products. The results were far beyond the expectations of OTS. Not only were the ideas and design
concepts considered innovative, but ultimately the students were successful in designing new products
that were able to be manufactured by partner industries.

2.3

Project Development

Rubber in landscape architecture is traditionally associated with playgrounds. It is seen as safety
surfacing, and though colour and pattern have enabled some creativity in its implementation, it is largely
used to solve the problem of safe fall zones. As a man-made plastic material, rubber is often seen as
overly synthetic, fabricated and foreign to landscape sites. As a ground surface, it is expensive in relation
to other materials used for safe fall zones around play equipment. However, it is a recycled material. It is
durable, long-lasting, and has great potential for use beyond the playground.
This series of OTS projects made great strides in confronting connotations, challenging limitations
and introducing innovation with rubber products. These projects have been able to do this due to this
fundamentally distinct project structure that places the client, designer and manufactures in a unique
relationship. Instead of the typical relationship of the designer and contractors hired directly by the client,
these projects were facilitated and funded by the OTS.
Subsequent to the design challenges, OTS sponsored the construction of these projects at their
various sites throughout Toronto: Evergreen Brickworks, Downtown YMCA, and Artscape Youngplace.
Understanding that competition concepts would not be directly buildable, Elise Shelley was hired by OTS
as the landscape architect to work with the students, clients, and stakeholders to complete all necessary
drawings, permitting, approvals and to oversee and facilitate construction of the resulting projects. The
unique process and resulting atypical projects necessitated partnerships and dialogues throughout design
development and construction. Because of OTS’s role, the students and the landscape architect were
involved in the development, manufacturing, fabrication and installation of traditional products in new
ways as well as the creation of completely new products. The result is a series of public spaces that use
tire-derived products in unique ways, pushing well beyond typical installation practices and standard
methods. The process created new interesting spaces, newly developed methods and the fabrication of
new products.

2.4

Evergreen Brickworks

The first project was completed in 2012, on a site at the Evergreen Brickworks run by the
Evergreen Foundation. The winning competition entry abstracted a riverine landscape to create a new
picnic area adjacent to a public market. Rubber products were used to sculpt topographic mounds and
serpentine forms in a fragile floodplain landscape where natural materials were continually lost through
erosion. Porosity and drainage were key functional concerns that required new details and construction
methods in this sensitive, yet compromised environmental context.
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Figure 2. Evergreen Brickworks (September 2012). Photo by author.
The most challenging construction aspect in this project was the fact that the manufacturers were
not familiar with the proposed atypical installation. Typically, poured rubber is installed directly on
concrete or asphalt in order to meet compliance standards for safe fall zones in playgrounds. But in this
situation, it was critical that as much porosity as possible be maintained for the intermittent drainage of
this floodplain landscape. The students and landscape architect consulted directly with the installation
company, Shercom Industries, to determine alternate methods to create a pervious assembly. Shercom
proposed installing the sloped areas of poured rubber over high performance aggregate as an alternative.
While this was not something they had done previously, they were willing to test it given the unique nature
of the project and the willingness of the client, OTS, to consider an experimental application. Not only was
this strategy successful for this project, but this method has now become commonplace, with details
developed and made available in product literature as an accepted practice.
(www.shercomindustries.com)

2.5

Downtown YMCA

Figure 3. YMCA Forecourt (November 2014). Photo by author.
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The second project, undertaken in 2013, was a forecourt for a busy community centre run by the
area YMCA. While the building architecture had recently been renovated, the landscape forecourt was
rundown and largely inaccessible. The key programmatic functions desired by the client were the
inclusion of accessibility ramps and bike parking. With the YMCA’s sustainability mandate, the porous
rubber products were proposed to replace extensive impervious surfaces.
An notable aspect of this project was the creation of a new product. The winning student team
proposed a simple poured rubber cube seat, unaware of the challenges that exist in creating a product
that is not currently available on the market. Because of the interests OTS had in facilitating innovative
ideas, the students and landscape architect were able to work directly with the fabricators to determine
feasibility. Building on the positive relationship established with the first project, and the OTS directive, the
landscape architect worked with Shercom to develop a new mold for the seats, enabling the creation of a
product never before manufactured in Canada. The unique design process enabled the landscape
architect and students to be directly involved in the creation of a new use for rubber in the landscape. As
part of the mandate for ongoing community outreach OTS has contracted Shercom to produce these
seats for use in educational and play landscapes for children and as outdoor seating for classrooms,
giving this new product a life beyond the initial installation at the YMCA. (www.shercomindustries.com)

2.7

Artscape Youngplace

Figure 4. Artscape Landscape Plan (June 2016). Drawing by author, Elise Shelley Landscape Architect.
The third project takes rubber into a new realm of art in the landscape. The site is the degraded
front landscape for a building run by Artscape, a not-for-profit organization based in Toronto that
collaborates with artists, community leaders, public policy advocates, philanthropists and urban
developers to manage sites for “creative placemaking” (www.artscape.ca). Artscape Youngplace is a hub
for the community, housing studios, workshops and classrooms for artists as well as a daycare, café and
gathering place for the neighbourhood. The competition-winning project concept suggested that rubber
surfaces on this site not only be used to revitalize the derelict outdoor spaces, but also to be introduced
as spaces for artistic expression. The rubber materials here increase site porosity and longevity and also
provide a canvas for drawing, a platform for performance and a symbol for creativity.
Drawability was not a criteria previously explored by the poured rubber manufacturers. Testing of
the medium and an understanding of the ongoing maintenance was a critical part of determining the
viability of the surface for this use. On the one hand, it was desirable for artists to draw on the surface. At
the same time, the client needed to be able to protect the site from unwanted graffiti. In addition to the
surface needing to be assessed for its ability to be drawn on with chalk, ease of cleaning and chalk
removal methods also needed to be determined. Much of the testing and experimentation in this project
was directly taken on by OTS, the landscape architect and students.
While the innovation in this project was primarily about its use as a drawing surface, the
manufacturing companies were still instrumental in assisting with atypical installation processes. This
project used a grid module based on rubber tile dimensions as the framework for the site layout. Working
with recycled rubber companies, SofSurfaces and Ure-Tech, enabled a high level of coordination to
ensure the alignment of all the elements. (www.sofsurfaces.com, www.ure-techsurfaces.com) Through
this process it became clear that it is not only designers that do not fully understand information critical to
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material installation, but there is also often a disconnect between the manufacturing sales departments
and the product installers. Most of these products are warranteed based on their use in playground
contexts, and their use and installations in other environments is often in conflict with what is understood
as their typical application. Working with multiple departments was required to ensure safe and proper
installation of the products and to enable full coverage and warrantees for the client.

Figure 5. Artscape Landscape (September 2016). Photo by Andrew Miller, awesomephotography.ca
with permission.

2.8

Conclusions

The design process undertaken in these projects was unique due to the role OTS played as in
initiator of the student competitions and their ongoing role as a facilitator between the design team and
the manufacturers. It was in the best interest of the Tire-Derived-Product Manufacturers to work with
OTS, as OTS is directly involved with the marketing and promotion of their products. OTS made it
possible for the students and landscape architect to have influence with the product manufacturers to
develop new details, applications, products and installation methods in order to increase the potential for
the use of these materials within the public realm.
The partnerships fostered by these projects created unique relationships between teaching,
research and implementation: In the realm of teaching, students were exposed to all stages of project
development, from concept to built work; in terms of research, the entire design team had access to
product fabricators, manufacturers and installers and actively impacted new product developments and
installation practices; and in terms of implementation, students were stewarded through the step-by-step
process of building new spaces in the public realm.
Rubber has great potential in landscape architecture. It is malleable, colourful, durable,
sustainable, and full of potential in site design innovation. Landscape architects can promote the inventive
use of this material, but can also be on the forefront of defining its identity, form and power in the
landscape.

3
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1.

ABSTRACT
Sea level rise (SLR) is one of the most existential challenges facing contemporary societies.
Nearly half of the world’s population lives within 100 km of coastlines, and three-quarters of all
major cities are located in deltas and estuaries. In addition to SLR and other effects of climate
change, coastal areas are also confronted with challenges of ongoing development, aging
infrastructure and habitat degradation. Imagining alternative futures for coastal cities requires not
only new infrastructural strategies but also a paradigm shift in terms of how people might relate to
the water around them. The Fraser River Delta is a perfect case study area to test how geospatial
analysis, visualization and systems thinking can be applied to envision coastal adaptation
approaches across a range of spatial and temporal scales. With a rapidly growing population of
nearly 3 million people, home the largest port on the west coast of North America, and situated
along the Pacific Flyway, the region is in urgent need of integrated flood management
approaches. This presentation highlights outcomes of phase one of an ongoing project involving a
collaborative team of academics, student researchers, design professionals, local experts and
decision-makers. The work is organized as a series of visual narratives (maps, timelines,
diagrams and animations) that aim to reveal the implications of SLR on important regional topics,
including urban growth, logistics, ecosystems, and food security. It also provides novel ways of
visualizing the challenges of coastal adaptation with respect to current local, provincial and federal
regulations, policies and zoning guidelines.
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1.2.

INTRODUCTION

Sea level rise (SLR) is one of the most existential challenges facing contemporary societies.
According to the United Nations (2018), over 40% of the world’s population lives within 100 km of
coastlines, and three-quarters of all major cities are located in deltas and coastal areas. Researches have
projected that increased global temperature can result in rising sea levels anywhere from 60cm-2m by the
end of the century (Jones, 2013). In addition to SLR and other effects of climate change, coastal areas are
also confronted with challenges of ongoing population growth, aging infrastructure and environmental
decline. Imagining alternative futures for coastal cities requires not only new infrastructural strategies but
also a paradigm shift in terms of how people might relate to the water around them (Nordenson,
Nordenson and Chapman, 2018). This, in turn, demands reframing discussions around SLR adaptation
from one primarily seen as a risk and engineering challenge, to one focused on the opportunities of design
and spatial thinking to promote more resilient, dynamic and just urban landscapes. Approached in this
way, SLR adaptation can become a mechanism to develop novel planning and design approaches to
revive ecosystems, produce food and energy, recycle waste and nutrients, and promote beneficial
exchanges between social and biophysical processes.
The Fraser River Delta is a perfect case study area to test how geospatial analysis, visualization
and resilience thinking can be applied to envision coastal adaptation approaches across a range of spatial
and temporal scales. With a rapidly growing population of nearly 3 million people, home the largest port on
the west coast of North America, and situated along the Pacific Flyway, the region is in urgent need of
integrated approaches that promote a safe, healthy and regenerative future for all forms of life in the
region.
This paper discusses the outcomes of phase one of an ongoing, multi-year funded research
project involving a collaborative team of academics, student researchers, design professionals, local
experts and decision-makers. The overall aim of this design-oriented research is to shift people’s
perception on sea level rise by making visible how their communities have changed and may change in
the future, while engaging stakeholders in the co-creation of adaptation approaches that combine flood
control with ecosystem regeneration, spatial quality and multi-functional land uses. This work, organized
as a series of visual narratives (maps, timelines, diagrams and animations), aims to reveal the
implications of sea level rise on important regional topics, such as urban growth, logistics, intertidal
habitats, and food security. It also provides novel ways of visualizing opportunities and limitations for
coastal adaptation with respect to current local, provincial and federal regulations, policies and zoning
guidelines.

2.

THE FRASER RIVER DELTA

Like many deltas in the world, the Fraser River Delta faces a range of socio-political,
environmental and technical challenges with respect to flood management. The following section provides
a high-level overview of a number of most important issues in the region.

2.1.

Outdated Flood Control Infrastructure

In 2011, a report by B.C.’s Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations entitled
Cost of Adaptation – Sea Dikes and Alternative Strategies, made headlines in local and national media
(Figure 1). The report estimated that it will require nearly $9.5 billion to update and reinforce the 250km of
dikes in the Lower Mainland to protect the region against the implications of climate change and SLR.
Most of these existing dikes have been built or upgraded to meet design guidelines set in 1969, but these
standards do not take into consideration the effects of climate change, subsidence, seismic activity, and
SLR (Shore, 2018). Only 4% of all dikes along the Fraser River are high enough to withstand the “design
flood levels”—which are derived from the record flood in 1894—with at least 60cm to spare. Over 70% of
dikes would be overtopped if a similar event would happen today (Fraser Basin Council, 2015).
At the same time, the geology and geomorphology of the Fraser River Delta combined with the
region’s proximity to the Cascadia fault line, make it both challenging (form a technical perspective) and
expensive to construct protection measures that might be relatively cost-effective in other parts of the
world. More detailed coastal modeling as well as feasibility studies of various adaptation options are
necessary on both site-specific and regional scales before long-term management strategies can be
tested and developed for each of the shoreline reaches in the region.
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Figure 1. Recent headlines discussing Metro Vancouver’s vulnerability to sea level rise

2.2.

Urban Development Pressures

People have lived in, and engaged with, the Fraser River Delta for over 10,000 years. During most
of this period, hunting, harvesting, and gathering of resources had no far-reaching effects on the form and
functioning of the delta. But over the past two centuries, population growth and urban developments have
significantly transformed the delta, both spatially and ecologically (Groulx et al., 2004).
Pressures to keep urban developments out of the floodplain have been an ongoing concern. The
Lower Mainland Official Regional Plan, which was adopted in 1966, explicitly called for “Floodplains…to
be kept free of urban uses except where committed to urban development through early settlement, in
which case further development for urban uses shall be contingent upon flood proofing.” Similar language
can be found in successive regional planning documents. Yet, over the past several decades
developments within the floodplain have proliferated across the region. As a result, over 250,000 people in
the region now live within about a meter of mean sea level (Lloyd, 2017).
With the region expected to continue to grow by over 35,000 residents per year (Metro Vancouver
2011), pressure to develop in flood prone areas will continue to be a significant challenge in the future.
Adopting land use policies, flood construction levels, and envisioning new ways in which urban
developments can relate to the water around them will be critical for the long-term livelihood of residents
in the region.

2.3.

Agriculture and Food Supply

The Lower Mainland is an important agricultural and food producing region, generating more than
60% of the province’s gross farm receipts on just 1.6% of its total land base (Crafword et al., 2012). This
area is home to 68% of dairy operations and 80% of poultry operations in the province. The region is also
known for its cranberry production, accounting for 92% of the cranberries in B.C. and 48% of all
cranberries in Canada. Moreover, B.C. has become the largest producers of highbush blueberries in the
world, with most of its production concentrated in the Fraser River Delta (Crawford et al., 2012).
As part of the Agricultural Land Reserve, a land-protection program adopted in 1973, agricultural
land is protected from encroaching urbanization and industry. However, a significant percentage of
agricultural land in the region is located within floodplains. Increased flood risks and salination from rising
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sea levels pose significant concerns to hundreds of farming operations in the region. With less than 5% of
the province’s land base considered arable, developing flood protection measures as well as testing
alternative farming practices are critical to maintain the agricultural sector in the province.

2.4.

Coastal Squeeze

Coastal squeeze is another major challenge. The Fraser River Delta, the largest estuary along the
Pacific Coast of North America, is a critical crossroads along the Pacific Flyway where multiple paths of
migratory birds converge. Eelgrass beds are of particular importance. Kellerhals and Murray (1969) noted
that the eelgrass zones contain the most varied and abundant fauna in the Fraser River Delta, providing
fish and bird species with shelter, biomass, stable sediment, and food.
Unfortunately, with most of the current coastline fixed behind hard infrastructures (dikes and
seawalls), these habitats, including salt marshes, mudflats and coastal wetlands are not able to migrate
with rising sea levels. If nothing is done, these critical habitats might disappear in certain locations along
the coast by the end of the century.
Coastal erosion due to a lack of sediment has further exacerbated this problem. Over the course
of the twentieth century, dredging (for navigation) and the construction of a number of jetties and
breakwaters have significantly altered sedimentation patterns (Armstrong et al. 1990). During the same
period, upwards of 70% of the wetland areas have been replaced by agricultural, industrial, and urban
development (Schaefer 2004). This has substantially impacted connectivity and spawning grounds for
salmon, sturgeon, and other fish species. Developing adaptation strategies that enable long-term health of
coastal ecosystems will be key to the overall resilience of the region.

2.5.

Legislation and Decision-making

In 2003-2004, both the federal government of Canada and provincial government of B.C. made
decisions to download the responsibility for flood-risk management back to municipalities (Stevens and
Hanschka, 2014). This means municipalities are expected to plan and implement guidelines and
mandates that are designed to promote flood-risk management. In reality, however, municipalities are
often reluctant to voluntarily pursue such a role, nor do they have sufficient capacity or access to funding
to finance and implement flood control measures that meet new provincial guidelines (Stevens and
Hanschka, 2014). This has not only resulted in unchecked urban development in flood prone areas, but
equally important, a lack of innovation. The permitting process promotes traditional, mono-functional, hard
infrastructure strategies (such as dikes, seawalls and breakwaters), which discourages municipalities and
engineers to pursue other strategies, including nature-based solutions.
Moreover, due to lack of leadership on provincial and regional levels, there is limited coordination
and resource allocations between municipalities in terms of understanding and managing upstream and
downstream effects of flooding. Currently, the Fraser Basin Council, a non-profit entity, is the only
organization actively bringing municipalities across the region together to share data, to identify risks and
vulnerabilities, and to develop a long-term regional flood strategy. However, the Fraser Basin Council
does not have any mandate. As a result, not all municipalities have fully bought into the process. At the
same time, it has proven difficulty to get consistent input from other important stakeholders, including rail
operators, utility providers, the Port of Vancouver, and relevant provincial and federal departments. Since
SLR does not know any boundaries, it will be important to develop new mechanisms through which all
levels of government and other relevant stakeholders can work together to co-create near and long-term
coastal adaptation strategies across a range of scales.

3.

RESEARCH BY DESIGN PLATFORM

A lack of urgency and leadership combined with limited resources at all level of government—both
from a financial and capacity perspective—has translated in relatively few opportunities for professional
landscape architecture firms in the region to get involved in developing integrated adaptation strategies to
address to the complex challenges described in the previous section. Projects and proposals that have
been awarded in recent years are almost exclusively led by engineers and planners, with landscape
architects taking on modest roles. In talking to principals of several professional firms, it became clear to
the author there was a strong desire, and opportunity, for landscape architects to take a more prominent
role in discussions surrounding coastal adaptation in the region. As pointed out by Norderson et al (2018):
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“working comprehensively and holistically across urban, ecological, and engineered systems,” landscape
architects can provide “a humanist impulse to a field typically dominated by technical expertise,
bureaucratic regulation, and hard data.” Within this context, the author, in collaboration with four
Vancouver-based landscape architecture firms (HAPA Collaborative, PFS Studio, PWL Partnership, and
Space2Place Landscape Architects) explored the idea of creating a collaborative research by design
platform convening academics, students, practitioners, municipalities and non-profits to collectively work
on innovative solutions to SLR in the region. The core team successfully applied for funding from
MITACS; a Canadian, non-profit organization designed to support research collaborations between
industry and academia primarily by co-financing student internships.
Now heading into its second year, this collaborative platform is developing several lines of
inquiry to generate new knowledge and insights to support those areas in the region most vulnerable to
(future) flooding. By focusing on design-based research, the platform follows examples set by recent
initiatives, such as the Room for the River in the Netherlands (2006-2016), Rebuild by Design (2012ongoing) in the New York Region, Changing Course (2014-2015) in the Mississippi River Delta, and
Resilience by Design (2016-ongoing) in the San Francisco Bay Area. Each of these initiatives framed
coastal adaptation as an opportunity to create multifunctional landscapes which improve safety, spatial
quality, and provide multiple benefits. With a focus on spatial thinking and creative problem solving, these
initiatives have provided pathways for the creation of new tools, insights, and critical knowledge with
respect to SLR adaptation in their respective regions (Mossop 2018). Similarly, this research seeks to use
SLR adaptation as a catalyst to help the Fraser River Delta achieve resilience and re-imagine new ways
to tackle the complex issues surrounding integrated flood management.

4.

INVESTIGATIONS

The first phase of the 3-year project focused on literature review, geospatial analysis and
visualization. Key research questions included: Which communities and coastal landscapes in the Fraser
River Delta are at risk as a result of projected sea level rise? What are the potential impacts of flooding on
critical infrastructures? And, how can visualization help to change people's perceptions about current risks
as well as their receptiveness to potential solutions? The following section discusses the outcomes this
first phase of work, which was broken down into four investigations: 1) delta lexicon, 2) timeline of
shoreline transformations, 3) metabolic flows and critical infrastructures, and 4) the regulatory landscape.
Collectively, these investigations visualize the spatial implications of historical development and emerging
regional trends (sea level rise, urban growth, transportation, ecosystem health, food security, etc.) on the
form and functioning of the Fraser River Delta.

4.1.

Delta Lexicon

Over the past centuries, the land-water interface has generated a whole range of complex and
interrelated spatial conditions in the Fraser River Delta. Our team set out to develop a spatial vocabulary,
or Delta Lexicon, to document both prototypical as well as unique coastal landscapes in the region. As a
means to systematically explore and document water-related landscapes, we developed a long list of
terms associated with geomorphology, flood control infrastructure, agricultural practices, and human
settlement. This list including terms such as dike, ditch, (sea) dam, flood box, pump station, culvert, sluice,
pier, slough, wharf, quay, sea wall, jetty, reservoir, stream, canal, riparian corridor, bog, floodplain,
wetland, mudflat, tidal flat, banks, cliff, valley wall/bluff, river island, foreshore, lagoon, oxbow lake,
cranberry bog, beach, dunes, logs booms, and more. From here, the team began to investigate where
landscapes related to these terms could be found in the region, and how they could be best visualized and
communicated.
As illustrated in Figure 1, each condition, whether unique or prototypical, was modelled at a
specific scale (either 1:100, 1:200, 1:500, or 1:1000). By using a simple material palette (paper,
newspaper, wire and chipboard in neutral tones) the models could be iterated quickly. The physical
models were then supported with a section and key map highlighting the location(s) where this landscape
condition could be found. In total 70 spatial conditions were documented in this way. The Delta Lexicon
continues to serve as an educational tool and visual vocabulary through which we can communicate the
diversity of coastal landscapes in the region with a range of stakeholders. The incredible diversity of
spatial and socio-ecological conditions also makes it clear that there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution to
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address the implications of SLR. Instead, a range of strategies and approaches will be needed to respond
to site-specific challenges (social, ecological, political and spatial) when it comes to flood management.

Figure 2. The Delta Lexicon is a collection of 70 models documenting a wide range of spatial
conditions at the land-water interface in the Fraser River Delta (Photos by author).

4.2.

Timeline of Shoreline Transformations

As an extension of the Delta Lexicon, the team created a timeline to visualize interrelationships
between key flood events, infrastructure developments, shoreline transformations, and legislation. This
timeline integrates information gathered from hundreds of planning reports, policy documents, archival
resources and municipal websites (Figure 2).
The x-axis (horizontal) organizes information according to time; from precolonial to present-day,
and projecting into the future. The bottom line documents major flood events, key legislative decisions as
well as important studies that were undertaken/organization that were formed to deal specifically with the
issue of flood management. The other horizontal lines map the history of flood control measures that have
been implemented in the region, each line representing a different solution: 1) dredging, 2) dams, 3) dikes,
4) groins/jetties/breakwaters, 5) seawalls, as well as 6) the reuse of dredge spoils, and 7) habitat
restoration/nature-based solutions. The y-axis (vertical) maps the peak discharge volumes of the Fraser
River, with major flood events highlighted in magenta. The yellow line represents population growth of
Metro Vancouver.
Overall, the timeline reveals the extent to which the delta and its shorelines been transformed and
manipulated over time. It also shows that, with the exception of some dike upgrades, the majority of flood
control measures in the region were completed by 1970. This not only underlines the fact that current
flood protection is reaching the end of its lifespan, but also that few of these infrastructures would likely
meet current design standards. Other insights and findings include the emergence, albeit at a relatively
small scale, of habitat restoration and nature-based solutions over the last decade. Additionally, there is a
strong correlation between flood events and subsequent adoption of legislation and/or the establishment
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of special projects. One such example is the Fraser River Model Project Office (1948-1963), which was
established in direct response to the flood of 1948, and enabled the construction of a large scale
hydraulic, erodible-bed, tidal river model to test and improve flood management and navigation in the
Fraser River Delta.
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Figure 3. Timeline and timeline detail, showing interrelationships between flood events,
infrastructure, shoreline transformations, and legislation (Drawing by Lee Patola and author).

4.3.

Metabolic Flows and Critical Infrastructures

In order to get a sense of the geographic extent of flood-risks and flood vulnerabilities, the team
approached the region through the framework of urban metabolism. This framework focuses on analyzing
the inputs, consumption and outputs of various resource flows, as well as the inherent spatial implications
these flows. Research questions guiding the development of this investigation included: What biotic and
abiotic flows are coming in and out of the Fraser River Delta? What landscapes and infrastructures and
implicated by these flows? How will sea level rise and river flooding impact these landscapes and flows?
Within this context, the team examined seven metabolic flows in the region: 1) soil and sediments,
2) people, 3) cargo, 4) food, 5) energy, 6) water, and 7) biota (Figure 3). Initial questions generated for
each topic provided a starting point in order to locate, diagram and visualize fundamental relationships
between flood management and the metabolic flows (Table 1). As a means to communicate the dynamic
nature of these flows, both spatially and temporally, animation was chosen as the preferred output over
conventional static maps. This format also has the benefit of being more accessible to communicate the
complex and interdependent relations between flooding and critical infrastructure systems to a range of
different stakeholders. The animations specifically aimed to illustrate the notion of cascading effects, in
which a series of secondary effects are triggered as a result of a flood event. The animation that focused
on the topic water, for example, narrates how in the event of a major flood, sewage could back up into
homes, businesses or essential services outside of the area directly affected by flooding. Or even worse,
power outage or overtopping could result in untreated sewage to directly enter rivers and water sources.
The animations also identify opportunities to structure new relationships between resource flows
and flood management. As argued by Sijmons (2014): “if we see the city as our natural ecology, analyze
its structure and metabolism, and understand and use the process of its material flows, we can make the
city more resilient and thus act to contribute to a more sustainable future world.” Next phases of the work
will investigate how and where flows of water, waste and food can be recalibrated individually, and as a
system, to create positive social, ecological and economic changes in the Fraser River Delta.
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Figure 4. Stills of four of the seven animations mapping the metabolic flows in the region.

Table 1. Initial Research Questions to Help Identify the Spatial and Temporal Extents of Different
Metabolic Flows in the Fraser River Delta
Metabolic
Flows

Research Questions

Sediments +
Soil

What are the various soil characteristics in the region? Which areas in Vancouver are
at risk of liquefaction? How much sediment is currently dredged? Is it contaminated?
Can this be reused to nourish tidal wetlands or eroding beaches? What happens to
clean construction rubble dug up as part of Metro Vancouver’s ongoing construction
boom? Can this material be used to create coastal landforms to attenuate waves or
reinforce existing dikes?

People

How have people historically inhabited the delta? What are the trends of population
growth and migration in the region? Which groups, communities and essential
services are most at risk of potential flooding? How is tourism linked to water-based
activities or landscapes? How can new plans for public transit, urban development,
and services be incorporated with flood control?

Cargo

Where are industries and associated logistics networks located and what is their
importance historically, regionally, nationally and internationally? Which logisticsrelated infrastructures (airport, port, railway, highways, etc.) are vulnerable to
flooding? Can any proposed logistics expansions double as flood management?
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Food

What is the importance of agriculture in the region? What is being farmed and
where? What are the implications of nutrient runoff? Which flood control
infrastructures are key to agricultural operations? What are the implications of sea
level rise / river flooding on agricultural production? Are there opportunities to
introduce flood-resilient forms of agriculture and multi-functional land uses?

Energy

Where are critical energy sources and sinks located in the region? Which parts of the
energy infrastructure are at risk of a potential earthquake/flooding? Which essential
services will potentially be impacted by flooding and associated power outage? What
and where are opportunities to integrate energy generation into adaptation projects?

Water

How is our stormwater and sewage managed and treated? Where are CSO outflows,
and how will climate change and SLR effect their functioning? Where are the sewage
treatment plants in the region, and what happens to the sewage system in the event
of flooding? How can stormwater management/sewer replacement/water treatment
projects be coupled with flood adaptation?

Biota

4.4.

What and where are different ecosystems located in the region? Which ones are
sensitive, endangered, and/or at risk of sea level rise? What ecosystems are key to
the Pacific Flyway? Which species are at risk and what are their habitat needs?
Where are the lost streams? What is the relationship between tourism and ecology?
How can stormwater management/flood adaptation become a driver to enhance
biodiversity and access to nature?

Regulatory Landscape

SLR is placing both immediate and long-term pressures on coastal communities to take protective
measures. Due to the fact that the extents of climate change and SLR don’t respect political boundaries,
coastal adaptation generally involves a wide range of actors, including private property owners,
municipalities, asset owners, and provincial and federal agencies (Wang et al., 2018). Yet, as explained in
Section 3, most decisions regarding flood management in B.C. are made on a municipal level. As such,
the team was interested in illustrating the challenges local municipalities and First Nations in the region
face with respect to navigating the complex landscape of regulation, zoning bylaws, permits and
overlapping jurisdictions. Again, animation was chosen as the preferred method of representation,
allowing for the exploration of multiple narratives.
Figure 5 highlights the complexity of overlapping jurisdictions as it pertains the Musqueam Indian
Reserve in Vancouver. Depending on where interventions are proposed, the Musqueam will have to
engage a slew of local, provincial and federal bodies to get approval. This is not an extremely timeconsuming process, especially if a municipality is trying to implement soft adaptation measures. In
contrast to a dike or seawall, which can typically be constructed on private or municipally owned land, soft
adaptation measures require approval of many more permitting agencies. As argued by Masoud (2017),
“in spite of the prevalence of contemporary discourse around resilient urban planning and design,
traditional planning standards and codes continue to enable construction that shows little regard for the
threats posed by climate change."
As part of the next phase of work, the team will be reviewing regulatory frameworks in other parts
of the world to understand how decision-making and legislations in B.C. can be amended to make it more
effective as well as stimulates innovation and create regional interdependencies.
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Figure 5. Still from an animation illustrating the multiple, overlapping jurisdictions implied in
projects involving the land-water interface (Drawings by Kalli Niedoba and author).

4.5.

Next Steps

Our team is currently planning a public exhibition at the University of British Columbia, which will
include all the work generated thus far. The exhibition will be supported with a number of public events,
including site visits, lectures and roundtable discussions to provide a platform for knowledge sharing
between researchers, professionals, residents and planners from all levels of government. In parallel, the
team is actively working with researchers from the coastal engineering program at TU Delft. The aims
here is to develop an integrated coastal model, which includes wave action and sediment transport. Risk
and vulnerability analysis derived from this model will be used as a base upon which to develop and test
the effectiveness of a range of regional and site-specific adaptation strategies.
Moreover, the team is actively developing connections with those communities and First Nations
groups in the region that have limited capacity (staff, financial resources and/or expertise) to address the
issues of SLR. This work will involve workshops with municipal planners, engineers and other
stakeholders to identify local assets, risk and vulnerabilities. Input from these sessions can be used to
develop potential adaptation strategies and design concepts, which can be refined though further
interactions with stakeholders. It is through this exploration of how cultural, spatial and economic context
come together that our team will be able to better understand the issues and potential strategies for
dealing with these complex challenges moving forward.

5.

CONCLUSION

Future flood risk due to climate change and SLR will disproportionately affect the world's major
cities, many of which are situated along coastal areas (Wang et al., 2018). The Fraser River Delta is one
of these vulnerable regions. The dikes and seawalls that currently ‘protect’ the region, do not meet the
design heights and safety standards with respect to future sea levels and storm surges. At the same time,
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critical ecosystems are at risk of literally being swallowed by the sea. This is at once a tremendous
challenge as well as an opportunity to envision new ways of living with water. Within this context, this
paper discussed work generated by a collaborative research platform of design professionals and
academc researchers. Filling a crucial gap in the absence of strong regional leadership on flood
management, this collaborative platform aims to:
• Empower landscape architects in the region to take a leadership position on discussions
surrounding flood management;
• Reframe discussions around SLR adaptation from risk to opportunity;
• Generate new knowledge, insights, analytical tools, and expertise on flood adaptation in the
region;
• Influence decision-making on all levels of government with respect to local and regional flood
management.
The various investigations and research trajectories discussed in this paper point to the critical role the
profession of landscape architecture—with its specific research methods and visualization tools—can play
in facilitating and advancing discussions surrounding the future of coastal regions. As suggested by Mike
Hulme (2009): “Climate change is not 'a problem' waiting for 'a solution'. It is an environmental, cultural
and political phenomenon which is reshaping the way we think about ourselves, our societies and
humanity's place on Earth.” This requires a proactive mindset, innovative models of collaboration, and
active political engagement to profoundly change our relationship to coastal dynamics.
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CODING FLUX
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1

ABSTRACT
In 2010 the Southeast Florida Regional Climate Compact was created to set the agenda
for climate-based urban adaptation. Broward County, one of the four compact counties, engaged
60+ graduate students of design from MIT and the University of Toronto to imagine a more
climate-ready and responsive urban future. The purpose of this oral presentation is to showcase
the impacts of 4+ years of studio research work on public policy in the County. Working with a
public agency, the research studios implored planning standards that enable the status quo, and
asked why does land use zoning continue to remain static when we know that landscapes are
dynamic? Urban development in Florida is tied to the management of water, creating a false
binary of “wet” and “dry”, when the reality is an ever-present fluctuating gradient of inundation and
flux. As such, the research began with analytical mapping exercises that compiled historic and
current cartographic information with flooding projections. Followed by intensive exercises in the
form of an “urban codification workshop”, where students were immersed in local planning
policies and land use zoning codes. Additionally, the studios distilled metrics and innovative
strategies from contemporary resiliency and adaptation design competitions. Fieldtrips to meet
with officials and visit study sites took place, as did regular check-ins with County collaborators.
Armed with a strong spatial understanding of context and existing policy frameworks, students
imagined catalytic, responsive, and multi-scalar design moves, from which novel urban codes
were then extracted. Projects ranged from rethinking roads and canals, to treating pollutant runoff
through topographic / vegetated strategies, to imagining new linear suburban developments on
levees, to establishing a relationship between building density, height and topographic elevations.
The ultimate goal was to translate many of these design ideas into a type of landscaperesponsive novel code for the County. Many aspects of the work are being discussed as nearterm adaptation policy strategies, demonstrating the significance of research design solutions on
public policy.
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UPROOTING STOWE: DESIGNING NEW HISTORIES FOR THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH LANDSCAPE
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1

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the work of an advanced graduate level studio that engaged
disciplinary history as a site of research through speculative design. Students explored the
relationships between physical form and social function in canonical works of building and
landscape architecture completed in the eighteenth century at Stowe house, grounds, and park in
Buckinghamshire, England. They used design as a tool to envision alternative proposals which
give form to a set of contemporary ethics.
Stowe was critical in the development of the discipline of landscape architecture, as it
provided the location, labor, and funds for William Kent and Capability Brown to formalize a new
aesthetic, later called the “English landscape garden.” This design direction moved away from an
ordered geometric design and toward a less formal, more picturesque approach. This landscape
tradition also anticipated the rise of ecological design and an ethic of environmental responsibility.
Beginning with this historical narrative, this design studio asked, “what are the physical
forms that other ethical commitments would have taken?” This question is particularly important
in academia today, where social justice and activism are attracting increasing attention. This
paper discusses how design was used as the method to research these historically celebrated
works at Stowe, and critically engage with history through the proposal of alternative designs.
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design studio, research by design, history and theory, ethics, Stowe.
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2

PURPOSE

Landscape today is pre-eminently the domain either of scientific study and land planning, or of
personal and private pleasure. It no longer carries the burden of social or moral significance
attached to it during the time of its most active cultural evolution. (Cosgrove, 1998, p. 2)
A typical curriculum at the graduate level in landscape architecture has required courses in both
design studio and history and theory. While design studio is primarily taught in a one-on-one teaching
environment to explore solutions to a goal-oriented project, history education in landscape architecture is
most often presented in a narrative form by way of lecture or seminar courses. This paper presents the
work of an advanced level studio that merged these two goals and engaged disciplinary history as the site
of design research. Broadly, this allowed for two ways of learning. First, the students were required to
understand at a detailed level the design work discussed in typical history classes. This meant that
precedent projects were not only shown as stock slides but were drafted in measured drawings.
Secondly, the students were required to critically engage with disciplinary history. The past was not
presented as a stable monolith but subject to changing definition dependent on one’s contemporary
perspective and as a result, students actively participated in defining new historical narratives.
It is increasingly recognized that the history of landscape architecture has been disproportionately
focused on a Western gardening tradition, which traces the development of the field from the French
formal garden, to the English landscape garden, and to its culmination in the American park. Most
canonical works in the field are projects owned and paid for by an elite wealthy ruling class, while at the
same time questions of labor, access, and discrimination are underrepresented. A publication like Jill
Francis’ Gardens and gardening in early modern England and Wales, 1560 - 1660 (2018) points to the
important research needed to expand discussions of disciplinary history beyond the “extravagant
showpieces of the nobility,” yet it also highlights the lack of such scholarly work. This design studio was
thus motivated by a desire for useful critique of the history of the discipline. Research by design was the
method employed by this studio to interrogate historic works of landscape and building architecture, where
the focus was not on unearthing entirely new histories, but on challenging and uprooting the accepted
history.
This way of framing the design studio has drawn inspiration from artists such as John Akomfrah.
In a discussion about his use of archival sources, he has said, “we then begin the process of
reconstructing—or, in Derridean terms, it’s deconstructing. That’s pretty much what we do. It’s
reformulating the premise by which certain things exist and letting them function instead in erasure as
what they always were, but also as something new” (Power, 2011, p. 62). This is an assertion that the
canon need not be discarded, but that it must be opened to critique, allowing the voices of the
disenfranchised to speak through historic works. In a similar way, Fred Wilson has also been an
inspiration for this studio. Speaking about his approach to the display of artifacts in museums, he has
said, “I try to bring out the meanings that I see in the objects, often the ones that, for one reason or
another, are hidden in plain sight. This is not to replace the museum’s view of the object’s meaning with
my own, but to let both meanings or multiple meanings be present at the same time” (Graham, 2011, p.
321).
Following this way of thinking, it follows that the approach of this type of studio is twofold. In
simplest terms, the first design exercise is to define multiple social and moral meanings attached to the
physical formation of a historic landscape or building. The second design exercise is to propose
alternative forms that signify alternative social or moral positions. These counter-proposals render a new
disciplinary history more inclusive and relevant to contemporary practice. In the end, the design work of
such a studio seeks to confirm Cosgrove’s opening remarks, that landscape has become more interested
in either a scientific or phenomenological approach to design, and the consequence has been a silencing
of the social and moral implications of the work. It is here argued that this position must be countered, as
social and moral significance is not a burden to be avoided. Rather, it must be understood as a consistent
and critical component of any design work.
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3

BACKGROUND

Alexander Pope’s dictum to “consult the genius of the place in all” are words well known by every
landscape architect (1751, p. 42). This famous line is part of a poem that describes the house and
grounds at Stowe in Buckinghamshire, England. Stowe is a landscape that would become nearly as
famous as Pope’s words and is a central project in the development of the discipline of landscape
architecture. This one phrase represents the most concise written summary of a new design aesthetic
pioneered at Stowe and later called the “English landscape garden,” which sought to move away from an
ordered geometric design to a more picturesque, less formal approach. Pope’s words also anticipated the
rise of ecological design that continues to attract contemporary designers. The “genius of the place” is
today referenced interchangeably with notions of site-specific, context based, and environmentally
sensitive design work.
Pope’s poem was published in 1731 at a time when the garden designer Charles Bridgeman and
the architect John Vanbrugh were just starting to experiment with new design directions at Stowe.
Previously, the site was an exemplar of the Georgian formal garden and shared more in common with the
French style of André Le Nôtre than the naturalistic style that would follow. What Bridgeman started at
Stowe would be continued and significantly advanced by both William Kent, who arrived in 1730 and took
over as head of garden design in 1735, and by Lancelot Brown, who served as head gardener from 1741
until 1751. As Kent and Brown worked on the landscape, they were joined by the architect James Gibbs.
And while Bridgeman may have launched a new design direction, credit today is given to Kent, Brown and
their successor Humphry Repton for defining and popularizing a new landscape aesthetic. This new
organic or informal style sought to design with nature instead of seeking to arrest and control it. Kent
removed any potential misinterpretation of Pope’s poetic dictum when he stated: “nature abhors a straight
line” and this design directive remains as relevant today as when it was first professed. (Price, 1842, p.
165)
Indeed, Ian McHarg’s influential book Design with Nature, published in 1969, advocated for
designers to return to a naturalistic aesthetic legitimized through a continuity with the design work first
developed by Kent, Brown, and Repton. McHarg summarized the attitude of the eighteenth century
landscape gardeners by arguing that their close observation and imitation of nature corresponded to a
respect there for.
There is another great bridge, the 18th-century English landscape tradition. This movement
originated in the poets and writers of the period, from whom developed the conception of a
harmony of man and nature. The landscape image was derived from the painters of the
Campagna – Claude Lorraine, Salvator Rosa and Poussin. It was confirmed in a new aesthetic by
the discovery of the Orient and on these premises transformed England from a poverty-stricken
and raddled land to that beautiful landscape that still is visible today. This is a valid western
tradition, it presumes a unity of man and nature, it was developed empirically by a few landscape
architects, it accomplished a most dramatic transformation, it has endured. Yet the precursory
understanding of natural processes that underlay it was limited. A better source is that uniquely
western preoccupation, science. (1969, p.28)
McHarg argued that this latent respect for nature found in the eighteenth century English landscape
garden was paralleled in the 1960s, where observation of nature was enabled by the science of ecology
and respect for nature was a product of the new environmental movement. Yet in both cases this respect
for the environment did not develop independently of larger landscape and social changes. In retrospect it
has been claimed of the eighteenth century that it is no coincidence that the move to a design style more
sensitive to the forces and flows of nature happened in conjunction with the development of the agrarian
and the industrial revolution in Europe. These large-scale social and landscape transformations saw
private properties expand, farms growing larger, forests being felled, and the population in cities increase
as urban areas expanded to cover more land. Correspondingly, the effects of pollution were starting to be
seen in the air and water. It makes sense that McHarg would share an allegiance with the eighteenth
century landscape designers, as in his time and so too in ours, we are living through accelerating rates of
environmental transformation, with continued privatization of land for access to resources, the growth of
megaregions, the felling of rainforests, and of course, as a consequence of this planetary urbanism, an
overall warming of the globe. As nature continues to be degraded, designers continue to work in a style
that optimistically adopts characteristics of the threatened landscapes. The sinuous paths and curving
panted areas of contemporary practitioners share more in common with those of Kent or Brown than just
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stylistic similarities. As it was in the eighteenth-century, so too does it remain true today that to design
with nature is an aesthetic act rooted in an ethical attitude towards the environment. The naturalistic
aesthetic associates well with a contemporary concern for global warming.
Undoubtedly a concern for the environment remains a major motivation for designers today, but
so too are new ethical imperatives. It is increasingly common to hear designers speak about social
justice, economic inequality, gender discrimination, racism, and the rights of nature for example, none of
which would have concerned Kent or Brown. Indeed, as Raymond Williams has provocatively written, at
times the English landscape gardeners were practicing in ways and supporting a social system which we
would find objectionable, yet unfortunately, at times still common today:
Significantly, also, the history of English landscape in the eighteenth century has been, in the
standard accounts, foreshortened. Reading some of these histories you might almost believe –
you are often enough told – that the eighteenth-century landlord, through the agency of his hired
landscapers, and with poets and painters in support, invented natural beauty. And in a way, why
not? In the same ideology he invented charity, land-improvement and politeness, just as when he
and his kind went to other men’s countries, such countries were ‘discovered’. (1973, p. 120)
And here then we arrive at a central question of this studio: if the organic style, otherwise called
designing with nature, is the best physical expression of an environmental ethic, what designed forms can
other ethical imperatives take? Or even more generally, our question is, how do formal design strategies
express ethical values? What are the relationships between physical form and social or moral function?
It is worth remembering, for example, that throughout the eighteenth century acts of enclosure
were dispossessing many poor of their ability to live off the land and forcing a migration into city centers;
trees were most often seen as a resource to support the empire’s navy; women could not vote;
homosexual acts were punishable by death; and England still participated in the slave trade – not passing
the Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade until 1807. Even a social moderate with today’s mores would
appear as a radical three hundred years ago. So, by imagining oneself back in time and in competition
with Kent or Brown, students are giving a comfortable distance to launch a design and social critique of
famous built works, and more generally of the history of the profession. This studio leverages a forced
moral discontinuity experienced by students to motivate speculative alternative design proposals.
Richard Neustadt and Ernest May’s 1986 book, Thinking in time, argues that the careful study of
history can usefully inform future decisions. In the introduction to their book they state that the “use of
history can stimulate imagination: seeing the past can help one envision alternative futures” (1986, p. XV).
So too, this studio allowed for a critical engagement with disciplinary history in an effort to better
understand contemporary design trends, to explore a greater diversity of formal strategies, and to
advance landscape architectural theory. Furthermore, with an underlying aim to decolonize landscape
architecture and critique the profession’s Eurocentric lens, this studio acknowledged that the design and
organization of space, at any scale that affects the configuration of the social and natural world, is
necessarily political.

4

METHOD

This course asked students to imagine themselves in the eighteenth century England, 1731 to be
exact. Students did not need to pretend to have no knowledge of the present and were even encouraged
to speculate on how their projects designed in the eighteenth century would affect us today, but the studio
was not concerned with time travel. The method of arriving in the past or seeking ways to return to the
present were not considered interesting. Instead students were asked to be solely concerned with
presenting a design proposal to Richard Temple, 1st Viscount Cobham, the owner of Stowe House,
Landscape Gardens, and Park.
These alternative design proposals had to respond to two main charges. First, the design should
address an ethical imperative, uncommon or foreign to the eighteenth century but commonplace or topical
to today’s society. Second, the proposal should be imagined as an alternative to a historically
documented work. In other words, students were designing the antithesis to any work of Charles
Bridgeman, John Vanbrugh, William Kent, James Gibbs, or Lancelot Brown, completed any time in the
eighteenth century at Stowe. Additionally, due to the design work being completed a few hundred years
ago, it was productive to consider both the technology and methods of landscape representation and
construction.
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While this studio placed an emphasis on developing a compelling final design project, the course
also devoted substantial time to research. And so, an additional aim of this course was to demonstrate
how research and design are self-supporting acts. It is believed that strong research will coincide with
strong design propositions. In the case of this studio, the context was foreign to most students, having
less knowledge of the eighteenth-century than of today. Yet it was argued that while not temporally
displaced, it is often the case that designers will be required to work in foreign contexts and with foreign
cultures. Thus again, the format and methodology of this studio was to be more broadly applicable.
This single-term studio was open to all eligible students in the school, from which a group of
fourteen self-elected to enroll. The composition of the class was split between six graduate level
architecture students, seven studying landscape architecture at the graduate level, and one dual-degree
student. The studio was thirteen weeks long, with six reviews, followed by a final review in the fourteenth
week of the term. Students worked in teams of two for most of the term, but some selected to work
individually after the mid-term.

5

FINDINGS

The course proceeded through three quick research by design exercises of two weeks each
before focusing greater attention on one design project that was followed to the end of the term. The
following discussion will describe each exercise in turn, with an introduction to the theory and structure of
the exercise, along with the description of a student work sample to give a sense of the design work
produced during the term.

5.1

Exercise one: “Stops: the house and temples.”

The aim of the first research exercise was to study the architectural elements of Stowe. It was the
position of the studio that each discrete architectural object in the landscape can be investigated in two
ways. On the one hand, the objects are built works and can thus be reduced to a set of structural,
material, and maintenance decisions. In this regard, form and program are of paramount significance and
measured drawings are best used to communicate the quantitative, objective reality of these structures.
This is building and landscape architecture as an objective project and as a subject of scientific study.
Historical texts and images served as the foundation for research and as this exercise proceeded,
students were required to produce original illustrations, which included developing plan, section, and
axonometric drawings of a selected architectural object in the landscape.
On the other hand, a second way to research these architectural objects is through studying their
symbolic function. Building and landscape architecture of the eighteenth century, particularly in England,
was focused on the symbolic meaning of design. Projects were overtly political and ideological and were
intended to have direct and controllable impacts on the social and moral environment. Jonathan Lamb
framed well the question posed to the students in this exercise, writing of Richard Temple, 1st Viscount
Cobham, the owner of Stowe:
The material result of Cobham's indulgence of these heterogeneous notions, traced in memorials
of friendship and icons of duty and pleasure, was a remarkable proliferation of structures:
"Triumphal arches, Chinese houses, temples, obelisks, cascades, fountains, without end ...
cupolas, spires, columns, carvings, statues, vases," "Temples, Pillars, Piramids [sic] and
Statues."' Walpole said, "Half as many buildings would be too many, but such a profusion gives
inexpressible richness." The question is, what kind of richness, and for whom? (Lamb, 1996, p.
62)
And in this respect, the house, gardens and grounds of Stowe are a perfect study, being highly influenced
by the social changes taking place in rural England and by projecting an enormous social impact on the
eighteenth century and beyond. Yet, a representational challenge emerged quickly, as the symbolic
function of building and landscape architecture is more difficult to illustrate than its structure. The primary
purpose of a measured drawing is to communicate constructability, not symbolic effect. This studio
sought to develop a qualitative drawing type, provisionally referred to as an “evidentiary collage” which
could communicate this meta-structure of any project. Research began to answer, and subsequently
illustrate, why projects were built, by whom, and under what conditions. In addition, students were asked
to consider, for example, how the project communicates its meaning, at what scales it operates, how it
was perceived, and then subsequently understood.
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Divine Ndemeye, a third-year landscape architecture student, conducted research by design and
investigated the Temple of British Worthies. Designed by William Kent in 1734, this temple housed
sixteen busts of those who Richard Temple considered the most worthy British citizens. Included are
monarchs, military figures, poets, natural scientists, and others, all of whom were men of European
decent, with the exception of Queen Elizabeth I. Carved of stone and protected in niches which form an
exedra, these busts remain in place today. Ndemeye sought not to propose an entirely new structure but
to challenge the permanence of these monuments. Proposing that the busts be carved out of sugar,
Ndemeye envisioned a temporary monument that forced a recognition of the role of the Atlantic triangular
slave trade in the accumulation of wealth by elite Europeans. As the busts weathered, the carved faces
would deteriorate, and sweet water would mark the face of the temple. The planting strategy proposed
flowers of African origin be used to intercept the run-off before it entered the lake of the Elysian Fields
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Addressing the worthiness of those in the Temple of British Worthies (2018). Image by
Divine Ndemeye.
Working in this way, students gained a comprehensive understanding of existing built structures
and their relationship to their surrounding landscape. They then responded with speculative design
alternatives that illuminated previously unconsidered points of view.

5.2

Exercise two: “Walks: the garden and grounds.”

While the first exercise was focused on discrete architectural objects, the second expanded the
scale of investigation and turned attention to Stowe landscape gardens. As the research moved up in
scale, from discrete temples to components of the landscape, a significant change was noted by the
studio in how the symbolic function of projects were understood.
It was argued in the first exercise that the physical formation of the architecture and its social
significance were inseparable. Symbolic meaning was given form and communicated to a target audience
through a controlled visual interaction. Most often it was statements about the status of the elite that were
reaffirmed through a viewer’s passive consumption of an image of an object. This method of
communication through landscape formation was popular during the seventeenth century, especially in
France for example, as Chandra Mukerji has explained, “the political culture of land control that was
transforming the French landscape into a marker of the state's power was showcased around the royal
residences, particularly Versailles, in the formal gardens that mobilized the same technologies of material
power used throughout the state but that employed them to create dramatic visual effects from natural
force” (1994, p. 652).
The English landscape garden of the eighteenth century is however different. Certainly, at times
the physical form has direct symbolic and moral significance, yet in other instances it is the performance
of the landscape itself that is most imbued with meaning. The English landscape garden indexes not only
a material domination of nature, but also displays an extended control over those who work the land. For
example, the fields for which Kent, Brown, and Repton would become famous required a significant labor
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force to work the land. Participants act out the landscape in well-defined roles over and over again. Of
course, the ability to correctly perform requires a specific physical formation of the landscape, but in this
case, the landscape is acting as intermediary between physical form and moral significance via the
performance of actors. Students kept this distinction in mind as the research progressed.
Alena Pavan & Michelle Gagon-Creeley, graduate students in architecture and landscape
architecture respectively researched the Grecian Valley. The valley was built on previously farmed land in
an area captured by the expanding Stowe garden perimeter. Lancelot Brown designed a large sinuous
excavation intended to fill with water and flood an artificial river valley. Unfortunately, the project was a
failure. The site did not provide or hold enough water to produce the lake.

Figure 2. Precision and labor in the Grecian Valley (2018). Image by Alena Pavan & Michelle
Gagnon-Creeley.
Yet, it is exactly this failure that Pavan & Gagnon-Creeley used to provoke some intriguing
discussions. First, it must be recognized that Brown did not build the valley himself. He employed many
laborers working long hours to manually move vast volumes of soil. In this project their effort was a failure
relative to the designed intent. Yet, in addition to understanding the project as a failure, from their
perspective in the present Pavan & Gagnon-Creeley noted that the Grecian Valley is a much-loved
landscape of the Stowe garden. The consequent dry river bed has been celebrated by landscape
architects and the general public alike. As a response for this design research exercise the students used
techniques of photo manipulation to render what the lake would have looked like had the project
succeeded (see Figure 2). This effort questioned the degrees of tolerance and precision in landscape
design. When viewing this work, one asks how it is possible that a failed lake could be equally celebrated
as a vegetated valley. More generally it asks how we define failure in landscape architecture. We
wonder, for example, if Brown had planned for the excavation of half the quantity of soil, would the project
still have remained a success? Certainly, fewer hours of labor would have been committed to transporting
soil across the Stowe garden.

5.3

Exercise three: “Drives: the park and woods.”

The third exercise again scaled up the scope of research. While exercise one focused on discrete
architectural objects, and exercise two studied the grounds surrounding Stowe house, exercise three
required the design research to move beyond the perimeter ha-ha to investigate the expanded landscape.
Students explored how landscape organized infrastructure and urbanism in the eighteenth century. Yet,
while the scale of landscape investigation increased, this exercise also focused on the technologies of
landscape control. It was argued that the formal arrangement of larger landscapes have properties in plan
and section that cannot be reduced to a useful typical. The arrangement of these landscapes are always
site-specific and unique in every instance. However, while the overall formal geometry is less subject to a
designer’s desires, the technology and material properties used in these landscapes have a significant
and legible impact on the ground. For example, planting equipment influences tree planting layouts,
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farming technology affects plant spacing in fields, mining equipment determines a site’s surface impacts,
and land drainage tools affect a swamp’s hydraulic regime.
To test this proposition, this research exercise began by drawing details of the newly invented
technologies of landscape manipulation that influenced the spatial expression of a set of selected
landscape types of the eighteenth century. In addition to the detailed drawings, a second drawing type
was requried to render this technology in use, illustrating its influence on the landscape in an exaggerated
way by juxtaposing a certain area under technological control against an area without its influence. Lands
brought under the influence of these newly aquired technological innovations were said to be improved.
Ann Bermingham describes this environment well:
At the same time the improvement of the real landscape, increasing its agricultural yield, raised its
commercial and monetary worth. Estates were valued not just because they conferred and
embodied the prestige of lineage but also because they promised financial gains unknown to the
grandfathers and great-grandfathers of the enclosing landowners. As a result of its new economic
value, land at the end of the eighteenth century acquired new social and political value as well.
(1986, p. 1)

Figure 3. Hedgerow urbanism, occupying the border (2018). Image by Jiahui Huang.
In response, Jiahui Huang, a third-year landscape architecture student decided to study the
related issues of land enclosure and agricultural improvement. She began by focusing on the
development of field technologies, such as the ever more efficient plow. Detailed drawings were used to
show how the technology had consequence on the overall aesthetic of the fields, including plant spacing,
furrow depth, and overall orderliness. As a design response, Huang wished to address the displacement
of local residents resulting from acts of enclosure. Thus, Huang also studied in detail quick and dead
hedges used during the eighteenth century to delineate field boundaries. By thickening this line, Huang
developed a design proposal for a border condition beyond view (see Figure 3). This hidden linear
occupiable space would serve as a free territory for the laborer or any others wishing to avoid the gaze of
the landed gentry.

5.4

Exercise four: “Retrospective radicalism.”

Speaking to designers at the Harvard Graduate School of Design in 2017, DeRay Mckesson
reminded them of their critical role in imagining alternative futures, showing society how those futures
could be built, and then lived. While Mckesson, a social activist and leader of the Black Lives Matter
movement, continues to fight for justice, designers are needed to help show what a more equitable society
could look like. If the role of the activist is to lead a movement, then it is left to the designer to envision and
help build the destination. Mckesson put it in these terms:
If you can’t imagine it, then you can’t fight for it. It is a question of what does it look like? What
does it feel like? What does it sound like? These are the things that I want to believe that our
artists and designers actually do for us. That we think about art as both a window and a mirror. A
window helping us see what could be, and a mirror helping us see who we are. (2017)
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Undoubtedly, we live in a time of rapid social change. While Mckesson is an outspoken supporter of the
Black Lives Matter movement, his words above could apply to many other organizations, from #MeToo to
the LGBTQ social movement, the Occupy Movement, 350.org, the Water Protectors, or Idle No More, to
name only a few. As a powerful sign of hope for future generations, many designers who enter academia
are motivated by a desire to lead social change. While multiple course offerings currently discuss social
justice, it is uncommon to explore the direct links between design and social activism, and specifically the
relationships between physical form and social function, which can be hard to theorize and even more
difficult to project the future impacts thereof.
If is often thought that environmental subtleties become more visible at extremes, with small
changes having exaggerated effects. Many studios use these environments such that the impact of design
will be most evident. This studio followed the same strategy yet explored social extremes. The moral and
social landscape of the eighteenth century was entirely different from today. In that century, even the least
radical student would find many of their opinions rejected by popular society. Back then, anyone designing
with today’s mores would be considered an activist. It is the goal then that by setting this studio into the
past, not only will students observe the powerful links between physical formation and social function, but
that contemporary design will be seen with new eyes. In this studio, students final design projects
advocated that the social and moral significance of design is not a burden, but an absolute necessity that
we must re-enliven in a time of immense social change.

Figure 4. Mucking about, multispecies cohabitation (2018). Image by Lisa Kusaka & Valia Puente
Flores.
Lisa Kusaka and Valia Puente Flores, two architecture students developed a project that designed
a series of spaces for the cohabitation of multiple species. Their three designs included a stable redesigned to accommodate an aviary and a fox burrow; a landscape bridge re-designed to provide
waterfowl habitat, safety for hunted deer, and drinking water for livestock; and finally, a dovecote layered
with housing for sheep and with a fish well at the bottom (see Figure 4). The spaces they designed
supported mutualistic opportunities for collaboration between species, where, for example, the heat
generated by the sheep warmed the dovecote, and surplus bird seed would feed the housed carp. They
argued that environmental activism was non-existent in the eighteenth century, and the treatment of
nature and non-human subjects was deplorable. Their set of hybrid spaces destabilized the familiar
human to animal relationships and instead flattened hierarchies while still serving as usable architectural
proposals. Through this work they argued convincingly that the spatial configurations of building and
landscape architecture affect our ethical attitudes towards nature.
As a final example, Vincent Perron pursuing a degree in architecture, responded to the studio
brief by proposing a retrofuturistic technology entitled the “happy helmet” (see Figure 5). In this
provocative project, Perron traced the development of representation in the field of landscape architecture
and noted that the ability to simulate nature through digital means has developed concurrently with the
devastation of nature by human technology. Contextualizing this contemporary conclusion in the
eighteenth century, Perron speculated on what would have happened if fully immersive sensory
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experiences were accessible to the average citizen. Instead of facing the challenges of the agrarian and
industrial revolution, for example moving to an urban center and being displaced from the land, the
proletariat could opt out of this failed future and instead willingly commit themselves to experiencing a
permanent illusion. Landscape painters, landscape gardeners, and landscape architects would be hired
to mass produce immersive representations of an idealized nature for consumption. The projected
consequence of the proposal is a generation dislocated from the land, oblivious to the radical
transformations of their environment, and committed to consuming images of nature rather than
experiencing it.

Figure 5. The happy helmet (2018). Image by Vincent Perron.
These five exemplary projects demonstrate the success of research by design, where it is the act
of designing that provokes theoretical questions and moves forward a research agenda. In the case of
this studio, the goal was to achieve both a wider understanding and a critical re-examining of the history of
landscape architecture.

6

IMPORTANCE

This paper opened with a quotation from Denis Cosgrove writing in 1998 that landscape today
falls within the domain of either the scientific study or personal pleasure. These words are mirrored by
Karen M’Closkey writing in 2014:
We are left with an enormous gulf between the “planner and the poet,” between analysis and
design, because the methods used to translate information into physical formations remain largely
unexamined… It remains necessary to develop design responses that give physical and aesthetic
expression to information in the digital realm beyond the pictorialization of processes or its
quantification into graphs, maps, and charts. (p. 125)
When we read M’Closkey’s words we are left with a challenge – how can research inform design?
Or more specifically, how does the collection of information and the use of data inform a contemporary
aesthetic? Yet to ask these questions assumes that the primary determinant of aesthetics is information
and, furthermore, that design is about finding the greatest fidelity between the two. In this studio we were
attempting to step around this question and ask perhaps a more critical question – that of ends, not
means. In M’Closkey’s characterization, the usefulness of information is for greater performance, but we
should also ask what the objective of this performance is. Interestingly, this quotation also points to the
fact the dominant aesthetic in the field of landscape architecture has changed little over the years, while at
the same time, technologies of analysis and representation have advanced dramatically. This observation
that the aesthetics of the work have changed less than the technologies with which we work, is perhaps a
more important provocation. It leads us to question, if information has not had a direct and noticeable
impact on the field then what other factors, which have presumably remained stable, could be affecting
dominant landscape aesthetics?
For both M’Closkey and Cosgrove, we see the same characterization of the design field with an
apparent rift between the scientific planner and the pleasure driven poet. Yet, if social and moral
significance is a strong determinate of aesthetics, then searching for a link between objective science and
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subjective pleasures will necessarily be an incomplete project. The central proposition of this studio
remains that physical formation is inextricably linked to social signification and that the ethical motivations
of a work should have legible consequence on the aesthetic expression. Focusing on a false binary
between the objective, amoral scientist and the biased, individualistic poet is not productive. Our current
environment calls for the education of the ethical individual, concerned with their individual actions and
cognizant of their responsibility to the larger collective.

7
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, China's major cities have experienced depletion of construction land caused by
high urbanization. So, how to deal with multiple spatial demands with limited space has become a
key issue for the urban regeneration in China. With the change of lifestyle, multifunctional public
space has become an essential place for urban residents' daily life. The boundary of the Chinese
traditional urban park is often treated as the linear element, rather than three-dimensional space
in today’s construction. This paper takes 3 traditional parks built in the era of China’s socialist
planned economy in the Beijing North Central axis District as main research objects, discusses
the main issues of urban park and the renewal methods of park’s boundary from the three scales
of city scale, community scale and landscape infrastructure scale respectively. Traditional urban
parks are specific products of urban construction in China during certain periods. This research by
design will provide a new vision for current urban regeneration in China.

1.1
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2

INTRODUCTION

Since China's reform and opening up, especially since the mid-to-late 1990s, the rapid
development of China's economy is mainly accomplished by urban sprawl and urbanization, which causes
countless urban problems (Zhang, 2013; Wen & Zhao, 2018). Today, China's second- and third-tier cities
still adopt traditional urban development model, namely expansion of urban construction land as the main
means of urban development. However, China's major cities have experienced depletion of construction
land caused by high urbanization (Zou, 2015; Zhao, 2014; Tang & Wang, 2013). How to deal with multiple
spatial demands with limited space has become a key issue for the urban construction in China. In order
to achieve sustainable urban development, the traditional spatial layout, land use methods and planning
concepts of the city must be changed accordingly. People began to consider to transform land use
policies from physical expansion to built-up area improvement to achieve urban regeneration (Zou, 2013;
Yao, 2009).
Beijing is a typical representative of China's highly urbanized cities. With the increasing demand
for good quality of life, the conflict between the shortage of construction land and the increasing demand
of urban public space is becoming more and more serious. However, the public vitality of traditional urban
park is gradually decline. Most of the users are the aged and children live in surrounding neighborhood.
The reason is that these parks have built for a long time. Although the park’s function has changed
according to the social needs, the traditional usage mode and spatial structure no longer adapt to today's
urban development.
In the early stage of the founding of the People's Republic of China, the construction of urban
parks took Soviet Union’s for reference and focused on different functions in different districts of the park.
In the 1960s, it began to put a particular emphasis on the agroforestry function of plants. After China’s
reform and opening up, a large number of parks were expanded, rebuilt and newly built in this period,
because the government attaches importance to the construction of urban green space and the concern
for the public entertainment. The main function of parks transformed into commercial entertainment. In the
1990s, the construction of parks is not only focused on the interior of the park, but also integrated with
urban construction. Daily activity in the park has become an indispensable part of city life (Luan, 2004).
The form of annual and monthly tickets for the park appeared, and some parks are even free to open.
These indeed weakened the boundaries between the park and the city to some extent. However, most of
parks still have closed walls and traditional inward-oriented structure up to now, which prevents urban
parks from becoming part of the system that enables cities to operate. In today’s construction, the park’s
boundary is often treated as the linear element, rather than three-dimensional space (Wang, 2016; Zhai &
Ng, 2009). That also means park’s boundary have the potential to be public spaces in urban regeneration.
The existing research on urban park’s boundary mainly focuses on the summary of the theory and
the investigation of existing situation, which are not implemented in landscape architecture design. The
paper adopts a combination of theory, investigation and design practice. Firstly, definitions and functions
of the boundary at different scales are analyzed through theoretical research. On this basis, 3 traditional
urban parks located in Beijing North Central Axis District, are selected as main research objects. Further,
main problems of 3 parks are sorted out through the investigation. Finally, the renewal strategy of park’s
boundary can be concluded from 3 scales through the design of these three parks’ boundary, including
city scale, community scale and landscape infrastructure scale. The above will provide new approach for
urban regeneration in China.

3

RESEARCH ON URBAN PARK’S BOUNDARY SPACE

3.1

Definition of boundary space at different scales

From city scale, Kevin Lynch defines the “edge” as a linear component in the city that is not
regarded as a path (Lynch, Fang & He, 2002). It is a spatial definition of the boundary between two
different things, emphasizing its single linear property that divides different functional spaces. Kisho
Kurokawa, a leading Japanese architect, defines "boundary space" as a gray space with uncertainty and
overlap (Cao & Zhu, 2015). The second statement illustrates the three-dimensional properties of boundary
space with mixed functions from human scale. This is precisely what has not been effectively considered
in traditional park’s construction and also the focal point of this paper.
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3.2

Renewal potential of urban park’s boundary

China’s urban regeneration focuses on the tapping of built-up area, including the old city renewal,
environmental comprehensive improvement, traffic improvement, historical block and landscape
protection, industrial upgrading and transformation, land integration and demolition, etc. (Zou, 2015). The
Renewal of the completed urban park’s boundary belongs to the category of urban regeneration, which is
overlooked but worthy of attention.
Urban park’s boundary spaces are mostly occupied by walls, fences, gates, sidewalks, etc. Some
even formed urban gray spaces by mutual intervention and illegal occupation, which is undoubtedly a
waste of land. In general, boundary space refers to a transitional zone with certain width where multiple
functions can be served. It is also a place where users with different needs are used to staying,
communicating and spontaneously hosting diverse activities. There should be more possibilities. Thus,
urban park’s boundary space has multiple mixed functions of attraction and activation, not just division.
Meanwhile, building walls and fences is not the only way to divide spaces with different functions in
landscape architecture (Cao & Zhu, 2015).

3.3

Research objects selection

This paper focuses on urban park’s boundary space in Beijing, and selects 3 traditional urban
parks, namely Liuyin Park, Qingnian Lake Park and Ditan Park, which are located in Beijing North Central
Axis District as main research objects, because they are the result of concentrated construction in the era
of China’s socialist planned economy (Figure 1a). It’s hoped that constructing more public spaces in highdensity urban environment through tapping the potential spaces and transforming the land use in the
park’s boundary, thereby realizing the regeneration and future development of the city.

4

MAIN PROBLEMS OF URBAN PARKS

4.1

Lack of connectivity between parks

Liuyin Park and Qingnian Lake Park, together with other urban parks built in the same period near
the North Central Axis, such as Rending Lake Park, are all the result of concentrated construction in the
era of socialist planned economy. The construction of these parks only focused on the quantity and scale
of the green space, so each park is built as an independent individual. From a spatial perspective,
although there are plenty of parks in the North Central Axis District, they lack connectivity with each other
and do not form the urban green network.

4.2

Traditional park boundaries are enclosing

The lakes in Liuyin Park and Qingnian Lake Park were both excavated in 1958. It was not until
2013 that these 2 parks were free to the public. The surroundings are mostly residential areas built during
the socialist planned economy period of the 1960s, which are enclosing and fortify themselves from the
city by fence (Figure 1b). These 2 parks are divided from the city by walls, thus forming an inward-oriented
park structure. Liuyin Park covers an area of about 17.5 hectares. Its west wall is adjacent to the road,
and the south wall is close to squatter area. The park includes three entrances to the north, west and east.
The north entrance, narrow and long, is occupied by surrounding residential areas and temporary
buildings. With 17 hectares, Qingnian Lake Park contains five entrances. Three of them are on the north
side, leading to the main road. The other two are deep into the residential area, which are difficult for
visitors to find.
Ditan Park was built in Ming Dynasty and opened to the public as an urban park since 1984. In
2006, the State Council of China announced that Ditan is a national cultural heritage (Liu, 2009). Its
central protection area is strictly limited by walls (Chi, 2007) (Figure 1c).

4.3

Lack of functional and visual value at the boundary

The current park’s boundaries usually are gray spaces, consisting of walls, fences, etc., which
cannot be effectively utilized. The green space around Ditan Park is only green buffer with less urban
vitality. As for Liuyin Park, there is even no green space in the boundary to support people’s necessary
activities. Meanwhile, the problem of illegal occupation is obvious. The entrance of Liuyin Park and
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Qingnian Lake Park is disordered because of illegal occupation by vegetable stalls and parking (Figure
1d, Figure 1e, Figure 1f, Figure 1g).

4.4

Lack exhibition of the distinctive culture

The traditional park limits all the landscape and recreational activities inside the park resulting
from the inward-oriented spatial structure. Take Liuyin Park as an example. In Chinese, “Liuyin” means
the shade of the willow. The park is characterized by more than 30 species of willow. Through the
investigation, regular activities are carried out such as the Willow Culture Festival and ecological
education. However, all theses activities lack interaction with the city, so the park’s distinctive culture is
rarely known.

4.5

The confusion of the boundary traffic

Some of the park’s boundary is adjacent to the road. Mixed traffic lanes are common, where
cyclists have to share the roads with general traffic. But the lane is so narrow that cyclists must ‘take the
lane’ and ride behind or in front of motor vehicles. The sidewalks are mostly occupied by vehicle parking.
All of these phenomenon result in waste of space, poor traffic safety and low accessibility of the park.

Figure 1. Existing situation analysis (2017). (Photos and Diagrams by the authors)

5

THE RENEWAl STRATEGY OF PARK’S BOUNDARY

5.1

The city scale

The first point is to fully tap the potential of the park's boundary space and promote the transition
of the urban land use (Figure 2a). Use every potential space, such as green buffer, unused vacant land
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and illegally occupied space, to transform the gray infrastructure to the green infrastructure. For example,
the gray infrastructure such as park walls and fences will be demolished, so the space inside and outside
the original park boundary will be rebuilt to a whole green space. The illegally occupied space, such as
squatter area and temporary buildings, and potential green land will be integrated and converted into a
mixed-used public space that will attract people into the park and become the popular attractions for the
city.
Secondly, integrate parks into the urban greenway and construct a continuous slow traffic system
(Figure 2b). Beijing North Central Axis with surrounding neighborhoods is a significant district for urban
development, which connects the old town to the Olympic venues, namely the old and new Beijing. The
Greenway of Second Ring Road has been completed on the basis of Beijing ancient city wall. Liuyin Park,
Qingnian Lake Park and Ditan Park are key green points between the Olympic Forest Park and the
Greenway of Second Ring Road. Creating the green corridor between the new and old Beijing through
integrating the potential park’s boundary will form a continuous slow traffic system with public spaces that
overlaps the existing urban fabric, thereby realizing the extension of Beijing North Central Green Axis.

Figure 2. Renewal strategies from city and community scales (2017). (Diagrams by the authors)

5.2

The community scale

Firstly, reposition the boundary space according to different surrounding urban areas (Figure 2c,
Figure 2d).
The park’s boundary adjacent to municipal road and without terrain difference may be opened to
the city. It will become the open interface of the park and the public space of the city. Take the boundary
of Liuyin Park as an example. Remove the west wall adjacent to municipal road and create the bicycle
lane into the boundary green space to ensure the diversion of motor vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.
While alleviating the traffic pressure on municipal roads, it provides a good scene for people and attracts
them into the park. Regarding to the northeast corner of Liuyin Park, it’s proper to be a main entrance of
the park because of the convenient traffic and commercial atmosphere. So integrate the temporary
commercial buildings into a commercial complex. And adjust the existing north entrance to the secondary
entrance. As for the south boundary of the park, demolish temporary buildings and convert the site into a
community square. Meanwhile, design the community square, the roadside green space and the entrance
square of Qingnian Lake Park as a whole, in order to make it an attractive zone between Liuyin Park and
Qingnian Lake Park in high-density city. Another example is the south boundary of Qingnian Lake Park.
The south wall is close to existing buildings, so the municipal roads from both sides of the east and west
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are suddenly stopped. The design considers creating a continuous public space to connect the roads on
both sides so that can ensure smooth urban traffic.
The park’s boundary adjacent to the residential area and historically protected spaces, which
need to ensure privacy and security, may retain the walls and fences. For example, the historical interest
of Ditan Park is protected by enclosing walls. It is partially opened only when special urban events are
carried out. The boundary space around the wall may be designed as public space. The boundaries
adjacent to the residential area need to be preserved by the surrounding walls, combined with topography
to reduce the noise impact.
Secondly, draw the memory and culture of the site inside various community events. Consider
planning a series of public events, such as Willow Cultural Festival and Eco-Cultural Festival in Liuyin
Park. Combine the culture with exhibition and creative stalls on the west boundary of Liuyin Park.
Meanwhile, the community square on the south boundary will include the community center and relative
infrastructure. The community center building is designed in combination with the exterior square aim to
active the park’s boundary and provide opportunity for community activities such as street market, outdoor
exhibition, roof garden dinning and outdoor reading. Another example is the green space on the south
boundary of Ditan Park. It is repositioned as the Creative Exhibition Area and Cultural Experience Area.
While constructing the green corridor, it undertakes the functions of cultural education and vitality
improvement (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Master plan (2017). (Diagrams by the authors)

5.3

The landscape infrastructure scale

From the spatial perspective, create multifunctional boundary space. Combine landscape
infrastructure with transport infrastructure. For example, the community square on the south boundary of
Liuyin Park (Figure 4). Sort out lanes for motor vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians clearly to ensure that
they do not interfere with each other, which effectively uses the limited boundary space. Some cycle lanes
are separated from the municipal road into the park's boundary space to improve the mixed traffic.
Roadside exhibition halls, selling stalls and outdoor dining spaces attracts people into the park. The
ground-underground double-decker parking system, entailed cycle ground parking, motor vehicle
underground parking, the legalized lay-by and bicycle station, are created with the landscape
infrastructure such as green space, flower boxes, seats and extra street furnitures.
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Figure 4. Traffic Plan of the community square in the south boundary of Liuyin Park (2017).
(Diagrams by the authors)
From the time perspective, create resilient boundary space for daily use and public events with
slow-traffic connection, so as to boost the city’s vitality. This concept relies on the particularity and shortterm characteristics of the public events. Therefore how to balance the site functions in different times is of
importance in the design. The multifunctional community square is equipped with a market-management
building which includes relevant service facilities for regular markets (Figure 5a). Except for market days,
the square is served as a public space with dry fountain (Figure 5b). The Cultural Experience Area outside
the Ditan is a series of leisure squares as resilient spaces for public events, which can be used as the
amphitheatre, concert space and temporary parking at the Ditan Cultural Festival or Ditan Temple Fair. At
ordinary times, it will be used as a place for residents to perform square dances, outdoor classes and
open-air chess. The Creative Exhibition Area includes creative stalls, which are used for cultural product
display and vegetable sales in daily life (Figure 5c), and are replaced by exhibition halls of relative themes
during large-scale events (Figure 5d).

Figure 5. Perspectives of resilient boundary spaces (2017). (Diagrams by the authors)
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6

Discussion

How to create enjoyable public spaces in a high-density urban environment has become a hot
topic in Chinese urban regeneration in the new era. Activating the boundary space of established urban
parks provides a new approach for this. As the coherence, openness and accessibility of urban parks
constantly improve, the connection between the park and surrounding urban environment will be closer.
The active renewal of urban parks’ boundary will provide more possibilities for modern public life, thus
achieving multiple successes of community service, sightseeing, ecological restoration, cultural education,
industrial transformation and economic benefits.
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ABSTRACT
Research-based design has been foundational for landscape architecture. Ian McHarg’s Design
with Nature provides a cartographic method for examining sites by superimposing individual
layers of information, objectively determining their best use. For waste landscapes, this has
generated similar redevelopment strategies for drastically differing waste landscape conditions.
This site typology, however, requires more nuanced approaches. Waste landscapes and materials
must be embraced as high value opportunities for extending lifecycles and shaping culturally
significant waste places, rather than dead-ending in single-stream, linear approaches. As a
design-research framework, landscape lifecycles aims to tackle waste landscapes with integrative
approaches, strategies, and techniques that reactivate waste as a legible and dynamic contributor
to local and regional contexts; a method for integrating multiple diverse programs rooted in
economic, environmental, and social performance to form hybrid assemblages in the
transformation of perceived physical and spatial waste. This design-research method developed
from a speculative project that explored the performative qualities of waste, and has since been
tested and applied in multiple studios and research seminars. Outcomes from these courses
illuminate the wide-ranging opportunities of engaging with waste as a hybrid, envirotechnical
condition. This paper highlights design-research and representational methods that embrace
speculation as a means of engaging with waste conditions at multiple scales—from the material to
the region. These methods range from speculative mapping to scenario testing to time-based,
projective design that explore and test an argumentative hypothesis and the multi-scalar design
implications of research on the imaginative potentials of waste transformation.

1.1

Keywords
waste landscapes, design research, design speculation, waste reuse, mapping
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INTRODUCTION

Mapping is an essential methodology of design research in landscape architecture: the creative
process of selecting and overlapping layers of geospatial information reveals opportunities for speculative
design approaches at both territorial, systems-based and localized site scales. As a cultural act that draws
geographical relationships between biophysical and anthropogenic systems, mapping has served as a
critical form of research-based site documentation to drive site-based design decisions. This cartographic
methodology emerged from Ian McHarg’s Design with Nature (1969), which examines sites by
superimposing individual layers of information, objectively determining their best use—a design formula
that drives decision-making in landscape architecture. However, as James Corner (2017) warns, digital
methods such as analytical layering have become a universally applied, siteless, formulaic approach that
does not respond or adjust to its local context, resulting in similar spatial outcomes and designs
throughout the world (p. 117). As a universally applied method, this cartographic approach is used for
countless landscape typologies, including waste landscapes such as brownfields, landfills, vacant lots,
and former mines.
th
th
Many of today’s contaminated landscapes derive from 19 and 20 century materials extraction,
processing, and disposal practices by which certain landscapes are sacrificed for the construction of
others. For waste landscapes and brownfield reclamation projects, generic mapping methods and site
design approaches have generated similar redevelopment strategies—green sites that make waste
conditions invisible—for drastically differing waste landscape conditions. This site typology, however,
requires more nuanced approaches that move beyond conventional techniques applied to all site types.
These landscapes carry the potential to push the discipline beyond generic project outcomes and unlock
the potential to generate symbiotic programs that typically do not share the same space such as with the
Blue Lagoon and Resource Park in Iceland (De Almeida, 2018a) or the Leslie Street Spit in Toronto (De
Almeida, 2019; Belanger, 2009). Designers must take advantage of the multifaceted opportunities these
diverse landscape typologies offer by creating unique places to engage with the potentially productive
aspects of waste materials and landscapes.
Waste landscapes and materials must, therefore, be embraced as high value opportunities for
extending lifecycles and shaping culturally significant waste places, rather than dead-ending in singlestream, linear approaches in order to counterbalance current ubiquitous practices. As a design research
framework, landscape lifecycles aims to tackle waste landscapes with integrative approaches, strategies,
and techniques that reactivate waste as a legible and dynamic contributor to local and regional contexts; a
method for integrating multiple diverse programs rooted in economic, environmental, and social
performance to form hybrid assemblages in the transformation of perceived physical and spatial waste
conditions. Mapping is a powerful representational tool that brings visibility to the invisible processes that
underlie waste management systems of built environments, unlocking potential moments for speculative
reuse and the emergence of newly productive, hybrid waste landscapes.
Cartography has become an essential component of design research in landscape architecture.
As Swaffield and Deming (2011) describe, design research, or design-as-research, is generally
understood as “design as a potential research strategy” (Swaffield and Deming, p. 40). They continue by
describing the ways in which the organization and justification of design activities increasingly incorporate
research concepts, “’defined by propositional components: strategy, tactic, hypothesis, the literature,
measuring instruments, data, and so forth’…Design-like activity is making inroads into research,
particularly in the emerging methods of new social sciences, and into the borderlands of applied
investigations such as design-led scenarios…’design projection’ is recognized as a legitimate research
strategy” (p. 40).
This paper highlights design research and representational methods that embrace speculation as
a means of engaging with waste conditions at multiple scales—from the material to the region—
emphasizing the power of mapping in relationship to its generative qualities for design research. This
method developed from a speculative project that explored the performative qualities of geothermal
wastewater, and has since been tested and applied in multiple studios and research seminars. Outcomes
from these courses illuminate the wide-ranging opportunities for engaging with waste as a hybrid,
envirotechnical condition. These methods range from speculative mapping to scenario testing to timebased, projective design that explore and test an argumentative hypothesis and the multi-scalar design
implications of research on the imaginative potentials of waste transformation.
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MAPPING AS A DESIGN RESEARCH METHOD

The proliferation of geospatial data and aerial photography, coupled with the increase of
ecological awareness and remote sensing, has led to an explosion of mapping over the last few decades
across multiple disciplines. Such developments have provided a wide range of tools for landscape
architecture and allied design, planning, and policy disciplines around the globe. The internet has
expanded public access to massive amounts of data and geographic information. This, in turn, is shifting
cartography beyond terrain tracing to a highly influential and informative tool in open-ended design
processes, and is providing the means to quickly visualize and comprehensively understand complex
urban and environmental information. Speculative mapping is a form of spatial, social, and ecological
research that empowers designers to pursue social action. Revealing geographic networks, cataloging
ecological processes, visualizing invisible and buried systems, and tracing temporal flows are only a few
outcomes from this emerging contemporary practice. Design research in landscape architecture explores
these geographic tools for reaching deeper and more engaging approaches of using geospatial
information as an index and instrument in site design.

3.1

McHarg’s rational planning approach

Mapping has been used as a landscape planning tool for decades. Ian McHarg, a landscape
architect and ecological planner, is known for developing a revolutionary cartographic method in the late
1960s and early 1970s grounded in understanding ecological systems through large-scale mapping that
extends beyond site boundaries. He led a movement in landscape architecture promoting ecology as an
objective natural science that supports and informs a rational urban planning process (North and
Waldheim, 2013, p. 392), a method that “has the power to reveal nature as process, containing intrinsic
form” (McHarg 1967, p. 105), and is still prevalent in the discipline today.
McHarg believed that landscape architects command ecology, and are “the only bridge between
the natural sciences and the planning and design professions” (p. 105). Ecology expands the profession
beyond ornamental horticulture design, giving it a unique attribute that offers professional relevance and
productive social utility (p. 105). Although ecology is generally defined as the interaction between
organisms and their environment, McHarg extends this definition as “the study of physical and biological
processes as dynamic and interacting, responsive to laws, having limiting factors, and exhibiting certain
opportunities and constraints, employed in planning and design for human use” (p. 105). He offers his
definition as a tool for presenting a method “which has been tested empirically at many scales from a
continent, a major region, a river basin, physiographic regions, sub-regional areas, and a metropolitan
region town to a single city” (105).
McHarg’s highly regarded book Design with Nature (1969) was seminal in introducing ecological
ideals to the discipline (North and Waldheim, 2013, p. 393). It demonstrates the overlay method, which
has deeply influenced contemporary landscape architecture practice. This method examines a site
through superimposing individual layers of information (North and Waldheim 2013, p. 394), which might
include natural resources such as hydrology, ecology, and soils, paired with infrastructures such as roads
and utilities. The resulting maps reveal a site’s suitability, determining the most appropriate locations for
new development and land uses. McHarg describes the end product as “a map of present and prospective
land uses, in communities of compatibilities, with dominants, co-dominants and subordinates derived from
an understanding of nature as process responsive to laws, having limiting factors, constituting a value
system and exhibiting opportunities and constraints to human use” (1967, p. 106). In this rational planning
approach, ecological requirements take precedence—a project’s ecological function is the primary driver
of design decisions, and offers a large-scale planning-based perspective of the landscape (North and
Waldheim 2013, p. 393).

3.2

Speculative mapping as design research

Rooted in McHarg’s methods, landscape cartography has more recently become a design
research tool in landscape architecture. As a speculative device, mapping asks questions and seeks
correlations that may not be immediately understood or seen. Rather than tracing existing physical
attributes of a given terrain (roads, buildings, rivers, topography) “which propagate redundancies,” James
Corner argues that mappings ought to “discover new worlds within past and present ones; they inaugurate
new grounds upon the hidden traces of a living context… [and they] include the various hidden forces that
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underlie the workings of a given place” (Corner, 1999, p. 214). Corner describes the designer’s process as
one that ‘sets up’ and devises the map in a specific way by “constructing field frames, naming, indexing,
[using] graphic iconography, and so on…not in order to predetermine or prefigure the outcome, but rather
to instigate, support, and enable social forms of integration, affiliation, and negotiation” (1999, p. 243). As
a design research tool, mapping is one of the most creative and influential acts of any design process—it
reveals and orchestrates the conditions for new realities to materialize (1999, p. 216).

3.3

Map speculations and waste

Maps have the power to speculate by exploring potential futures through testing, planning, and
designing, and reside in the tensions between the past, present, and future. The mapping of
deindustrialized sites exemplifies this tension. These supposed wastelands, including brownfields and
Superfund sites, are perceived as derelict and unproductive. They are a result of past material lifecycle
activities: from mining raw materials to processing them, from transporting and installing them to their
eventual disposal. Left over from such previous industrial land use activities, the material remnants of
these territories take the form of contaminants, industrial buildings, and/or infrastructure. At their peak,
these sites were viewed as symbols of economic power, but are now perceived as examples of decay (De
Sousa, 2006, p. 154), having apparently reached the end of their useful life. There are an estimated one
million known contaminated sites in the United States alone, occupying approximately 5 million acres, the
same land area as 60 of our largest cities (United States Department of Housing and Urban Development,
2012), with many more sites yet to be identified and mapped. As a creative, imaginative act, landscape
cartography synthesizes multiple layers of geographical information, revealing opportunities for
speculative design approaches at territorial, systems-based scales—an important tool for designing with
waste.
Landscape lifecycles uses speculative mapping as a methodology for design research to
understand the waste-generating relationships between material lifecycles and landscape change, both in
the form of material byproducts and leftover landscapes. Waste materials and landscapes resulting from
processes of material production, construction, and deconstruction are opportunities for design inquiry and
intervention. These opportunities are explored through a speculative design research project “Thermal
Worlds” and through design studios and research seminars taught over the last several years.

4

LANDSCAPE LIFECYCLES: A DESIGN RESEARCH FRAMEWORK FOR WASTE
SPECULATIONS

Cultural misperceptions of all material and spatial waste conditions as useless byproducts breed
anti-productive processes of waste mismanagement. This is coupled with western tendencies to see the
world through dichotomies, fostering the linear separation of ecological, economic, and socio-cultural
systems. As a design research framework, landscape lifecycles reimagines linear approaches to material

and landscape systems as integrative and cyclical, carrying the potential to create hybridity and
complexity (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Landscape Lifecycles: from separate linear systems toward intertwined, cyclical systems
exchanging waste to create hybridity and complexity (2016). Diagram by the author
It rejects end-of-life practices for materials and landscapes, and seeks to develop intertwined
relationships between multiple programs by utilizing waste generated from each process and system to
forge new relationships. As an ecologically grounded landscape-based design approach, landscape
lifecycles offers a comprehensive perspective of technological and environmental systems; one that does
not see them as mutually exclusive or operating in isolation of one another, but recognizes that such
systems are boundless and fluid. It emphasizes waste as the medium that illuminates hybrid relationships
between nature and culture.
Design research in landscape architecture applies research inquiry to a spatial practice, and tests
and speculates on the multi-scalar implications of research. It recognizes the overlap and interconnectivity
between many disciplines, and helps spatialize research and speculate on the future. As a design
research framework, landscape lifecycles aims to push the design disciplines to tackle these waste
landscapes with integrative approaches, strategies, and techniques that reactivate waste as a dynamic
contributor to local and regional contexts. It is a method for integrating multiple diverse programs rooted in
economic, ecological, and social performance to form hybrid assemblages in the transformation of
perceived physical and spatial wastes. It aspires to engender new culturally significant landscapes of
multiplicity with waste, providing venues for multispecies users negatively affected by waste landscapes to
participate in their transformation (De Almeida, 2018b, p. 20).
All waste conditions are currently rendered equally invisible—out of sight, out of mind. Landscape
lifecycles argues for the mindful handling of spatial and material by-products to illuminate the potentials for
waste transformation and re-examine the processes that lead to excess and toxicity. The value of design
is in reframing waste as a legible resource with material, spatial, experiential, and aesthetic dimensions,
which has the capacity to generate highly performative, diverse, and active landscapes as cultural
destinations (De Almeida, 2018a, p. 65). Combating waste by generating new economic streams built on
and propelled by waste resources can drive environmental and economic justice. As a design research
framework, landscape lifecycles frames waste conditions as opportunities rather than problems, and
explores how reacting differently to the creation of waste yields creative acts of reuse (De Almeida,
2018b).

4.1

Origins—“Thermal Worlds”

Landscape lifecycles as a design research framework emerged from research and a speculative
project performed in Iceland. The project was initiated by a visit to Iceland to understand and document
the mutli-scalar, lifecycle effects of geothermal water as an active material energy across its landscapes.
Geothermal energy and its geographical trace are more evident in this island country than anywhere else
in the world. Iceland’s culture, urbanism, architecture, infrastructure, and landscapes are heavily shaped
by this heated material, creating a wide range of spatial conditions throughout the country (Valsson, 2000,
p. 37).
Geothermal conditions are intrinsically tied to larger geological and hydrological conditions that
form Iceland’s landscape and its ability to produce energy. The country’s existence is a result of these
heat-driven processes: from the extraction of geothermal water and steam from energy fields such as
Gunnhuver and Hellisholt, to power production in Hellisheidi and Krafla, to its distribution for domestic
energy use in cities such as Reykjavik and Akureyri, geothermal energy has a lifecycle akin to other
materials used to create infrastructures and urban space.
The use of geothermal water and steam is prolific across a wide range of different temperature
scales for activities as diverse as greenhouse food production, aquaculture, and bathing (Figure 2). At the
end of every lifecycle stage involving geothermal energy, whether in its extraction, production, or use,
there is always a waste material: an output of water at a lower temperature than the input. Every process
along its lifecycle uses the heated material at a unique temperature, and discards a slightly cooler ‘waste’
product. These gradients of temperature usefulness sometimes overlap between different processes.
Typically though, the used, undesired, but still productive waste material is “sent away”—discharged into a
landscape or water body.
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These processes illuminate several waste conditions that provide the basis for landscape
lifecycles. First, each process, system, industry, etc. operates separately and linearly, even though there
is potential for overlap as Figure 2 demonstrates. Second, spatial and material byproducts are always
generated by each of these processes. In this case, the material byproduct is geothermal water at a cooler
temperature than when it is originally used for a particular program, and the spatial byproduct is the
landscape or body of water used as the “sink” for removing this byproduct from the premises, dead-ending
in a linear system. Although focused on geothermal water, this is representative of nearly every system or
program. Finally, representation is a critical tool for illuminating potential moments for design interventions
to test the ways in which byproducts can be an impetus for generating hybrid relationships as Figure 2
demonstrates. Representation can bring visibility to the invisible, and plays an important role in
highlighting new potential relationships and overlaps—representation becomes a key to unlocking
speculative responses to existing conditions. These concepts formed the basis for the project “Thermal
Worlds,” which tests the opportunities described above at the Reykjanes geothermal power plant in
southwest Iceland.

Figure 2. Thermal diagram as a representational tool for design research. Illustrates temperature
ranges for multiple programs and users, and reveals opportunities for overlap between multispecies users sharing the same thermal space. Diagram by author
The Reykjanes Geothermal Power Plant is located approximately one kilometer from the Atlantic
Ocean, and operates using 300°C thermal brine drawn from 15 boreholes extending 1,600-3,000m below
the surface (Gu and Stefansson, 1998). The thermal brine effluent goes through steam separation, which
extracts and purifies the steam from geothermal brine by removing water and minerals. The steam from
this heated material powers two 50 MW turbines, supplying energy for a nearby aluminum smelting plant,
Norðurál in Hvalfirði. During steam separation, the geothermal effluent cools to 190°C. It is then piped to a
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cooler, where it is mixed with 8°C sea water, cooled to 57°C, and released through an 800 meter long
concrete culvert to the Atlantic Ocean at a rate of 4,000 liters per second (Albertsson and Jonsson, 2010),
(Figure 3, top).
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Figure 3. (Top) Geospatial mapping and thermal analysis of the geothermal energy production
process with waste outputs, highlighting the potential for reuse with speculative layers. (Bottom)
Speculative map diagram of thermal reuse with overlapping programs with landscape lifecycle
approach. Drawings by author
Rather than quickly diverting the water out to sea, “Thermal Worlds” redirects this resource back into its
landscape, reclaiming this active industrial territory as a post-production process. Figure 3 not only maps
this existing process, but also provides layers of information that would normally not be found on a map. It
makes the process visible and reveals the potential for intervening in the process as a design research
project, adding a layer of speculation by illustrating the potentials of waste transformation in this
landscape.
The project proposes to recapture and reuse this geothermal effluent as a performative material
that enhances the geothermal landscape experience. The heated material’s extension across the
landscape is choreographed to form thermally-bounded interior spaces within an exterior, whose
variability promotes a wide range of micro-habitats, climates, ecologies, and economies. In doing so, it
establishes cooperative functions between industry, culture, and ecology by utilizing the geothermal
gradient as a transfer of heat energy—they intersect and interact in this reimagined territory. As a
byproduct, temperature is used as the thread that interweaves algae cultivation and production,
revegetation strategies, and temperature’s experiential qualities for cultural habitation. In the wide range of
thermal environments created by this project, three programs are overlapped to create thermal
relationships: algae cultivation for biofuels, nutrition, food, and feed; a botanical garden and research area
for geothermal ecology, and a thermal resource park to act as an educational and cultural destination.
Thermal worlds are used as a framework across the landscape to mediate between these various
programs, while thermally associated communities are visible registers of the invisible thermal gradient
(Figure 3, bottom). The project demonstrates how waste has the ability to generate interactions between
multiple species, creating a hybrid assemblage of economic, ecological, and cultural programs that
engage and interact across this landscape (De Almeida, 2018a, p. 73). The project also provides a basis
and framework for approaching other waste conditions, which is tested through design studios and
research seminars.

4.2

Studios as laboratory for waste speculations

Design courses provide a critical investigative space to test and explore ways in which research
informs design, and design informs research. As Deming and Swaffield (2011) describe, the studio can be
a “case-study setting for research on design” (p. 40). As a laboratory, it has the potential to be a
“generator of theoretical insights and propositions” (p. 40) and an experimental space to test applied
methods of research. Landscape lifecycles has been applied as a design research and pedagogical
method in multiple studios over the last several years (De Almeida, 2018b). This paper, however, focuses
on the most recent studio of fall 2018 to discuss the recent integration of service-learning in the studio by
forming partnerships with local community organizations that are confronted with the challenges of waste
conditions, in this case, the Omaha Municipal Land Bank.
One-third of northeast Omaha, Nebraska consists of vacant lots. The Omaha Municipal Land
Bank (OMLB) owns over 700 properties, and partnered with the studio to explore alternative strategies for
activating these waste landscapes. The studio asked: how can landscape-based strategies be used to
activate waste landscapes over both short-term and long-term periods? How can waste be the antidote to
waste? Students selected one of three sites, and assembled into teams to ensure a cohesive and
integrative strategy was developed between the three lots as both site-based and larger-scale strategies.
Additionally, each student was given a small hypothetical budget for their project, and were required to
design for reuse, low-cost, and low maintenance.
Beginning with the larger scale, student groups created contextual maps that informed their
design approach. These maps were highly generative in terms of design research, and provided the
argumentative basis for programmatically developing their projects, as well as sourcing local waste
materials to realize their projects and reduce costs, exploring waste as an antidote to waste (Figure 4,
left). The maps became a point of departure for generating multi-programmed projects and various forms
of representation that communicated their design intent and speculations for short-term and long-term
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reuse. Additionally, these maps served as a foundation for longer-term speculation on how their proposals
could migrate and affect other neighborhoods over time (Figure 4, right). OMLB shared and featured the
projects with the broader public, and are developing plans to implement some of the students’ project
ideas (OMLB, 2018).

Figure 4. (Left) Initial map of vacant lots and context relative to walk score, income, demographics,
and nearby amenities. (Right) Speculative maps of how proposal may impact various
neighborhoods throughout Omaha in terms of amenities and walk scores. Drawings by Brandon
Zambrano; reproduced with permission

4.3

Research seminars as laboratory for waste speculations

While design studios offer a laboratory to explore the design opportunities of waste conditions, the
time dedicated to in-depth research is limited. Research seminars enable the opposite relationship—a
deep dive into research with some opportunities to explore design research. Landscape lifecycles applied
to a research seminar explores the blurry, ambiguous, culturally constructed attitudes toward waste, its
spatial and material implications, and its experiential possibilities (De Almeida, 2018b, p. 26). This was
achieved through a semester-long mapping project that documented a specific waste material, or a
process that generates waste conditions. Students explored topics such as lettuce, coal, and sludge to
name a few. This process began with research and investigative documentation of the history, spatial
trajectory, and processes that produce waste conditions. Following this process, students conducted case
study research of a project that seeks to address a waste condition they uncovered in their initial research.
The final part of the project emphasizes speculation and the integration of students’ gained knowledge
into a design research process. Student teams paired up and developed speculative scenarios and
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proposals for how their individual waste systems can hybridize, referencing course content and lessons
learned in their case studies. Mapping was used as a critical mode of inquiry and design speculation. The
proposals were highly speculative and innovative, albeit optimistic and unrealistic, but sought to challenge
and question conventional approaches to reusing and reclaiming waste (Figure 5). Although each part of
the project has specific requirements for drawing contents and topics, the graphic style, topic selection,
and exploration was determined by the student groups, resulting in a diversity of potential outcomes and
approaches to diverse waste conditions.
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Figure 5. Sludge Tower is a speculative design research project that synthesizes two groups’
research on sludge production and lettuce, and seeks to develop a symbiotic relationship between
the two industries while also making the processes visible in the urban landscape. Drawings by
Megan Peterson, Anne McManis, Cale Miller, and Josh McCormack; reproduced with permission

5

CONCLUSION

The speculative cartographic process visualizes hidden opportunities for new design proposals. It
offers the potential for layering multiple uses that can share the same space by utilizing one another’s
waste resources. This increases the possibilities for developing diverse, overlapping multispecies spaces
and activities. This diversity in turn increases the efficiency, resiliency, and adaptability of the system as a
whole. Applying this method to waste materials and landscapes—from former mines and manufacturing
sites, to active industries, buildings, landscapes, and disposal sites—reveals new possibilities for
reimagining their futures as an integral contributor to an interconnected network, rather than merely the
byproduct of these processes. These systems operate in the physical world, and are interconnected with
and reliant upon other systems—they have territorial, spatial, aesthetic, and experiential impacts. Finding,
understanding, calibrating, and designing the spatial interconnections of systems by actively engaging
with its byproducts are the opportunities sought through landscape lifecycles (De Almeida, 2018a, p. 74).
Engaging in this mapping approach enables designers to uncover opportunities for intervening in the
material and landscape byproducts generated by both active and inactive sites. Speculative mapping
gives designers agency to look beyond conventional sites to those that are typically overlooked in order to
productively reactivate waste materials and landscapes.

6
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ABSTRACT

The popularity of small consumer drones (UAVs) has prompted increased use of these vehicles in and
around public outdoor spaces, with expected commercial drone numbers to reach nearly 7 million by
2030 (FAA 2016,). Research in landscape architecture related to UAV (drone) use in public space to
date, has just begun to address conceptual approaches to landscape assessment, representation, and
park user behavior (Kullmann 2017, Park 2016). While research related to the development of
countermeasures for security purposes is more extensive, no research to date addresses the
development of landscape countermeasures for the use of UAVs in criminal activities. The paper
presents design-based research (DBR) methodology and findings funded by a multiyear, multidisciplinary
NSF grant to develop landscape architectural interventions that discourage the use of UAVs for criminal
purposes at correctional facilities.
Consistent with design based research (DBR) models (Brown, 1992), this project is complex,
incorporating the development of a) landscape assessments for potential UAV launch and landing sites
around prisons; b) the creation of UAV tracking and monitoring systems, and c) the development of model
countermeasures. The paper describes design and placement of embedded landscape features utilizing
landscape camouflage principles for UAV detection systems in forested upstate North Carolina. Modelled
camouflage mimicked landscape features and were fabricated in two stages: 1) landscape
superstructure, and 2) landscape camouflage. The embedded landscape features incorporated a launch
warning system capable of alerting prison officials of drone launch locations, identifying future drone
operators, and predicting drone flight paths.

Keywords: Design Based Research, Drones, Prisons, Security Countermeasures
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2

INTRODUCTION

The development of small consumer drones (UAVs) has prompted increasing use of these
vehicles in and around public outdoor spaces, such as parks, stadiums, outdoor amphitheaters, and
festival grounds, with expected commercial drone numbers to reach nearly 7 million by 2030 (FAA 2016,
Beasley 2016). Anticipated novel uses of commercial UAVs is projected to follow this trend, extending
UAV use to the delivery of small commercial payloads across long distances over short periods of time,
akin to proposals by Amazon’s PrimeAir service (BBC News). UAV ability to deliver such payloads
quickly and over long distances, however, appears likely to extend to a broad spectrum of quasi-legal and
clearly illegal activities, as well, including the smuggling of contraband.
Given the high demand for contraband items like cell phones, drugs, weapons, and alcohol in
prison settings, the potential for UAV-related smuggling is raising awareness and concern about potential
gaps in prison security planning worldwide (Guardian, Welch). For example, correctional facility
authorities show increasing concern that smugglers can easily take advantage of existing surveillance
blind spots using drone counter surveillance to guide contraband drops with little fear of being detected.
This concern is reflected in recent sharp increases in overall reported prison smuggling incidents
(Titheridge), in resent reports that UAVs are airdropping contraband into prisons (Rosenwald), and in
reports that prison insiders are using cell phones to notify smugglers when and where to airdrop
contraband from nearby hidden locations(Kalinich). Because available drone technology is constantly
improving, authorities are especially concerned that drones will become more difficult to detect over time.

2.1

Background

The paper addresses findings from the first year of a multiyear, multidisciplinary NSF grant to
develop countermeasures that discourage unauthorized use of UAVs in public space (including uses for
criminal purposes). As part of that grant, design and research faculty from Clemson and Duke
Universities examined threats posed to prison security by drone contraband smuggling around a forested
upstate North Carolina prison site. Because UAV detection for prisons in this context encompasses
complex analysis, collaborative tasking, and innovative design processes, the paper elaborates the
project research process consistent with design based research (DBR) models (Brown, 1992). In broad
strokes, this DBR project incorporates: a) landscape assessment for potential UAV launch and landing
sites around prisons; b) UAV tracking and monitoring systems component development, and c) countermeasure development employing landscape camouflage.

Figure 1 NC Prison Surrounding Forest UAV Launch and Landing Site Analysis
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More specifically, landscape assessment for potential UAV launch and landing sites around the
prison evaluated: a) landscape cover characteristics within 1 mile of the prison; b) line of sight potential
for drone pilots and prison security staff; and c) potential access/egress routes for contraband smugglers.
Figure 1 illustrates the broader landscape context surrounding the Scotland Correctional Facility in North
Carolina. The maximum-security prison is located in a forest clearing at the center of the illustration. A
one-mile radius circle circumscribes the prison as an indicator of relative scale and distance. An airport
lies partly within the one-mile radius, as does a small town, several water bodies, a stream, and several
farms. There is relatively little topographic change across the illustrated landscape (approximately 200
across in gently rolling small hills). Relatively long sightlines extend from the prison’s surrounding forest
edge to the fenced/walled prison yard, especially north and west of the prison yard. The entire landscape
is crisscrossed with small roads surrounding the prison. There are numerous paths leading through the
surrounding forest, which intersect with the surrounding network of small roads. In general, these
environmental conditions provide numerous potential opportunities for drone contraband smuggling.
Landscape assessment also incorporated key prison personnel interviews to understand staff
situational awareness (SA). For purposes of this DBR, SA describes human comprehension of temporal
and spatial events within the prison and surrounding environments at three levels: 1) accurate perception
of the relevant environment and its activities; 2) comprehensive understanding of those activities in the
context of prison security; and 3) predictability of future situational changes (Pew). For purposes of the
study, prison security personnel described their situational awareness of the surrounding landscape as a
dynamic environment routinely probed in multiple locations by smugglers, who were suspected of
communicating with people inside the prison.
Prison officials’ initial response to the perceived inadequacy of their security included a) the
development of active measures around the prison property, with regular formal and informal patrols at
varying times and locations to collect information and prevent potential smuggling; and b) the installation
of battery operated motion-detection cameras with internal data storage mounted at hidden locations near
suspected smuggling routes. After initial camera system installation, NC prison personnel recounted that
they had discovered six drone-assisted contraband drops. They subsequently reexamined their security
blind spots and identified several areas in the surrounding landscape that they believed might provide
cover for future smuggling, offering good lines of sight for drone pilots or navigation spotters and
potentially successful access/egress smuggling routes.

3

METHODS

3.1

Site Specific Landscape Architecture/UAV Issues and Conceptual Design

In further discussions with prison staff, design and research faculty proposed DBR in situ
experiments to test an embedded Launch Warning Camera System (LWCS) that was capable of alerting
prison officials of drone launch locations, to identify future drone operators, and predict drone flight paths.
The proposed LWCS was intended to identify smugglers in real time and warn prison staff when
contraband smugglers are present. It serves as the embedded landscape component of a more
comprehensive detection system, named a Prison Reconnaissance Information System (PRIS),
developed at the Duke University Humans and Autonomy Lab (HAL Website: http://hal.pratt.duke.edu/).
The embedded LWCS would incorporate solar energy collection elements, battery storage,
thermal camera and microphone for image and acoustic data analysis, and motion detectors. It would
operate within PRIS hardware infrastructure that includes: 1) a remote server that stores and transmits
data, and 2) a mobile alerting interface (MAI) installed on secure prison personnel smartphones. The
PRIS system is designed so that when HAL developed algorithms recognize intruders through LWCS
real-time imagery analysis, a warning alert is transmitted to a mobile alerting interface (MAI). The PRIS
then uploads data from the system server, displaying intruder location and drone directional movement
sent to prison staff smartphones, enabling prison security response. For purposes of this project, PRIS
hardware needed to be replicable and inexpensive, and in the case of the LWCS, needed to withstand
operating conditions in the surrounding forest with little maintenance. Identification of the proposed
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LWCS site was critical to the DBR, not only as a site for experimentation, but as a locus for security
design theory to include UAV) drone countermeasures in existing landscape security design thinking.
The diagram in Figure 2 illustrates
Prison Reconnaissance Information System
(PRIS) architecture with a schematic of potential
LWCS embedded landscape components in the
project landscape. Anticipating drone launch
sites within 1 mile of the prison, research faculty
analyzed potential experimental sites based on
landscape cover, navigation lines-of sight, and
access/egress potential. A promising 16-acre
area was identified approximately .4 miles from
the prison. The site was surrounded by mixed
mature and immature hardwoods and pines,
contained a walkable path leading to nearby
roads (.2 miles from a potential launch site).
The site incorporated landscape elements
capable of supplying cover for drone flight
spotters. The experimental site is not identified
here for security reasons.
Two small sites within the selected 16acre area were field tested as candidates for
LWCS experimental locations. One site
exhibited more understory landscape cover,
denser detritus with significant amounts of
brush, trees tall enough for full solar exposure at
their tops, and trees with foliage dense enough
to discourage visibility from the ground. A path
ran through the site with locations suitable for
potential embedded LWCS testing. Initial in situ
tests of the thermal camera, motion detector,
and mobile alerting interface (MAI), verified
motion detection reliability, thermal image
legibility, and MAI operation.
Given this broader DBR context, the
relevant DBR landscape architecture problem
described in the remainder of the paper is: how
can an in situ power supply system providing
solar collection and battery storage for PRISrelated hardware be camouflaged in forested
upstate North Carolina prison surroundings to
evade detection by contraband smugglers
attempting to launch and navigate drones?
Figure 2 LWCS Embedded Landscape Components
Conceptually, this DPR landscape architecture problem is: nested in environmental contexts with
differing situational awareness between two groups of people, using the same environment for conflicting
security purposes (in this case one group using (UAVs) drones to counteract the security design of the
other group). Heuristically, a designed landscape in this context advantages one group over the other.
Pragmatically: a) the security group receives accurate perceptions and understanding from the shared
designed environment, enabling an accurate prediction of future contextual change; b) the drone
smuggling group receives less than full access to those perceptions and understanding - to the extent
they are unable to fully predict future contextual change; c) the resulting difference in situational
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awareness is proportional to the effective use of embedded landscape camouflage and technology; which
d) advantages the security group’s use of the shared environment. In terms of DBR processes, the
design of embedded landscape features in these contexts follow long-established camouflage principles
utilizing concealment, deception, misdirection, screening, mimicry and pattern, intended to maximize the
perceived integration of embedded landscape elements within surrounding landscapes (Hartcup, Root).
The design and camouflage principles elaborated in the DBR process complement existing basic
security design principles now largely focused to site hardening against blast damage delivered through
road systems with large vehicles. Existing security design principles relevant to the DBR process employ
in varying degrees: 1) unity (the repetition of a limited number of elements); 2) harmony (the elements
that are used to create unity must go together); 3) emphasis (giving added importance to certain
elements); 4) balance (the overall balance of weight and mass of site elements in a symmetrical,
asymmetrical, regular, or irregular arrangement); 5) scale (the relationship of the size of the site elements
and the pedestrian or user); and 6) rhythm (the sequencing of site elements).

3.2

Embedded Landscape DBR Utilizing Landscape Camouflage Principles

Employing camouflage principles to conceal and screen the solar collection and battery storage
components of the embedded landscape DBR considered: size and location of the solar panel and
battery with access open to sun all year, power generation, storage capacity, distance from thermal
camera, cable voltage capacity, gross size and weight of the embedded component. Solar panel
dimensions and battery size suggested a component with a minimum 20”x 14”x 16” interior camouflaged
space. Case study assessment of tree component deceptive camouflage for solar panels and microwave
towers, and case studies for potential mimicry of a variety of animal nest configurations common to local
forest trees recommended bird’s nests as initial embedded camouflage prototypes. Red tail hawk nests
were used as prototypes for the following reasons: a) they are typically found in large trees 13 to 69 ft off
the ground with good solar access like those in situ; b) their great variation in construction and vegetative
materials enabled ready prototyping with material found in situ; c) in situ tree species were common red
tail hawk nesting sites; and d) typical red tail hawk nest dimensions offered ample opportunity to conceal
and screen the embedded LWCS components (generally 28” to 38” in diameter and up to 38” tall).

Figure 3 Red Tail Hawk Nest Prototypes
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Construction and vegetative materials derived from shed twigs and branches, pine needles, and
leaf detritus were gathered at the experimental site and transported to DBR assembly areas at Clemson
University. The nest construction material was configured as two prototypes: one - 40“+ outside
diameter, and one - 34”+ outside diameter. The larger nest was configured with thicker branches.
Individual and small assemblies of branches and twigs were 3-D scanned to access the feasibility of 3-D
printing for the nests or its various parts. Scanned branches were, in general, digitally incomplete or
required too much digital reworking after initial scanning to efficiently and inexpensively utilize 3-D printing
technology to completely or partially fabricate the nests. Instead, the two nests were modelled using
construction adhesives and traditional “wood weaving” techniques.
Figure 3 above illustrates DBR iterative prototyping employed in the embedded landscape feature
conceptual development. The DBR prototyping identified: 1) potential nest types by size, scale and
configuration, 2) a model nest configuration capable of a range of suitable proportional dimensions, and
3) two nest configurations fabricated with woven wood branches and construction adhesives capable of
enclosing the solar panel and battery storage components required by the LWCS and PRIS.

Figure 4. 3-D modelling of the embedded nest in a tree seen from tree top and ground levels.
Figure 4 above illustrates digital 3-D modelling of the nests mounted in rendered trees similar to
those on site. DBR evaluation of the 3-D models suggested the nests would be very difficult to see from
ground level for several reasons: 1) the height of the tree and branch leaf cover; and 2) the restricted
sight angles surrounding on site trees. The smaller of the two nests was evaluated as comparatively less
visible and weighed less, potentially reducing the risk of the nest dislodging from its mountings in
inclement weather. Evaluation of increased potential risk for personal injury/property damage resulting
from the dislodgement of the heavier nest recommended a smaller and lighter prototype.
Because the woven wood and glued nest configurations occasionally lost structural integrity
under routine transportation and handling, the nests proposed for field-testing were further prototyped as
camouflaged superstructures. Two superstructure prototypes with examples of solar mounting plate and
weaving pins, gridded elliptical trusses, and a solar orientation devise were modeled. One superstructure
prototype was modelled with ¼” water-cut stainless sheet steel Type 304. Another superstructure
prototype was modelled with ¼” CNC router-cut sheet Lexan polycarbonate resin thermoplastic. The
steel prototype was estimated to weigh approximately 12 pounds, and require considerable effort to
machine and weld. The Lexan prototype weighed approximately 4 pounds and was more easily
machined and welded.
A smaller Lexan prototype for field testing was fabricated using split trusses assembled with
Lexan adhesive and configured in a 3.5” on center interlocking grid. The gridded trusses interlocked
through paired notches at intersection points. The initial prototype was fastened with additional ¼” plastic
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snap ties to secure the woven wood camouflage. The Lexan superstructure was coated with a matt finish
acrylic to reduce potential Lexan reflectivity, which might appear “unnatural” in a forest setting. The solar
orientation devise was mounted for solar panel installation, and adjusted for appropriate solar exposure
for the preliminary field testing site. The nest is currently mounted in a tree consistent with trees in the
prison test site at a Clemson University field testing location. Initial tests will last 3 months through winter
weather to assess construction weathering, fastening systems, solar panel function, and potential animal
interference and damage. In response to anticipated field testing data, a final camouflaged nest will be
field tested at the North Carolina prison test location. Following tests will assess the effectiveness of the
camouflage and security design principles of the embedded landscape feature, and recommend final
LWCS and PRIS adaptations for final site design and system installation.

4

DISCUSSION

The paper has presented design-based research (DBR) addressing landscape contexts
supporting the use of UAVs for criminal purposes at correctional facilities. Consistent with DBR models,
this project is complex and iterative. The project reflects unique DBR research that incorporates
development of a) landscape assessments for potential UAV launch and landing sites around prisons; b)
the creation of UAV tracking and monitoring systems, and c) the development of model countermeasures.
The paper described DBR methodology for design and placement of embedded landscape features
utilizing landscape camouflage principles for UAV detection systems in forested upstate North Carolina
that included: 1) conceptual development of the design problem; 2) theoretical rationale for design
problem resolution; 3) rationale for relevant design principles grounded in existing landscape security
guidelines and the introduction of camouflage design criteria; 4) an iterative process to test and evaluate
design solutions capable of resolving
The paper focused on design and testing of camouflage and mimicked landscape features
fabricated in two stages: 1) landscape superstructure, and 2) landscape camouflage. The embedded
landscape features were designed to incorporate launch warning system technology capable of alerting
prison officials of drone launch locations, of identifying future drone operators, and predicting drone flight
paths. Fabricated models are now in preliminary field testing prior to final testing at the prison site. Upon
reflection, the project methodology affirms general DBR model methodologies as four iterative phases: 1)
collaborative analysis of the practical problem; 2) development of solutions based on existing design
principles and technological innovation; 3) iterative cycles of testing and refinement of solutions, and 4)
researcher reflection to create design principles and enhance solution implementation (Reeves, T.C.
2006). Perhaps most important from the standpoint of landscape architecture DBR, the research
presented here suggests applicability of DBR methodology to expanded security design and camouflage
principles for (UAV) drone activity across a broad spectrum of quasi-legal and clearly illegal
environmental contexts based on DBR theory building in the sciences (Gregor. 2002, 2009). From an
academic perspective, the expansion of these design principles support the foundation of landscape
architecture design theory contemplating increasingly insecure environmental contexts, and the use of
differing situational awareness as a viable metric for further development.

5
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